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Abstract
Traditional design of user interfaces for mobile phones is limited to a small interaction that provides
only the necessary means to place phone calls or to write short messages. Such narrow activities
supported via current terminals suppress users from moving towards mobile and ubiquitous
computing environments of the future. Unfortunately, the next generation of user interfaces for
mobile terminals seems to apply the same design patterns as commonly used for desktop computers.
Whereas the desktop environment has enough resources to implement such design, capabilities of the
mobile terminals fall under constraints dictated by mobility, like the size and weight. Additionally, to
make mobile terminals available for everyone, users should be able to operate them with minimal or
no preparation, while users of desktop computers will require certain degree of training.

This research looks into how to improve the user interface of future mobile devices by using a
more human-centred design. One possible solution is to combine the Augmented Reality technique
with image recognition in such a way that it will allow the user to access a "virtualized interface".
Such an interface is feasible since the user of an Augmented Reality system is able to see synthetic
objects overlaying the real world. Overlaying the user's sight and using the image recognition process,
the user interacts with the system using a combination of virtual buttons and hand gestures.

The major contribution of this work is the definition of the user's gestures that makes it possible
for human-computer interaction with such Augmented Reality based User Interfaces. Another
important contribution is the evaluation on how mobile applications and services work with this kind
of user interface and whether the technology is available to support it.

Keywords: applications and services, augmented reality, deviceless interface, gesture
recognition, human-computer interaction, mobile, mobile device, sign interpretation, user
interface





 Abbreviations 

2D Two Dimension 
3D Three Dimension 
3DOF Three Degrees of Freedom 
6DOF Six Degrees of Freedom 
1G First Generation 
AR Augmented Reality 
AWT Abstract Window Toolkit 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CD-ROM Compact Disk - Read Only Memory 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CRT Cathode-Ray Tube 
CSCW Computer Supported Collaborative Work 
DGPS Differential Global Positioning System 
DMA Direct Memory Access 
DOV Depth of View 
DSP Digital Signal Processing 
FOV Field of View 
GPRS General Packet Radio Service 
GPS Global Positioning System 
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HCI Human Computer Interface 
HMD Head-Mounted Display 
HOE Holographic Optical Element 
HSI Hue-Saturation-Intensity 
HSV Hue Saturation Value 
IA Information Appliance 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
I/O Input/Output 
IWAR International Workshop on Augmented Reality 
JNI Java Native Interface 



LAN Local Area Network 
LCD Liquid-Crystal Display 
LED Light Emitting Diode 
LiIon Lithium Ion (battery) 
LOD Level of Detail 
LOE Level of Error 
MAR Mobile Augmented Reality 
MARS Mobile Augmented Reality System 
MARISIL Mobile Augmented Reality Interface Sign Interpretation Language 
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
mPARD A mobile Passive Augmented Reality Device 
MR Mixed Reality 
NAIST Nara Institute of Science and Technology 
NTE Near-the-Eye 
OLED Organic Light Emitting Diodes 
OS Operating System 
PAN Personal Area Network 
PAULA Personal Access and User Interface for Multi-modal Broadband 

Telecommunication 
PCMCIA Peripheral Component Microchannel Interconnect Architecture 
PDA Personal Digital Appliance 
POTS Plain Old Telephone System 
QFD Quality Function Deployment 
RGB Red-Green-Blue 
RPC Remote Procedure Call 
SA Selective Availability (in GPS accuracy) 
SDK Software Development Kit 
UI User Interface 
USB Universal Serial Bus 
VE Virtual Environment 
VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol 
VM Virtual Machine (as in Java VM) 
VR Virtual Reality 
VTT State Research Center of Finland 
WAN Wide Area Network 
WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
WIMP Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointing devices 



 Preface 

In my earlier education to become a master of engineering in theory of systems and 
computers science, one of my research colleagues from the laboratory suggested that I 
had potential to become a real scientist and that I should follow this inclination. At that 
time, my personal goal was to complete my courses and to earn the engineering degree. 
Even so, the words remained in my subconscious. 

Before relating the story behind the work for this thesis, I would like to introduce the 
motto that governed my life during the research period: “It is characteristic for the whole 
world of ideas that they do not come as memories from the past but expectations for the 
future” – William Stern. I request the reader to look into the expectation of the future 
rather than the past or present. 

My work as a scientist started as a research assistant at the Digital Signal Processing 
Laboratory in the “Politehnica” University of Bucharest, Romania. That was my first 
contact with researchers and first assignment as a researcher. The work on this thesis can 
be traced back to the years 1997-1998 when, as a research scientist for the European 
Project, ESPRIT No. 25946 (CE-Net Project), I was designing and building a user 
interface for the “Who is Who” database. The work comprised of collecting data and 
building a friendly and lightweight web interface to access it. The experience gained from 
this project guided me towards designing the small interface for browsing the data that 
was later useful in another research project called Cyphone (Personal Virtual Services 
Based on Picocellular Networks, a project funded by the Technology Development 
Center of Finland - TEKES) at the University of Oulu. 

In Cyphone, the research problem was to design a small device with a small screen 
size that would be able to display a large amount of data in a comprehensible way. At the 
commencement the research, the platform for development was the wireless application 
protocol (WAP) phone and the interface was based on the wireless mark-up language 
(WML). The constraints identified for the research platform were: computing power of 
the device and limited physical size of the screen. The computing power was to be solved 
in the future. The size of the screen, even with a higher resolution, was the main concern. 
To achieve a better representation of the data in a small space, the best solution was to 
have fewer characters on the display and the best solution was to represent the 



information within a table, resulting in a high amount of information per displayed page. 
The table could also allow easy reordering of information and easy browsing. 

Later work in the Personal Access and User Interface for Multi-modal Broadband 
Telecommunication (Paula) Project, funded by Academy of Finland, focused on mobile 
devices and how to use them for other purposes than voice communication and to take 
advantage of broadband communication. The project aim was to look into the future use 
of mobile phones and unearth new applications to take advantage of the better 
communication bandwidth that was being forecast. The groups, at University of Oulu and 
the State Research Center of Finland (VTT), were focused on Navigation and Meetings. 
The task that I was involved with was to deliver easy implementation of the user interface 
for the navigation system of a future “media-phone” device. When studying what was the 
best design solution to be implemented for the future, the size of the display was 
identified as the main constraint. Later, after deeper analysis of the problem, I proposed 
the use of augmented reality and sign language as the base design for the user interface. 
By applying this technique, the display’s size could be extended to all the surrounding 
area of the user, and the user would be able to interact in a very ergonomic way. 

The idea was embraced and encouraged by Professor Petri Pulli. A patent (see 
Appendix) was applied for and I started work to write the scenario and produce a 
multimedia demo in order to reveal the technique in a more exhaustive form. The purpose 
of the movie was to emphasise, in a visual way, the manner in which this type of devices 
could work. Professor Pulli and myself presented the demo movie to several audiences 
around Europe, Japan and United States of America. We received enough positive 
feedback to continue the research and to start creating a prototype. Later, after 
constructing the prototype, my research focused on how to apply it and extend it to work 
with more applications and services. This thesis discusses in depth the consequences of 
this research on user interfaces based on augmented reality, how to implement them and 
what applications and services could be used with them. 

Infotech Oulu (Virgin and Interact groups), the Academy of Finland and the Nokia 
Foundation, financially supported this work. For the research years and the work invested 
in this thesis I hereby acknowledge publicly my humble appreciation to all my 
colleagues, friends and family that helped, encouraged and stimulated me to pursue and 
finish this work. An incomplete list of people follows in the acknowledgement’s section 
of this manuscript. 
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1 Introduction 

Past decades in mobile communication systems have shown impressive evolutionary 
changes in terms of technology, but utilization has remained immutable: from the first-
generation (1G) in the 1970s until the later second-generation (2G) in the 90s, the main 
purpose had been to serve classical voice communication. Mobile devices evolved from 
dumb mobile phone terminals which delivered only voice services into more complicated 
Internet text terminals (Fig. 1) and advanced media-phones (including pictures, video 
broadcasting/viewing). These devices have become small enough to be hand-held. They 
were usually provided with a keyboard for user input and a display for showing the 
results of the inputs. However, users do not always want to carry mobile devices in their 
hands, nor is it always easy to input data into them. 
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Fig. 1. Evolution of mobile terminal device applications and their requirements (an 
adaptation from (Latva-Aho 2002)). 

In the future, because of technological advances, there will be a migration of applications 
from desktop computers to mobile devices. As seen in Fig. 1, more advanced services 
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and applications, as in Virtual Reality (VR) or entertainment, will penetrate further into 
the mobile sector. However, the penetration of this visual media will depend greatly on 
the availability and refinement of the interface. Even if current advances in display 
technology (e.g., colour display, pixel resolution as high as 640x320) fulfil the need of 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) terminals, imaging and video streaming are 
already pushing for more display and interaction. The limiting factor is not the 
technology as much as the physical size of current displays. After all, there is a logical 
contradiction in the statement of greater portability with a larger display. 

As a result, the present work contributes to recent developments in the field of mobile 
devices, specifically for personal mobile ones. The major contribution has been in finding 
a novel user interface (UI) for this type of device that could extend the physical 
boundaries of the display and enhance the UI functionality. Special emphasis has been on 
forthcoming applications and services from mobile devices, as well as on how to make 
them available for new UI types. 

The main emphasis of the research was to make human activities more personal, free 
in space and time and, therefore, the focus was on mobile personal communication and its 
applications. This particular research area does not, any longer, only explore the network 
and wireless communication field but also the devices used and their applications. 
Moreover, the research on wireless communication devices highlights the usability, 
availability and ergonomics and therefore, this thesis emphasizes the new designs of UIs 
for such devices. 

The argumentation for this work anchors on appraising that, in forthcoming decades, 
mobile communication development should bring more bandwidth to devices that would 
also be more powerful. New devices would require new applications and services to 
exploit increased capacities and advances in infrastructure and terminals. Future personal 
devices that would utilize such infrastructures would benefit from new designs of UIs. 
The designs should confront the problems encountered today in UIs for mobile devices: 
small screen size, short battery life, poor interaction and low processing power. 

It can be forecast that battery life will increase – as more research is conducted in the 
area (e.g., polysilicon transistors and organic displays that should decrease the 
requirement of energy). The processing power of small devices should also increase, 
since technological pace (Moore’s law1) has supplied chip architects with better 
technologies. 

What remains unsolved and has become the subject of this dissertation, is the poor 
interaction between the user and the mobile device and the support for larger displays. By 
improving the human-mobile device interaction, usability of the devices could be 
increased and, therefore, future mobile users could be provided with an instrument to 
enhance their personal life with more mobility for the applications and services they may 
want to access. 
                                                           
1 An observation was made in 1965 by Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, that the number of transistors per 
square inch on integrated circuits had doubled every year since the integrated circuit was invented. Moore 
predicted that this trend would continue for the foreseeable future. In subsequent years, the pace slowed down 
slightly, but data density has doubled approximately every 18 months, and this is the current definition of 
Moore's Law, which Moore has blessed. Most experts, including Moore, expect Moore's Law to hold for at least 
another two decades. 
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Problems in using a physical display could probably be solved if, instead of physical, 
the display was “virtual”. This could be achieved by using the so-called “Near-The-Eye” 
(NTE) display, also known as a head-mounted display (HMD). Using this technique, the 
user’s eyes would perceive a small image displayed near the eyes as a bigger image at a 
greater distance. Unfortunately, when using a NTE display or HMD, the user’s view of 
the display could float and move as the head or body moves. This could cause a problem 
for some who have reported dizziness or discomfort while using such displays. In order 
to compensate this disadvantage, some image processing technique could be used to 
“anchor” the image of the display to a physical object which would provide the user with 
a more stable view over the interface. 

Making the display virtual could bring more flexibility over the interface as the space 
to display information could increase. As HMD devices are present in fields like VR and 
Augmented Reality (AR), the applications available from these fields could improve the 
functionality of mobile devices. This could contribute to the goal of this work, 
specifically to expand the applications and services available for mobile personal 
communication devices. 

In order to have a better understanding of the topic, major research areas were 
surveyed during the work as well as during the writing of the dissertation. The fields 
closest to the main research area were identified as: Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, 
Mobile Computers and Devices, User Interface Appliances, Human Computer 
Interaction, Sign Language, Gesture-Recognition, Computer Vision/Image Processing, 
Ubiquitous Computing and Virtual Prototyping. A special thoroughness was given to 
Augmented Reality and Computer Vision, since they were subjects that were not covered 
at the start of the work. Later in the research, the attention shifted towards User Interface 
Appliances as a more advanced topic for research. 

1.1 Research Question 

Mobile phones, historically speaking, were researched primarily by the military and 
militarised services (and public services such as the police and fire-fighters) as strategic 
communication devices. Subsequently, their adoption was for the needs of the travelling 
business community. In the 1980s, the penetration of mobile phones reached mass 
consumers. Today, they are with almost everybody. This mass adoption introduced new 
usability requirements on their interfaces (Nielsen 1993). 

In the middle of 1990s, mobile phones were joined by many other portable devices, 
(Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), Mobile Computers, Communicators), which were 
more advanced communication devices. These “mobile computing platforms” were able 
to include other applications (fax, web browsing, video, calendar, to-do’s and other 
organizer specific tasks) but they also became increasingly more complicated to use. 
Additionally, their small displays and keyboards posed a great challenge for future 
designs of their interface (Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila & Ruuska 2000). The research 
question was, therefore, whether making the display virtual would provide the next 
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generation of mobile information appliances (IAs) with a better display size and better 
interaction, hence allowing the design and development of new applications and services. 

This research was not strictly limited only at finding the answer to just the above 
question, but attempted to also answer three questions which are encompassed by it, 
namely: 

1. When would the technology be able to provide such devices with answers to handle 
the proposed specifications? 

2. Are there prevalent applications available with respect to the new approach? 
3. Are there new services or applications that could take advantage of such devices? 

1.2 Research Approach 

This work was initiated knowing that the field of mobile computing, in later 
developments, would require new interaction paradigms (Bertelsen & Nielsen 2000, 
Klinker et al. 2000). If the answers to the research questions proved to be positive, it 
would mean that by virtualizing the display, the new method could lead to the next 
generation of mobile devices with a UI that would not fall within the physical restrictions 
of the present ones. Moreover, having a UI that is fully virtualized, could also enhance 
developers and UI designers with more options regarding implementation and human-
computer interaction. 

The implications of this research are large: virtualizing the display could allow the 
next generation of mobile devices to break the physical barriers of designing the UI and it 
could create a new dynamic for their usage. Virtualised mobile devices could add more 
scalability and flexibility in the design of the UI (Rodden et al. 1998). This could provide 
the manufacturers with a platform capable, not only of handling the older basic 
applications that are available today in mobile phones, but also a new and more advanced 
class of applications that could extend their targeted markets to the larger markets of 
mobile information appliances1 (Norman 1998). The devices could also come with a 
higher level of personalisation and customisation. The users could then be able to enjoy 
accessing a device that is easy to use, tangible and pervasive, and something that blends 
into the surrounding environment without being obtrusive. 

Another benefit from this research, if the answer to the research question is 
affirmative, could be the increase in the number of services and applications that could be 
deployable for this class of devices. Mass production of such a system could bring the 
price down to the level of today’s communication devices (such as the Nokia 
                                                           
1 Information appliance (IA) refers to any device that is capable of processing information, signals, graphics, 
animation, video and audio; and the exchange of such information with another IA device. Typical devices in 
this category are smartphones, smartcards, PDAs, portable PCs, and so on. Digital cameras, the older cellular 
phones (only voice), set-top boxes, and TVs are not IAs unless they have the capability of communication and 
information processing functions. Information appliances may overlap in definition and are sometimes referred 
to as mobile devices, smart devices, wireless devices, wearable devices, Internet appliances, web appliances, 
handhelds, handheld devices or smart handheld devices. 
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Communicator) while their role could expand from being a communicating device to the 
more advanced class of an information device. This, in combination with a more 
advanced network infrastructure, could create a new way of providing information 
services to the masses, as the Internet is now doing. In addition, since the present desktop 
computer paradigm, by its nature, is fixed and non-contextual, mobile devices could be 
bound to a large contextual variation (Johnson 1998). Based on the nature of the context, 
a new set of applications could be created along the line of applications common to 
desktop computers. 

The research was started with a focus to provide an answer to the question of 
extending the display size of current mobile devices through ways of making the device 
virtual (“virtualize”). Attempts to virtualize the input or output devices had been done 
earlier, starting with virtualizing the keyboard (Kalawsky 1993a). However, they were 
mostly concerned with the virtualisation as the outcome and not with mobility or 
enhancement of the device that was being made virtual. Later, the focus shifted towards 
providing future mobile devices with a larger range of applications, so the ultimate goal 
was to increase the applicability and usability of mobile devices. As a result, the work 
was split between the research for providing the feasibility of the devices and that for 
supporting the interaction mechanisms for the user. 

In order to demonstrate that virtualizing of the display would provide better usability 
and increase the range of applications, several prototypes were analyzed and built. 
Additional requirements were extracted during each step of the development stage of the 
prototypes. By stressing the utility of the new artefact, the research led to the 
identification of a novel device. Because of the innovative aspect of the work and the 
artefact building, the research method used was an innovative building approach 
(Järvinen 2001). 

The creation process of the artefact was done in iterative steps due to the novel aspect 
of the research and the difficulty of forecasting or imagining the target state of the final 
artefact. Each step or version of the artefact provided new insights and new requirements 
for the subsequent building processes. The specification and implementation processes 
that led to a new version are presented in Fig. 2. The prototypes varied through various 
devices implementations to future specifications extracted from scenario analyses and the 
movie production. Each stage in the implementation contributed a new set of 
requirements that were translated into new specifications that were later part of a newer 
production process. 
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Fig. 2. Iterative requirement gathering and incremental implementation process for 
constructing an artefact. 

The evaluation of new versions was done based on the comparison between the old and 
new target, but keeping in mind the usability and utility attributes of the newly created 
artefact. The scientific contribution came from the novelty of the system and through the 
argumentation that the usability and utility were improved (March & Smith 1995). The 
evaluation criteria were a set of requirements extracted from the work with the artefacts. 

The focus of the evaluation was on the feasibility rather than efficiency, since, like 
most artefacts of this nature, efficiency comes with use (i.e., the keyboard was and still is 
slower to use than hand writing for some people). As a result, the evaluation of the 
efficiency of the system was left for further research. This was also because  the 
suggested system was not yet deployable outside of the laboratory and hence, it could not 
be tested for efficiency by the public in general daily usage circumstances. The prototype 
designed to test the feasibility was far from being portable due to some manufacturing 
limitations of the off-the-shelf components used (i.e., batteries, cables, port connectors, 
etc.). In the future, such evaluation should be more feasible, once the implementation and 
mass-production of such classes of systems are closer to realisation. 

Instead, a comparison between current systems and the proposed one and how this 
system was capable of removing some of the restrictions imposed by the current design 
of UIs for mobile phones was available through each version of the system. The study is 
a requirements analysis of the tasks that a user could perform using the proposed version 
of the system. 
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1.3 Survey of Earlier Work 

An important field of study that is closely related to the subject of this thesis is VR. The 
hypothesis is that making the display of the device virtual should enable future mobile 
devices with larger screens leading to VR. Re-adapting Ivan Sutherland’s definition of 
VR (Sutherland 1965), virtualizing the display of the mobile device means presenting the 
display to the user’s senses such that it is hard to distinguish between the real display and 
a virtual one. Such a definition implies that the user’s eyes should see the artificial 
display of the device at a higher, or at least equal, resolution as his or her eyes are capable 
of distinguishing. In reality this task is currently impossible. 

A set of devices has been contributing to the process of immersion that could lead a 
user into experiencing the virtual world. These devices include displays, haptic interfaces, 
audio devices and scent generators. Even if the technology  advances far enough to 
provide a sense of immersion, it would be up to the user to accept the imperfections of 
the virtual world and perceive it as real. This redefined VR is known as Immersion-
Interaction-Imagination or I3 (Burdea & Coiffet 1994). 

To immerse the user view into a three dimensional (3D) world implies that both eyes 
should be exposed to stereo images. Stereoscopic images can be tracked back in history 
to Euclid or Leonardo da Vinci (Sexton & Surman 1999), the latter realizing that in order 
to capture the reality in a painting, the artist should consider producing two paintings 
(one for each eye). The same idea works for audio as in stereo or surround audio systems. 

Various devices can provide a user with stereovision. Head-mounted displays are by 
far the most popular. Another interesting approach is CAVE (Cruz-Neira et al. 1993). In 
CAVE, the user can experience the 3D world through a pair of glasses that are 
synchronized with projections from the walls. Because of the wall projections, the user’s 
eyes are focused on the walls and not on the close range HMD. Another benefit of the 
CAVE environment is related to the motion of the user and the head. The user can move 
in CAVE and enjoy the view without having the disturbing lag caused by the delays in 
presenting the proper view corresponding to the changes in the direction of the glance of 
the user. The big disadvantage in adopting the CAVE system compared to the one 
proposed here is that it is, in the main, not mobile. 

The more popular approach to stereovision is to use a HMD. Most surveys describe 
Ivan Sutherland’s system (Sutherland 1968) as the first to have produced the HMD. In 
reality, Comeau and Bryan were the first to describe a system developed by Philco 
Corporation for surveillance that used a HMD (Kalawsky 1993b). Unfortunately, when 
using a HMD, the user is able to see the 3D world, but when moving or the head is turned 
(parallax motion), the image will remain the same, causing nausea and dizziness. To 
correct this problem, special tracking sensors need to be used on the HMD that would 
compensate for the head movement. Unfortunately, a set of sensors is required to be 
available in the room to provide the tracking data, making the mobility of the system 
almost impossible. Some researchers managed to relax the implementation by using 
special fiducial markers that were easy to install (Naimark & Foxlin 2002). A 
compromised solution would be to install the tracking sensors on the body of the user and 
access only the relative coordinates of the head to the body (Foxlin & Harrington 2000). 
Even by using accelerometers and other visual approaches (Simon et al. 2000), the user 
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of VR systems is not capable of seeing anything but the virtual world and hence cannot 
interact and carry out activities other than those available in that world. 

A more relaxed definition of VR, where immersion is not a requirement, includes 
systems in which the artificial images are viewed on the display of a monitor (as in 
Desktop VR) or on a semitransparent mirror (as a virtual push-button keyboard 
(Kalawsky 1993a)). With the introduction of the term Mixed Reality (MR) and the 
Milgram’s taxonomy of virtual displays (Milgram & Kishino 1994), these systems could 
be better categorized as AR systems. 

To augment means to add or to amplify (to grow) (Company 1994). Based on this, AR 
means that it is a  way to enhance or amplify a user’s sense of the real world with 
synthetic information. The most common augmentations are the ones of the view of the 
user, but other augmentations could be of the audio (i.e., noise reduction systems in 
airplanes). Augmented reality has been included as part of VR (or a subfield of VR). A 
better categorization is given by Milgram and Kishino (Milgram & Kishino 1994). They 
defined it as part of MR, a more proper term to describe the blending of the two worlds, 
virtual and real. Azuma used their taxonomy and representation of the “virtual 
continuum” (Fig. 3) in his survey of AR (Azuma 1997). In the figure, the virtual and the 
real world stand at the two edges. The VR operates in the Virtual Environment (VE). 
Between the two worlds is the MR, where the virtual and real are blended. Augmented 
reality is closest to the real world, having the virtual objects overlaid on the real 
environment, while Augmented Virtuality has the real objects present in the VE. 

Mixed Reality

Real
Environment

Augmented
Reality

Augmented
Virtuality

Virtual
Environment  

Fig. 3. Milgram’s simplified representation of a "virtuality continuum" in which AR is part 
of the MR and adapted by Azuma (Azuma et al. 2001). 

By having the surrounding environment as real, AR is much better suited to the 
requirements of mobility for a system. The user is capable of operating with virtual 
objects while seeing the real environment around. This characteristic alone suggests that 
the user is capable of interacting with the virtual world within the real one. This 
characteristic is only present within AR, where artificial images superimpose the real 
world. 

The field of applications for AR is very wide. To mention just few, it is useful in 
medicine, manufacturing, engineering, entertainment and military (Azuma 1997). The 
synthetically generated information can be manipulated easily and dynamically. This 
should allow the design of the UI to be less constrained by the real and solid constructs. 
A UI constructed with computer generated objects to fit a user’s need should be more 
flexible and adjustable than a physical one. This means that interaction could become 
more intuitive and natural in the MR environment. Moreover, the normal UI 
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characteristics, otherwise constrained by its material nature, should develop more freely, 
aided by the new virtual nature provided within an AR environment. One example 
concerning the size can be found when looking at the display limitations of a classical 
desktop computer or that of a mobile device, the limitations caused by the incapability to 
increase the size without replacing/upgrading the device. These limitations are not 
relevant in the virtual world as the only limitation is the user’s field of view (FOV) or the 
resolution of the NTE displays and HMDs1. 

A user of AR could interact using a special set-up in which a video camera grabs the 
surrounding of the user. Such a system would be capable of tracking movements and 
interpreting them later as inputs for the system. An improvement to the approach would 
be to make it mobile. The literature describes this as being a “Mobile Augmented Reality 
System” (Julier et al. 2000, Höllerer et al. 2001) or MARS. This thesis describes the 
operation of such a mobile platform in which a video camera is also available to allow  
the image processing to take place. Such a system consists of the following parts: 

1. An NTE display 

Visual information is the most important aspect of the MARS. The augmented 
information would be added to the sensory data perceived by a user’s eyes. The NTE 
display should be as light as possible in order to be ergonomically worn. 

2. Wireless system 

The wireless network should, if available, allow the system to access various 
resources including computation of data remotely. In some references (Julier et al. 
2000) the MARS could also include a Global Positioning System (GPS). 

3. Mobile computing system 

An adequate Central Processing Unit (CPU) with a high-powered graphics chip 
would be required in order to achieve sufficient computing capabilities to handle the 
applications for such an appliance. Usually, the main computational power used 
would be to update the see-through head-worn display screen and, therefore, the need 
for a fast and low power consumption graphic chip would be essential. The unit 
should also be as light and small as possible. 

4. Power unit 

Sometimes referred to as the battery pack, it is indispensable for a mobile system and 
has to be light and have enough power to enable the user of a MARS with enough 
autonomy to work. 

The MARS architecture, including the digital video camera for the image processing 
software, is presented in Fig. 4. 

                                                           
1 The Head Mounted/worn Display (HMD) is regarded here as subclass of NTE displays. The NTE displays 
could be monocular or binocular and composed from a display(s) that is situated closer to user’s eye(s). 
Compared to an HMD, the NTE display could be a microdisplay that is embedded in the eye-glasses (Fig. 8 on 
page 31). The definition of NTE displays does not include the class of displays that are kept close to the eye by 
the user’s hands but only displays that are worn on the head (i.e., eye glasses). 
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Fig. 4. MARS with image processing capabilities. 

The interaction of an AR based UI is less abstract than a classical UI or Graphic User 
Interface (GUI). Real objects can turn, for example, into input and output devices just as 
classical computer interfaces do. Moreover, when overlaid with a virtual image, normal 
objects could become a source of interaction and used in such a real-synthetic 
environment. The objects would be real, but they could change the state of the virtual 
ones – therefore, they could become a source of intuitive interaction. This type of 
interface (referred to in the literature as the Tangible Augmented Reality User Interface 
(Kato et al. 2000)) would be able to operate physical objects as synthetic ones. An 
example would be when a user plays with a real object (a plate/paddle) and picks up, 
moves, drops or removes the virtual objects (tables) in a Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
application. Another example would be when AR is used as an interaction tool for virtual 
keyboard applications (Taylor 1999) or for virtual prototype designs (Halttunen & Tuikka 
2000, Tuikka & Kuutti 2001). 

The survey revealed the unavailability of the connection between AR based UIs and 
the MARS. In the past, there has been substantial research effort involved in collaborative 
AR (Butz et al. 1999, Höllerer et al. 2001), AR desktop applications (Dempski 1999, 
Kato et al. 2000, Sato et al. 2000), entertainment (Dodsworth 1998) and personal 
navigation filtering (Julier et al. 2000). However, very few (Sasaki et al. 2000) have 
tackled the problem of UIs for the MARSs. The most advanced approach was developed 
in Nara, Japan, at the Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST). Even in Hiroshi 
Sasaki’s approach, the interaction was limited to a small set of menus (five, 
corresponding to each finger on a hand), restricting, therefore, the relevance of the UI to a 
small set of applications. 

As it is less obtrusive and allows the user to interact with a virtual interface, AR could 
become the natural choice for implementing a virtual display for mobile devices. The 
following sections look at the past work available on this field. A history of AR, as well 
as the description of the I/O devices and some discussions, completes the picture about 
the subject and how it could contribute to the realization of the research problems. 
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1.3.1 Augmented Reality History 

Historically, traces of AR systems can be found dating back to the year 1897, when the 
psychologist George Malcolm Stratton, in his report (Stratton 1896), referred to “upside-
down” glasses. These glasses, more like goggles, consisted of two lenses with equal focal 
length distanced from the eyes at two focal lengths. Using the goggles, the eyes were able 
to see the rays of light from the top at the bottom and vice-versa. Stratton reported that 
after wearing the goggles for a period of several days, he was able to adapt and function 
quite normally with them on. 

Even if Stratton’s approach can be considered as primitive and there was no 
augmentation of the real world, his system has some resemblance with Ivan Sutherland’s 
system (Sutherland 1968) of the late 1960s. Sutherland and his colleagues designed a 
HMD with which a user could see computer-generated images mixed with real objects 
(Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Ivan Sutherland and his pioneering research on HMDs (picture available from 
Kalawski (Kalawsky 1993c) and Internet1). 

Later, the work continued and the army was able to create an application that enhanced 
the vision of a pilot with more information. This new potential of applications increased 
the development and interest in the field. The US Air Force Super Cockpit project 
developed displays for pilots to see more information overlaid on the helmet (Kalawsky 
1993c). Their work and the findings of the project were made available publicly, and this 
became the core of several civil research projects. 

However, the term “Augmented Reality” was first cited in the summer of 1990 by a 
team of researchers from Boeing. The team members were Thomas Caudell (co-editor of 
the book “Fundamentals of Wearable Computers and Augumented (sic) Reality”) and a 
colleague, David Mizell. They had the task to find an alternative to the expensive 
diagrams and marking devices used to guide workers on the factory floor (i.e., Boeing 
factory, the cabling department). The outcome was a head-mounted apparatus designed to 
                                                           
1 http://mitpress2.mit.edu/e-journals/Leonardo/isast/spec.projects/osthoff/osthoff1.html 
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display instructions about the cabling of the airplane through a high-tech “eyeware”, and 
then project them on some panels so the workers could follow them. The apparatus was 
supposed to be an alternative to the manual reconfiguring of each plywood 
board/marking device. While using it, the user was able to see the instructions virtually. 
This permitted the system to alter quickly and efficiently, through a computer system, the 
instructions for the worker (or the layout). In 1992, they published their results in a 
conference paper (Caudell & Mizell 1992) linking their name to the name of “Augmented 
Reality”. Thomas Caudell left Boeing and pursued a career to research aspects closer to 
AR. 

In recent years, AR had received much attention from scientists and hence, progressed 
considerably. Another corner stone in disseminating the idea was during the 1997 when 
Dr. Ronald Azuma published the “Survey of Augmented Reality” (Azuma 1997), which 
was the basis of the research and work described in this thesis. In 1998, the first 
International Workshop on Augmented Reality (IWAR ’98) was sponsored by IEEE. 

The research in AR has multidisciplinary implications. Hence, the applications are 
also widely dispersed in various fields. For example, AR enhances wearable computers 
with better interfaces and enables ubiquitous computing to be more omnipresent. 

The research in wearable computers contributed to a better understanding of AR and 
applications. Starner and Mann worked together and wrote the first paper linking the two 
fields (Starner et al. 1995). They described various applications for wearable computers 
in which enhancements of AR methods were present. 

Commercially, handheld devices have been available on the market since the 90’s. 
Supporting the idea of a miniature or palmtop computer, the Psion I is already history 
while the new design and light UI boosted the popularity of the Palm Pilot devices 
(1996). 

One important field in which AR has contributed substantially is ubiquitous 
computing. Ubiquitous means being available everywhere at the same time. Researchers 
define such devices as being everywhere and enhancing humans with a better 
understanding of their surroundings. The ubiquitous computer was defined for the first 
time by Mark Weiser (Weiser 1993) as a computer that is present everywhere. The 
subject of ubiquitous computers has evolved since then and several researchers have been 
looking into applications. Some researchers found AR as an approach to define future UIs 
for this field (Newman & Clark 1999). The primary objective, as stated by Mark Weiser, 
was to provide hundreds of wireless computing devices per person per office, of all scales 
(from a 1 cm display to a wall-sized one). This requires more work and development in 
many areas like operating systems, UIs, networks, wireless, display devices, and many 
other areas. 

The technologies to support AR systems have also developed and provided a wide 
range of laboratory products as well as commercial ones. Historic breakthroughs in I/O 
devices, calibration, tracking (registration) and occlusion have paved the way to better 
implementation and possible future commercialisation of AR based systems. The 
following sections describe the current state of the art in the respective research areas. 
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1.3.1.1. Input Devices 

Augmented reality systems, like any other IA1, require a method to input the data. 
Considering the nature of AR systems, there can be two classes of input devices: classical 
and advanced. The classical devices would come from previously designed systems 
operating in 2D (like desktop computers) while the advanced devices design would apply 
only to MR systems or 3D oriented systems. 

Table 1 presents the currently available types of inputs used by AR systems. Many 
devices that are included in the table are still under development and, hence, they are not 
yet commercially available. The classical UIs are those that have been accepted by users 
and are considered to be a standard UI in current systems. In the same category are the 
interfaces that use the basic principles of the older ones (like virtual keyboards). The 
advanced ones are the UIs based on a different architecture and those that use other types 
of input devices that are not inherited from the  classical ones. 

Another classification could be to split the devices into pointing devices (continuous) 
and typing devices (discrete). Furthermore, some input devices have a physical presence 
(keyboards, mice, tablets, haptic interfaces) while others are only available virtually 
(gesture based, sign language, nervous interface, brain wave/thought readers). 

A novel approach to classify input devices is to split them into fixed and mobile. In 
this case, the context in which they are used is the classifier. For example, for a fixed 
input device, the size and context are not as important as the speed, while for a mobile 
device, the physical context (i.e., location) becomes very important. The user should be 
able to operate a mobile device while standing or walking. 

                                                           
1 An Appliance is a device or an instrument specially designed to perform a specific function, like an electrical 
device, such as a microwave machine, for household use. 
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Table 1. Input device for AR systems. 

Type Description 
Classical:  

Mini-keypads (Twiddler) 
N-Fingers keypad 

Buttons 

Buttons from mice, trackballs, etc. 
Smaller keyboard 
Chording keyboard 
Foldable keyboard 
Rollable keyboard 
Soft keyboard (or onscreen keyboard) 

Keyboard 

Virtual keyboard 
Mice and trackballs 2D Pointing 
Tablet and pen 
Speech recognition Speech 
Commands 

Advanced:  
Hand/gloves orientation/position 2D Pointing 
Head orientation 
6DOF sensors 3D Pointing 
3DOF mouse 
Gloves 
Body sensors 

Body sensor 

Brainwave sensors 
Tangible 
Interfaces 

Video-based recognition (including  sensor based) tactile detection 

Video-based recognition based sign language Video 
Video-based recognition hand gestures 

Despite the large amount of devices used for input, there is still much to tackle on how to 
use them properly while operating a mobile system and how to implement the UI so that 
they are less intrusive and complex. For example, using gloves is regarded by many as 
cumbersome, even though they are very much used for laboratory and usability testing. 
This is because, for a mobile user in normal circumstances, it would be hard to accept and 
wear them in order to interact with a mobile system (it would take time to put them on, 
while wearing them all the time may not be comfortable). 

1.3.1.2. Output Devices 

The output devices for AR could operate on various media like audio, tactile, visual or 
physical. While the present work is concerned only with the visual medium, it does not 
exclude the idea that audio could supplement it. Moreover, latest research on haptic 
interfaces could prove useful in applications such as, for instance, virtual prototyping 
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(Halttunen & Tuikka 2000). Unfortunately, the design of such devices is far from being 
available in a portable format and the applications to benefit from it are not yet fully 
feasible. 

The audio medium has to deal with various outputs in order to guide the user or 
augment the environment. The sound could be available through earphones, spatial or a 
3D mechanism and as ambient sound. There could be various applications in which the 
sound could supply more information than the visual and that, in certain cases, it could 
reduce the clutter of a scene (Barrilleaux 2001). 

Visual output devices for an AR system, based on their capabilities and 
implementation, could be HMDs (Kalawsky 1993b) or of the Surround/CAVE type 
(Cruz-Neira et al. 1993). When referring to mobile applications, the class is restricted 
only to displays that mount on a user’s head and which provides the means to show 
computer-generated images. 

Another type of display that could be mobile when using a special setting is the 
projective one. This consists of some beam splitters, micro-mirrors and projective lenses. 
Operating these devices would require a special reflective material to be placed into the 
environment or over the objects. These settings would allow the user to see the projection 
reflected on the special material. Such an AR experience is personal since the projected 
stream comes from the user’s own system and, therefore, only the user would perceive it. 

In the recent years, it has been observed that commercial NTE displays have become 
more commonly available on the electronics and home appliances markets and at lower 
prices. These devices, that are now advertised as a video portable TV or a mobile DVD 
viewer, could easily become part of an AR system. 

A NTE display based on this implementation could be either an optical see-through or 
video see-through one. 

Video see-through has been studied since the beginning of AR research. In 1968, Ivan 
Sutherland (Sutherland 1968) introduced the idea of such a system based on HMD in the 
literature, and the video camera as is described in Fig. 6. When the system was used, the 
viewer was able to see the real world and, simultaneously, the virtual objects, as if they 
were present in the real world. Unfortunately, such systems, even if they were easier to 
build, are accompanied with several problems. One is that when using such a system, the 
user would see the world from the point of view of the video camera, which, in most 
cases, is located on top of the displaying device. That induces the viewer to have an 
illusion of being taller. To correct this, a more modern approach uses the parallax camera 
– or places the camera in front of the eyes. Moreover, the system has to be very fast to 
display the video of the real world with the virtual objects overlaid. If the system fails to 
align the user’s head direction change with the corresponding video image, this could 
result in motion sickness.  Such an approach also lacks the natural FOV to which a 
person is accustomed (in some cases users have reported a slowness in orientation). The 
best HMDs are not able to provide more than 40° FOV, which is less than a person can 
see. Even if the system is improved, the user of a video see-through system will still be 
immersed into an environment that is fully digitised and would not have access to the 
environment except through a video image. As a result, the user of such system will face 
the effects of cybersickness (LaViola 2000). A much better solution is available when 
using optical see-through displays. 
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Fig. 6. Schematics of video see-through system. 

Optical see-through has seen much development lately, with the introduction of 
commercial devices from Sony and Olympus1. The see-through, many agree, is a better 
solution for AR applications, since it does not pose the problems as the positioning of the 
camera and the cybersickness caused by immersion associated with the video see-through 
system. However, a certain level of disturbance could come from the system if the virtual 
objects fail to properly align with the real ones. The system, as described in Fig. 7, 
consists of a tracking device (for the pose of the head) and a specially designed display 
(or projective display). The usual way to build such a system is to use a semitransparent 
mirror that would mix the real world image with the one generated by the computer. 
Unfortunately, this classical approach has some drawbacks in terms of contrast and the 
transparency of the glasses that makes it impossible to see through in dark places. Very 
recently, a possible solution was provided by the use of laser techniques and the 
Holographic Optical Element (HOE) that are bringing greater contrast, higher brightness, 
lower power consumption and a larger depth of view (DOV ) (Kasai et al. 2000a, Kasai 
et al. 2000b). 

Another implementation problem arises when using this system because of tracking 
(registration) problems. Compared with the video see-through approach, the optical one, 
in order to properly overlay the virtual objects over the real ones, requires a special 
calibration process between the NTE display and the eyes of the user (Genc et al. 2000). 
This calibration process, in some implementations, needs a permanent setting so the 
system can continuously identify the position of user’s eyes in order to produce the 
proper overlaying of information. In some cases, the user can set the correct position of 
the glasses so that the objects are properly overlaid on the virtual images. 

                                                           
1 http://www.stereo3d.com/hmd.htm for a detailed comparison of prices, resolution, year of release, for these 
devices. 
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Fig. 7. Schematics for optical see-through system. 

There are some arguments about AR being obtrusive to use. There is criticism that while 
using the see-through glasses, the user of an AR system is unable to have direct eye 
contact with other users (page 54 from (Rakkolainen 2002)). This argument holds good 
only if the users are unable to easily remove the AR glasses. Fortunately, current 
technologies can deliver greater transparency and flexibility to display devices (since the 
introduction of the micro-displays glasses (Fig. 8)) versus the large and cumbersome 
HMD’s of the 90’s. Moreover, it is a common observation that during face-to-face 
discussions, if eye contact is important between participants wearing glasses, some will 
lower their glasses or remove them (this is regarded as a display of transparency and fair 
play). The same pattern could be applied to AR systems, where the AR glasses could be 
lowered or removed, permitting the users to have a direct eye contact whenever 
necessary. 

 

Fig. 8. Thad Starner's MicroOptical displays1 are less intrusive than the LCD 
implementation. 

Despite the advances in optics, there are still several barriers to cross until a good level of 
detail (LOD) and ergonomics will lead to the specifications of a commercially viable 

                                                           
1 http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~thad 
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product. Recent work is concentrated on the convergence of the eye and how it could 
cause fatigue. Some implementations are able to cover an area from 0.25 meters to 
infinity in just 0.3 seconds which would cover most of the requirements of an ergonomic 
system for the eye (Sugihara et al. 1999). 

1.3.1.3. Calibration, Tracking and Occlusion 

Calibration and tracking are important techniques that contribute to good implementation 
of an AR system. Calibration is the technique used to align the virtual world with the real 
world from the user perspective. Tracking, also known as registration, is the method used 
by an AR system to recognize real objects and register them into the system so that they 
can be tracked and sometimes overlaid with virtual objects. Both techniques require a 
combination of sensors and algorithms that would enable the system with an accurate 
real-time response of the position of the head and the eyes of the user (in the case of 
optical see-through). This section treats them together since both techniques involve 
sensors and algorithms that belong to the same family of detecting the user-object 
movements in space. Similarly, occlusion takes advantage of both techniques in order to 
achieve correct overlapping and registration of the real and virtual object perceived by a 
user. 

The calibration of an AR system is required only by systems that use the optical see-
through display, since this needs the exact position of the eyes of the user to be 
referenced to the display. For the video see-through systems, this calibration is not 
required since the systems can interpolate the video of the real world with the virtual 
images without taking into consideration the user’s eyes. 

In order to cope with the calibration process of the optical see-through glasses, some 
researcher have proposed a semi-automatic solution. Their intention was to take 
advantage of techniques involving gathering of the data in several steps from the inputs 
of the user (Genc et al. 2000) and then provide the settings for system calibration. 
Unfortunately, this method has to repeat itself whenever a user removes the glasses or if 
the glasses shift or twist on the user’s head. 

Another aspect attributed to the calibration process concerns the finding of the camera 
or sensors parameters used by the AR system. In 1998, Kutulakos and Vallino presented 
their idea of a calibration-free AR based on a weak perspective projection model 
(Kutulakos & Vallino 1998). Since then, several others have addressed and developed the 
idea including traditional illumination techniques (Seo & Hong 2000a). All these 
techniques are contributing to better integration between the two objects, real and virtual, 
and hence, to a correct perception of the tracking (registration) information provided by 
the system to the user. 

Tracking is also required for many AR systems. The co-ordinates of objects and the 
user are important information for the system in order to place the virtual objects. 
Tracking requires a variety of sensors in order to achieve the accuracy expected of a 
system. The techniques and the sensors can provide the applications with different levels 
of detail, depending on the application or the environment in which they operate. Some 
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systems use a combination of sensors (hybrid systems) to refine the accuracy of the 
output at a higher speed. Hoff and Azuma have used auto-calibration between a couple of 
sensors in order to correct the error induced by a compass (Hoff & Azuma 2000). Some 
researchers have been looking into the use of vision-based registration (Park et al. 1999, 
Stricker & Navab 1999, Seo & Hong 2000b, Jiang & Neumann 2001) instead of using 
magneto-accelerometer sensors. This latter method has proven to work well in outdoor 
environments (State et al. 1996). In the case of the vision-based technique, the system 
can register the objects more accurately, but, simultaneously, it requires a higher 
processing time (Satoh et al. 2001). 

The idea of using the same approach as in computer graphics, called LOD, could also 
apply to the treatment of errors (called Level of Error or LOE) in the tracking system 
(MacIntyre & Machado Coelho 2000). If the registered object is far away, the registration 
could be less accurate, leading to less computation and improved accuracy. In 3D 
graphics using LOD, the closer the objects, the better the rendering should be. 

Tracking techniques that are only available for indoor use would be to place fiducial 
markers (Cho et al. 1998, Naimark & Foxlin 2002) at known locations and to use a 
special infrared camera that could see the markers even in variable light conditions (Sato 
et al. 2000). Latest research in the area reveals many other methods that are capable of 
enabling AR systems with accurate data from the trackers in real time. Several systems 
are now providing indoor navigation with alternative technologies and use the latest 
developments for tracking to operate accurately (like visual tracking, fiducial, infrared 
and Bluetooth techniques, and a combination of these). 

Tracking concerns not only the position of a user’s eyes or head but also of some other 
body parts (like the hands or fingers (Brown & Thomas 1999)). A very innovative 
technique applies the sensors on the body of a user and tracks the movements of body 
parts (Foxlin & Harrington 2000) providing the system with more information about the 
user and the interactions that occur during the operation of the system. 

A relevant feature of tracking, especially when used in the MARS, is the amount of 
equipment needed for the user to wear or to set it up in the environment. At the ideal 
level, the goal should be to wear as little as possible and to have as narrow of necessary 
settings in the environment. Because of this, some tracking systems require a certain level 
of knowledge about the operating environment (i.e., building layout, street maps or 
characteristics of the nature around the area). 

Occlusion has two meanings in AR. The first is when an object occludes the fiducial 
marker or other object, causing an error in the registration or recognition process (Lepetit 
& Berger 2000). The other meaning is when an artificially generated object occludes a 
real object, like a technique to block the real object’s image and to overlay it with virtual 
ones (Takagi et al. 2000). Depending on the requirements of a system, occlusion can 
become very important in the design process. 

Calibration, tracking and occlusion are the greatest problems faced in AR systems. 
There are several possible solutions including combining some of the techniques. An 
ideal design of a UI in AR should find the solution which is the fastest and with least 
processing required for these to work. 
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1.3.2 Virtual User Interfaces 

Since the beginning of the studies on VR, some work has examined the UIs that could 
benefit from this environment. Virtual Reality is seen as the high-end of human-computer 
interactions (Burdea 1996b) and it has the potential to target a wide range of applications 
from CAD to entertainment, medicine and tourism. In 1975, Knowlton proposed the 
virtual push button (Kalawsky 1993a), a device that used semitransparent mirrors to mix 
the image of a virtual keyboard with the image of a real keyboard that the user could 
operate. Other early applications of Virtual Environments (Ves) were in developing flight 
simulations in which the operator interacted within the environment using a virtual hand 
(Kalawsky 1993d). 

Another application was to take advantage of visual interaction and feedback. The user 
could introduce commands by using image recognition of the motion of body parts. For 
example, in Fig. 9 the user is moving the virtual hand (that is synchronized with the real 
hand through motion recognition and processing of an image from a video camera), and 
changes the state of the virtual button available on the screen (Fukushima et al. 2002). 

 

Fig. 9. Fukushima, Muramoto and Sekine display apparatus detecting the user’s hand in 
correspondence to a virtually displayed button (on page 6 of the patent papers (Fukushima et 
al. 2002)). 

Moreover, VEs provide many modalities of interaction, like 3D graphics, sound, tangible 
and even olfaction feedback (Burdea 1996a). This has pushed development of various 
applications and led to an increased interest from private companies to develop new 
products (Burdea 1996a). 
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As technology has progressed, some applications of VR have migrated into the 
blending of virtual and real, more specifically into MR. As in the previously described 
patent (Fukushima et al. 2002), some work has introduced real objects into the virtual 
world (in our example, the hand of the user). Other applications have included virtual 
objects into the real world of the user to enable the interaction (as in AR). 

Since the introduction of the term AR (in the early 90’s), until several years later, the 
major subjects of concern were calibration, tracking, occlusion, and devices to support 
them. Nevertheless, in recent years more research has dealt with the applications and 
interfaces for AR. Unfortunately, many of these prototype UIs are too often using the 
metaphors borrowed from desktop computers (Dempski 1999). However, several 
researchers have looked into alternative design and usage of the UIs for VEs, like 
conferencing enhancement (Billinghurst et al. 1998). Their technique and proposed 
interaction schemes have provided the information on the capabilities available when 
using AR. 

More advanced interfaces are the ones that integrate physical objects with the virtual 
ones, like in tangible interfaces (Ishii & Ullmer 1997, Kato et al. 2000, Ishii 2002). When 
using such an approach, the users are interacting with the virtual world by means of 
manipulating real world objects (like a real paddle to manipulate the virtual furniture 
models in a prototype interior design application). 

1.3.3 Mobile Augmented Reality Interfaces 

Researchers have been investigating mobile AR systems and their abilities to support and 
enhance various other activities like work, leisure and navigation. These systems, which 
are closely linked to wearable computer systems, have been analysed and discussed in a 
paper published in 1997 (Starner et al. 1997). Since then, changes in area (Starner 2002) 
have led to a new field of application more closely related and targeted at the field of 
mobile devices that are available today. Their availability varies from mobile medical kits 
to wrist mounted wearable computers. These types of devices, some of them available 
commercially today, underline the importance of mobility and portability of future 
devices.  As pointed out by some researchers (Gemperle et al. 1998), while the trend 
within society is to make tools and products more portable, the portability of the office 
desktop and personal computer should not consist only of shrinking the desktop into a 
more smaller and portable version. Instead, the potential and opportunities of the new 
environment would need more detailed exploration, eventually leading to a better specific 
human-mobile computer interaction paradigm. 

Mobile devices like PDAs, mobile phones, wristwatches, health monitors and many 
others, all share the same problem of limited screen size. The paradigm is that while 
manufacturers would like to have more screen size so that a bigger UI could be available, 
with better functionalities, the device has to be made smaller and lighter. Unfortunately, 
the bigger is the screen size, the less is the device portable. Strangely enough, even with 
the current high pace of development and the recent increases in market shares for mobile 
devices, there is little research on the topic of UIs for small portable devices. This may be 
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due to the specialization of the interfaces (like the mobile phone) or to the lack of 
openness of the manufacturer in sharing the information with the public or the academia. 

An advanced system was developed using AR as a platform for interaction. The 
system, called HIT-Wear (Sasaki et al. 1999), was developed at NAIST. The approach 
was to use a hand placed in front of the user’s face while the device identified the 
fingertips via image processing techniques. The user wore a HMD, which later showed a 
menu with different options, each option corresponding to a finger. The hand had the 
fingers widely spread and placed perpendicular (in front) of the user’s glance direction. 
When the user touched a particular key, the corresponding function was called. However, 
a drawback of the arrangement was that, even though it enabled rapid selection of a 
desired command or operation, there were few commands or operations that could be 
accessed by a user. Another limitation was that the arrangement was not suitable for 
entering alphanumeric or other symbolic data as the options were limited to the number 
of fingers available on the hand. 

The future is open to many other applications of such AR based UIs. Some examples 
are available in this thesis. They cover areas of applications in medicine, education, 
entertainment, maintenance work, path planning and finding, and military. There are 
practically no limitations in designing and developing other novel applications (Broll et 
al. 2001). 

Virtualizing the interface also means obtaining a greater degree of flexibility. While 
current interfaces for household appliances are physical, they have limited interaction 
objective, Information Appliances of the future may operate through more personalised 
and contextual interfaces (Eustice et al. 1999). This class of devices, called as a Universal 
Information Appliance, could enhance the communication between humans and 
machines. A user could have access, based on the preferences and the context, to various 
resources by operating just one device. This universality of devices could bring benefits 
as to the way the data is stored and adapted for a user’s needs as well as the context of 
use. The future could provide an even more flexible way for operating such devices, by 
making their interface virtual. Such integration work is important, knowing that the IAs 
that will populate the future should become invisible in order to be used more naturally 
(Weiser 1994). 

In the future, ubiquitous computers may occupy the information space surrounding a 
user (Weiser 1993) and could be operated by some universal interface or “intimate 
assistant” (Rekimoto & Nagao 1995) that may be adaptable and context aware. Such an 
interface or interface appliance, as this author would like to call it, could act as a 
universal interface that could be personalized and context aware. Combining the 
flexibility of a virtual interface with the universality of the interface appliance could 
result in a very powerful tool to interact with in the information world of the future. 

1.4 Definitions 

Based on the understanding of the work and surveys of the field, several definitions have 
to be stated in order to understand better the idioms used in the following chapters. 
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An information appliance is defined as a device specialized in processing information 
(Bergman 2000b). An IA refers to any device that is capable of processing information, 
signals, graphics, animation, video and audio; and exchanging such information with 
another IA device. Typical devices in this category are smartphones, smartcards, PDAs, 
portable PCs, and so on. Digital cameras, the older cellular phones (only voice), set-top 
boxes, and TVs are not IAs unless they become capable of communication and 
information processing functions. Information appliances may overlap in definition and 
are sometimes referred to as mobile devices, smart devices, wireless devices, wearable 
devices, internet appliances, web appliances, handhelds, handheld devices or smart 
handheld devices. They can be embedded in the environment, fixed or mobile. 

A mobile information appliance is restricted to the class of IAs that are characterized 
by mobility, or the ability to be moved around easily. 

Augmented reality is defined as the technique that enables a user to see artificially 
generated objects on top of real ones. In this thesis, AR is restricted to sight or visual 
perception and not to other human senses like hearing, touch, taste or smell, which also 
could be artificially augmented (Azuma et al. 2001). Hence, AR here is a form of VR that 
supplements the real world with virtual information rather than creating a completely 
synthetic 3D graphical experience. 

A deviceless interface is defined as one between a user and an IA that has no 
mechanical interference with the user. To be more explicit, it means that such an interface 
is virtual and the user interacts with it via a set of devices that are not mechanical. A 
classical example would be voice commands. The thesis threats the mobile AR UI as 
such deviceless interface. 

A mobile computer is defined as a computer that has the capability to be carried 
around in daily life without restrictions. There are many antithetical definitions for 
mobile computers. Here is an explanation why: based on some classifications (Newman 
& Clark 1999) there are three types of portable devices: Portable Desktop Computers 
(like Laptops, Notebooks etc.), Portable (Handheld) Digital Assistants – also known as 
PDA’s (like Palm, Visor etc.), Wearable Computers (embedded in clothes or worn on 
wrist, etc.). A class of other smaller computing devices (chips inserted in the body, etc.) 
can also be added. Based on the initial definition of a mobile computer, the class of 
Portable Desktop Computers is not capable of being operated without restriction, as 
usually a user is required to sit at a table in order to operate the device. The handheld or 
portable digital assistant is a small, portable device that is capable of processing, storing 
and retriving information. This class of device has the quality of being smaller than a 
laptop and being operated from the hand (hence the term handheld). Wearable computers 
are defined as computers that can be worn, meaning that they are mobile. Others had 
defined wearable computers as being portable while operational, having minimal manual 
input, being context aware and always on (Feiner 1999). 
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1.5 Publications and Dissemination of the Research Results 

Several publications, including a United States Patent (see Appendix)are available on the 
subject reflecting the contribution and dissemination work from previous research on the 
topic. The most important publication is a granted patent (Pulli & Antoniac 2004). The 
work on the patent started in March 1999 with an idea shared between the two authors. 
The writing of the patent text (abstract, body and pictures) was carried out until 
December 1999, when the application was filed. The writing and the pictures were 
mainly the work of this author. 

The second important publication is a journal paper (Antoniac et al. 2002). The paper 
was co-authored by several people, but the contribution of this author was in introducing 
MARISIL, and some applications of the language. 

The first public appearance of the concepts described in this dissertation was presented 
in Delft to 2nd International Symposium on Mobile Multimedia Systems & Applications 
(Pulli & Antoniac 2000) by Prof. Petri Pulli. The paper described the transition from the 
older research on UIs of mobile devices to the new idea of interfaces proposed in this 
work. 

Another important publication was the introduction of the HandSmart prototype idea 
in a paper presented World Multi-Conference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics 
(Antoniac et al. 2001b). The paper also presented some of the new applications of the 
Mobile Augmented Reality Interface Sign Interpretation Language (MARISIL) class of 
interfaces, like user profiles, virtual office and guardian angel. 

Another paper that is regarded important is a position paper presented to 6th 
International Conference on Concurrent Enterprising (Antoniac & Pulli 2000). The paper 
is important because it received considerable feedback as it identified the importance of 
trust in UIs from the mobile user’s business perspective. 

A smaller contribution that received a lot of attention (including from highly ranked 
EU Commission officials presenting it as a key contribution to future mobile interfaces) 
was presented in Helsinki at the Wireless World Research Forum (Antoniac et al. 2001a). 

Other papers discussing the subject were presented by this author at International 
Conference on Concurrent Enterprising (Antoniac & Pulli 2001, Antoniac 2002, 
Antoniac et al. 2004). 

The public review of these papers refined the perspective over the idea and better 
tuned the target of the research. However, the dissemination was influenced by the 
restriction to freely publish anything on the subject during the first year of the research 
due to patent application restrictions. 
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1.6 Thesis Contributions 

The expected contribution of this work was to: 

− Design a system to allow testing of virtualized interfaces for mobile IAs; 
− Evaluate the system comparing it with current systems; 
− Survey the technology limitations and physical constraints for building such a system; 
− Identify the benefits of using such a system; 
− Specify new requirements for a future system; 
− Build the framework for future development of such interfaces. 

The ambition of the contribution was to raise the area of advanced UI for mobile devices 
specifically to identify new research fields that could contribute to the implementation of 
the interfaces for future mobile devices. The work would also have to provide an answer 
to the question of how well the new generation of mobile devices could support the 
deployment of applications that are more advanced and how the interaction with such 
applications would be supported when using a mobile device. Another expected result 
would be an exhaustive survey of the technologies required to enhance the interaction of 
mobile users. 

Yet another expectation would be to build a prototype and define a framework, 
providing a starting point for future development and proof of feasibility of the new 
concepts and constructs. 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

The present work is structured in several parts which discuss the background, 
specifications, building and evaluation. Some parts are further divided in order to clearly 
cover the important topics such as interaction and prototyping. 

The first part outlines the background work related to the subject. As the work 
contributes to mobility, Chapter 2 introduces and defines the mobility and the mobility 
requirements of UIs. In Chapter 3, the survey of earlier systems provides the findings 
from a theoretical angle, while Chapter 4 describes the findings from the empirical 
standpoint. These findings later lead to a set of specifications for the system. 

Following is a more detailed description of the chapters. 
Chapter 2 defines mobility and identifies the set of requirements to improve the 

current mobility for IAs. The chapter also includes the mobility requirements from the 
mobile IA UIs perspective. 

In Chapter 3, the early mobile systems and their UIs are assessed. The two parts of this 
chapter introduce the early devices and their applications concluding with the challenges 
that they pose. 

The last chapter (Chapter 4) of the first part of the thesis presents the early 
experiments and discusses the design problems that were faced in the development of a 
“virtualized” interface. The chapter explores two possible solutions to enhance the 
interaction of mobile devices. One solution was the compressed or dense displays. The 
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second solution, more efficient but harder to implement, was of virtualizing the interface 
and extending the displays. 

The second part of the thesis introduces the abstract concepts and the new design 
constructs for a novel interaction technique that could support the “virtualizing” of the 
interface idea. This part includes the specifications of a new interaction mode called the 
MARISIL (Chapter 5) and the evaluation of the new proposed language (Chapter 6) as 
well as the impact it has on originating new applications and services (Chapter 7) for the 
future. The conclusion of the evaluation underlines the capability of the new interaction 
technique to extend the class of applications operable from within a mobile IA. This 
evaluation of the abstract constructs is followed by the introduction of the prototype 
implementation for a “HandSmart” device (Chapter 8) capable of interacting using 
MARISIL specifications, and an evaluation of the implementation (Chapter 9). 

Chapter 5 provides the specification for a new interaction (MARISIL) that will 
enhance the interaction for mobile IAs. The specifications were based on the empirical 
data provided by the first part but they were also concerned with usability and 
intuitiveness of the language constructs. 

The validity of the specifications was probed by a set of tasks commonly used on 
mobile information devices (in this case, the mobile phone) that have been evaluated and 
compared in Chapter 6. The results of the evaluation contributed to the findings on the 
implications of the new interaction technique in novel applications and the capabilities to 
handle complicated tasks (Chapter 7). 

The implications or the impact that the new interaction technique would have on new 
applications and services is the subject in Chapter 7. The discussion analyses the impact 
on devices and introduces new applications that could work better with the new device 
and the interaction technique. 

The last part includes the details of building the prototype that could handle the 
interaction specified in Chapter 5 (Chapter 8) and the prototype evaluation (Chapter 9). 
This part of the thesis also discusses some of the implications of the findings including 
details on designing such devices. The human aspects of the technology and how it could 
improve life are also discussed in this part. 

Chapter 8 describes the building process and the components that were included in the 
system. The chapter examines both the hardware and the software implementations that 
handle the interaction. Examples of commercial devices and an analysis of the 
components used in the system are also indicated. 

In Chapter 9, an evaluation of the prototype is detailed including some of the 
implications discovered during the development. The chapter also presents the 
perspective and the next implementation challenges for the system. 

Finally, the thesis ends with a concluding chapter (Chapter 10) followed by a proposal 
for further research (Chapter 11) which discusses the future research perspectives. 



 

2 Mobility and Mobility Requirements for User Interfaces 

Mobility could be defined as the quality or the state of being mobile (Company 1994). 
Based on this definition, the classification for the term mobility is broad because it should 
cover the majority of things that move. Even so, a narrow classification is proposed, 
having the epicentre in the mobility of the IAs (cf., to definitions from page 36) from the 
point of view of the UI. Based on this classification, a set of requirements for the UI has 
been extracted and is presented in the last part. 

The proposed categorisation is the result of combining several papers (probably the 
most complete work was done by Rodden and co-authors (Rodden et al. 1998)) that 
described or defined mobility from both telecommunication and Human Computer 
Interface (HCI) perspectives. However, the main topic was the UIs and their requirements 
when used by a mobile IA. 

When analysed from the point of view of the data, some groups have categorised 
mobility as having three separate components: users, computers and information (from a 
database point of view (Heuer & Lubinski 1996)). From the user perspective, the 
mobility splits into three separate components: mobility of people, infrastructure and 
information. These components are independent and each can be again split into sub-
components. For example: users, devices and applications. 

Table 2 summarises and describes a taxonomy of these three independent components. 
The categories proposed do not cover all possible aspects of mobility (e.g., social 
implications of mobility in families, generations or groups/clans). In the proposed 
approach, the focus was mainly on UIs and their collateral implications (as in 
infrastructure, information and users). 
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Table 2. Taxonomy of mobility from User Interfaces perspectives. 

Category Subcategories Correlated matters 
Work 
Leisure 

Individual 

… 
Friends 
Colleagues 

Group 

… 
Companies 
Societies 

Organization 

… 

People 

Nation … 

Free 
Embedded 

Information Appliance/Terminal 

Pervasive 
Link (i.e., mobile IP, GSM, WiFi...) 
PAN 
LAN 

Network 

WAN 

Infrastructure 

… … 
Code 

Data 

RPC 

Application 

… 

Location 

People 

Infrastructure 

Information 

Service 

… 

The following sections detail each of the cells in the table, adding some extra dimensions 
to some specific components. 

2.1 Mobility of People 

The mobility of people can be divided as mobility of individuals, groups, organizations 
and nations and it could be extended to larger groups. What is important is to notice that 
each of the categories is somehow independent. While individuals are part of a group, in 
terms of mobility from the UIs perspective, they are a special category. Individuals can 
access the information in different ways, but when they are in a group, they could act 
together or even use the same UI (e.g., a mobile projective display). 
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The mobility of individuals could embrace different aspects. From an activity point of 
view, it could be a leisure or work activity related mobility, and each aspect could come 
with more ramifications. 

Group mobility could also embrace different aspects, depending on the interests of the 
individuals or the rules of the group. It could include family, colleagues, teams and other 
common interest clusters. What is important to notice is that, from UIs perspective, 
groups represent another dimension of interactions that the mobility embraces. The users 
can share documents, share infrastructure, communicate, integrate, and develop together 
using as much as possible of a common environment. The UIs should be adaptable and 
aware of the individual preferences within the group in order to support this special 
interaction. Moreover, the mobile aspect adds more dynamics to the concepts of a group, 
considering the privacy and security of a user while in a group (notice the clear 
separation between individual interests and the group interests). 

A larger form of clustering of individuals is in organizations. This involves a more 
ordered type of interaction. It could also include inter and extra-organizational levels of 
mobility. While the grouping could be around common interests, the organization could 
include common rules, infrastructure and services that are available to the users. From the 
mobility perspective, this category concerns the maintenance and structure of mobile 
resources and the capabilities to adapt to changes (mainly of a geographic nature). 

When looking at an individual and his/her determination to be mobile, the 
classification of mobility was split (Pascoe et al. 2000) into three components: 
navigation, sojourn and promenade. Another important component was work-oriented 
activities (mobile work, emergency work, field of combat). This concluded the splitting 
of the term mobility based on the scope of the motion to four components as is described 
in Table 3. 

Table 3. Classification of mobility from user’s motivation to move perspective. 

Applies to: Motivation 

Navigation (the user is involved in travel activities and needs assistance) 

Sojourn (the user resides temporary at a different location, as a leisure visitor or on a work 
trip) 
Promenade (the user is missing a specific destination) 

Individual 

Work (the user is having a task that by nature is mobile–commonly defined as mobile work) 

The need for mobility comes from various contexts in which the user is moving. These 
contexts could be travelling as a tourist (Feiner et al. 1997, Kuutti et al. 1999, Dahne & 
Karigiannis 2002) or navigating outdoors in a city (Behringer et al. 2000); it could also 
support indoor navigation (Butz et al. 2000) or outside office activities (Raskar et al. 
1999). 
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2.2 Mobility of Infrastructure 

This mobility does not only refer to the ability of people to move, but also how they are 
able to use the infrastructure while being mobile. Infrastructure supporting mobility and 
the mobility of infrastructure are probably the most common subjects for the research in 
mobility. Parts of the infrastructure are the devices and the networks interconnecting 
them. 

A good approach in classifying devices was introduced by Rodden and co-authors 
(Rodden et al. 1998). In their paper, based on their capabilities to exchange information 
and other resources with the environment they split the devices into three categories: free, 
embedded and pervasive (Table 4). 

Table 4. Mobile devices and devices supporting mobility classification based on their 
information and resources exchange. 

Applies to: Type of exchange 
Free (the device is independent) 

Embedded (the device is enclosed in another device or environment) 

Device 

Pervasive (the device functionality is spread through the environment) 

A proposed classification is based on the classes of devices and how they are used. Table 
5 details this classification. Some of the fields of the classification are dependent. For 
example, a wearable device could also access remote resources. The classification 
proposed here tries to cover all the possible cases of usage found in the literature and in 
practice, and hence it did not seek the classification based on independent terms. 

Table 5. Mobile device classified by usage of device. 

Applies to: Usage 
Wearable (the device is worn on user body) 
Remote (the device is a communication device that accesses remote resources) 
Portable (the device can be moved but is not small enough to fit in the hand, more like a 
laptop) 
Handheld or micro-mobility (the device is an information devices like a PDA that can be held 
in the hand) 

Device 

Ubiquitous (the devices are invisible to a user but they assist the user in mobile activities) 

The proposed classification can be classified by the one suggested by Rodden and co-
authors by including the classes from Table 5 as follows: wearable, remote, mobile and 
handheld could belong to the free category of Table 4; ubiquitous could belong to 
pervasive; while remote and handheld or micro-mobility could be also included in the 
embedded category. Rodden’s proposed taxonomy is more generic and therefore, it has 
been included as such in Table 2. The taxonomy proposed here is more empirical and 
hence more specific. 

Some have argued that the mobility of the activities should be included in the 
classification (Pascoe et al. 2000) as there might be some cases where the mobile device 
is used in a static activity (Table 6). However, these are just specific cases and they are 
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only relevant when some classes of interfaces are not operable in a dynamic activity (like 
writing an email from a laptop while walking on a street). 

Table 6. Classification of mobile devices based on their activities. 

Applies to: Type of activity 
Dynamic (the user is moving while using the mobile device) Activities 
Static (the user is fixed while using the mobile device) 

Because of the abundance of contexts in which these mobile activities occur, a device 
could track the attributes or context in which it is used and change accordingly. When a 
device is context aware (a good example is available in the Hinckley and co-authors 
(Hinckley et al. 2000)), it could help to tailor the applications for mobile devices. 
Moreover, it could benefit from the special nature of the context in which the user is 
operating it, e.g., navigation. 

While the devices are an important part of the infrastructure and the closest category 
to the subject of this thesis, the network contributes to many of the functions used by the 
devices. 

From the mobility point of view of the UI, the network component could be split into 
levels of topological access to remote resources. They could be near the user (Personal 
Area Network or PAN) evolving through a Local Area Network (LAN or Intranet) and a 
Wide Area Network (WAN or Internet). Another important component would be the link 
or the protocol and how well it could support mobility (there might be problems like 
optimal routing, handover support or roaming). Sometimes, not only the logical part of 
the network infrastructure would be mobile but also the physical part could become 
mobile (as in satellite network coverage). 

2.3 Mobility of Information 

This mobility is about accessing information by people, anytime (sic), anywhere (Perry et 
al. 2001). The last category defining mobility is, therefore, the mobility of information 
and is another category that is close to the topic of this work. 

The mobility of information could be split in two categories, applications and services, 
based on their support for mobility and the location of the information. The mobility of 
applications means the ability of an application to work in a mobile environment (in other 
words, to support mobility) while the mobility of services is how the applications 
provided by service providers are accessible from a mobile environment. 

Applications are defined as computer programs designed for a specific task (Company 
1994). Mobile applications are, therefore, computer programs designed that they are 
accessible or operable from a mobile platform. This means that the code and data should 
be either available or capable of executing on a mobile platform or should be accessible 
from a mobile platform while located on a remote computer. A more exhaustive 
description can be found in the Fuggetta and co-authors paper (Fuggetta et al. 1998) that 
examined code mobility from the point of view of the programmer. Heuer and Lubinski, 
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on the other hand, looked into data mobility and how to access databases from mobile 
environments (Heuer & Lubinski 1996). 

Services could be defined as activities performed by one party for the benefit of 
another. From the mobility perspective, services are applications that run on a remote 
location and are used from a mobile environment. Due to the mobility of data and code, 
and generally, the distribution of resources in a mobile environment, it is hard to 
distinguish between mobile services and applications. In the approach here, service is a 
group of applications that reside on local or remote locations and contribute to a common 
activity. There are infrastructure services that support the infrastructure but they are not 
so important from the point of view of the UI (they should be invisible to the user). There 
are also personal services that enhance a user’s personal experiences. Another important 
group of services for these studies were location based services. 

Personal services deal with a user’s personal interests. They could handle incoming 
calls (like call waiting) or they could provide access to data (calendar, office 
applications). Parts of the personal services interact with location based services, 
particularly the context-aware data gathered through these services. Probably the most 
challenging research is the one to study privacy protection and anonymity of the user 
when using personal and location services due to the amount of data gathered on user’s 
preferences and customs. 

Location based services are a group of services that are aware of the geographical 
position of the user and provide more specific output to the user. Sometimes, knowledge 
of the location of the user is not sufficient and combinations of other sources of 
information (like user preferences, type of user’s activity or the time) contribute to better 
access to service resources (Giaglis et al. 2003). 

Giaglis, Kourouthanassis and Tsamakos (2003) classify location based services as: 
emergency, navigation, information, advertising, tracking and billing services. 

Emergency services deal with emergency calls and how to handle the situation 
(sometimes having to reveal automatically the location of the user). 

Navigation services provide a user with fast routes, traffic information, indoor and 
outdoor directions. 

Another location based service is the information services that could provide a user 
with important information on various sources of data like yellow pages, travel services 
or even infotainment. 

Advertising services are another part of location based services that contribute to better 
information access on products or other services from specific locations. They could 
include alerts, advertisements, banners and guides. 

Another important part of location based services is the location sensitive billing 
services that could facilitate mobile commerce combining the location with a purchase (it 
adds a new dimension to advertising). 

While this classification was quite broad, Gialis and co-authors failed to take into 
consideration other categories than individual users. Even services for individual users 
should support other activities than leisure time activities. For example, services to 
support work-related activities, like sharing of resources, or services supporting mobile 
engineering. Some work-related location based services include support for a person 
working on maintenance (Neumann & Majoros 1998, Klinker et al. 2001, Doil et al. 
2003) or inspection (Webster et al. 1996, Tang et al. 2003). These services require 
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infrastructure support and special settings. They could be classified as belonging to both 
emergency services (if the work is related to emergency situations) as well as information 
services (as work related information sharing and access) without necessarily being either 
of them. Because of the importance and the number of services related to work, the 
classification should include mobile work services as another class. These services should 
support the tasks of a mobile worker in outdoor and indoor locations, and they should be 
concerned with security and reliability along with services supporting collaboration, 
sharing and accessing of resources. 

2.4 Mobility and User Interfaces 

While previous sections defined the mobility from a broader perspective, this section 
analyses the implications of mobility on UIs. The UIs for IAs (cf., definitions from page 
36) have a long history of design, starting with the old 1950 batch mode cards with 
punched-holes, to the more advanced graphical UI (GUI) or even the “post WIMP1 GUI” 
of the future (Dam 1997). Throughout history, these devices have all been static. They 
were on large shelves in computer rooms or on the desk and difficult to operate on the 
move. The challenges of today are to make these IAs mobile, and similar to any IA, 
mobile devices need a UI. Unlike the UI of desktop computers, those for mobile ones 
have the special requirement as to be operable while the user is mobile. 

A mobile IA should be able to provide similar resources as a fixed or desktop 
computer, with the additional quality that it could operate while a user is mobile. Even so, 
the abilities to unbind the links that keep IAs fixed are hard to break. The current 
approach in designing UIs for mobile IAs are concerned mostly with the emulation of the 
functions available for a desktop computer. So far, very few researchers have been 
emphasising the mobile aspect of the interaction when using mobile devices. Some even 
argue that mobility is not always necessary and that a system, even though designed to be 
mobile, could eventually be used as a fixed one (Perry et al. 2001). However, the wave of 
support for various types of mobility should lead to important changes on how input and 
output for these devices are being designed and built (Lyytinen & Yoo 2002). 

While mobility and interaction when mobile are important, the context in which 
mobile devices are used is also relevant. In general, it is safe to say that the user’s privacy 
is critical, but in certain contexts, the infrastructure should also allow a certain level of 
proximity or location information  to the system. In certain aspects of mobility (like 
mobile workers) the information on possible disconnections from the network takes 
precedence over privacy. Failing to do so could induce dangerous consequences on how 
data is interpreted and reacted to it in special situations like safety critical fieldwork 
(Rodden et al. 1998). Mobile interfaces should provide, in case of an error or 
disconnection, information to others in a group, hence enabling them to access the 
resources properly. 

                                                           
1 WIMP means Windows, Icons, Menus and a Pointing device, typically a mouse. WIMP GUI is the class of 
graphic UIs that current operating desktop computers are using. 
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Even though recent technological advances have reduced the size of system 
components, and even after incorporating latest developments in the field of mobile IAs, 
the interfaces and the design patterns being used are still paradigms from desktop 
computers that are not suited for the mobile environment (Dempski 1999, Newman & 
Clark 1999). For example, while in desktop computers a user can handle the interactions 
quite naturally in front of a big monitor and tabletop keyboard, mobile devices are bound 
to small screens (Brewster 2002) and little keypads. Many approaches have been made to 
resolve these issues: audio, voice and facial recognition enhance the experience of a 
mobile user; various sensors also contribute to a better context and location awareness; 
augmented and MR increase the information availability and the way it is represented. 
Combining all these technologies could generate a wider range of implementations and 
development for these types of devices in the future. 

2.5 Mobility Requirements for User Interfaces 

Information appliances when becoming mobile require certain tailoring in the design, 
especially knowing that mobility usually means that the size of the devices will decrease. 
Unfortunately, becoming smaller also requires that the screen is smaller. With smaller 
screens, even if using enhancements like sound (Brewster 2002), interaction could 
become difficult. From this perspective, the first and most important requirement is to 
extend the screen size. 

Desktop computers, due to their nature, were merely concerned with desk activities. 
These activities are involved mostly with work related tasks, but entertainment and 
games applications have also been available. Mobile devices, on the other hand, are free 
of such a strict limitation. They have the potential of reaching a larger segment of the 
population that is not bound to a fixed environment, like the desk. As a result, an analysis 
of usability requirements of the UIs for mobility is important and needs consideration. 

The definition of usability given by Nielsen (Nielsen 1993) described it as being 
about: learnabilty, efficiency, memorability, errors and satisfaction. Taking the context in 
which they are used (Johnson 1998), the UI design of a mobile device should consider the 
following aspects: networking, mobile vs portable, lightweight, ergonomic and non-
intrusive. 

The networking property of a mobile UI refers to the quality of accessing remote 
information and resources. Remote access of information also necessitates a certain 
security level for the communications. Even though this requirement concerns the 
infrastructure, remote access of information and the ability to interface with other devices 
is important for a mobile device (Eustice et al. 1999). 

The mobile vs portable aspect refers to the capability of a UI to operate while a user is 
in motion. It is difficult to operate a desktop computer, even if it could be moved, (like a 
portable/laptop computer) while walking or driving. 

The lightweight attribute concerns the device and how the interface operates from the 
point of view of weight. A heavy device would cause weariness to a user and could lead 
to abandonment when long tasks need to be carried out. 
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Due to the situation in which mobile IAs operate, their UI design should also concern 
the non-intrusive aspect of the interaction. A UI that will block, distract or scare a user 
while driving could cause accidents. Moreover, knowing that mobile devices should 
assist a user during various activities at work and during leisure time, they should include 
some personalization features. The requirement for more personalization in mobile 
devices could handle, better and more efficiently, the non-intrusive aspect of their 
operation (Julier et al. 2000). 

As mobile devices become smaller and more powerful, the interaction and 
applications would require more space for presentation. While an alternative is to provide 
solutions for better use of the limited screen, increasing the size of the screen appeals to 
developers as well as users. Even with more effective combinations of sound and touch 
screens (Brewster 2002), the screen of a mobile device would require more space to 
allow more complex interaction and better presentation. 

Another requirement comes from the point of view of marketing. Mobile devices, 
while being personal, should also be affordable and attractive. Attractiveness implies a 
more flexible approach in their UIs (adaptable) and an inventive approach that would 
generate better adoption of these devices. Even though many people have expressed the 
need for a mobile IA, they have most often failed to find one that satisfies their needs or 
attracts them sufficiently, primarily because of the weight as well as the difficulties to 
learn how to operate them. 

2.6 Summary 

While the importance of mobility increases due to technological advances and increase in 
social demand, further studies should provide answers to the generic requirements for 
mobility. Moreover, a holistic view of what mobility means and how to develop future 
IAs in order to accommodate mobility are also important. 

Setting the requirements for a system to support mobility could be a laborious task. 
This is due to difficulties in forecasting and mapping cultural differences, various 
individual needs, social patterns and behaviour. However, some stronger threads are 
present and when extracted they provide the basis of the requirements for mobility, some 
of which have been described in this chapter. For example, while devices are required to 
be smaller in order to be handy and portable, display size or density should increase in 
order to allow more interaction and presentation. In addition, while technology advances 
to allow more advanced applications, social diversity requires simplicity, eventually 
leading to adaptation and personalisation of the mobile UI. 

Other requirements are remote information access, ergonomics of interaction (non-
intrusive, light) and the ability to learn to operate a device in a shorter time (intuitiveness 
of the UI and flexibility). 

These requirements are mostly from the UI perspective. Other important requirements 
can be deduced from the information and network perspective. While more services 
become available and personalisation could enhance the current ones, the importance of 
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security increases. Therefore, important requirements are the security and privacy of 
mobile IAs of the future. 

To conclude, the list of requirements from the point of view of mobility is concerned 
with: display size, lightweight, ergonomics, flexibility, adaptability, network, security, 
personal, privacy and simplicity to learn. These have been identified as the basic 
requirements for a mobile IA. In subsequent chapters, the evaluation of these basic 
requirements helps to derive a new class of requirements, expanding the list and their 
implications.



 

3 Prior Mobile Systems and Their User Interfaces 

The challenge of virtualizing the interface is complemented with the challenge of having 
a system mobile. The mobility of the interface is, therefore, an important feature of a 
system. A popular definition of mobility, away from the classical one, is to access 
information at anytime (sic) and anywhere (Perry et al. 2001). The choice to have both a 
mobile system and a virtual interface could be realised by implementing it in a MR 
environment (Milgram & Kishino 1994), or more specifically, within AR. 

Augmented reality enables the user to see the surroundings while overlaying virtual 
objects into it. It has the base for better interaction by adding more scalability and 
flexibility to the UI design (Rodden et al. 1998). Moreover, AR, by augmenting only a 
user’s view, results in better privacy when the user performs tasks in public. Using 
concepts like eye tracking (Flickner et al. 2001), or the scrambling of the interface keys 
(Hoover 2001), would provide a user with enough security guarantees to allow access of 
sensitive resources (like documents, banking including entering passwords or other 
sensitive data) in public spaces without fear of possible intrusion. 

Even though traces of AR systems date back to year 1896 (Stratton 1896), the research 
field, as it is today started its existence around year 1950 (Sutherland 1968, Kalawsky 
1993c). However, AR systems are rarely available in UI implementations. In fact, the 
first approach of using AR for building a UI appeared in the late 90’s as a possible 
solution for interaction in a wearable computer (Pouwelse et al. 1999) and for a 
controlling a waste-water plant (Bertelsen & Nielsen 2000). Even so, the interfaces were 
more like an extension of the current ones. They took advantage only of the ability to 
overlay information on objects (as in augmenting the interaction (Rekimoto & Nagao 
1995)) and not interacting within it. 

It can be concluded that until the late 90’s the application of AR to UIs was rare, if 
any. The research was mostly concerned with the feasibility of a system rather than of the 
UI. Several implementations of AR systems that were close to the present work and some 
of their applications are seen in this chapter. 

The chapter is a survey of past implementations of mobile systems, with a special 
emphasis on their capabilities to support virtualizing the interface or augmenting the 
view. The survey, hence, primarily presents the research results from the AR field as they 
appear to be most relevant for the purpose of this dissertation. In a following chapter 
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(Chapter 7), a more detailed discussion will focus on some of the more advanced features 
used with AR. 

3.1 Devices Made for Mobility 

This section discusses the availability of various mobile platforms for IAs. More 
specifically, the section looks into the designs of wearable computers, mobile devices and 
ubiquitous computers, trying to identify the challenges and the drawbacks of their 
implementations. The examination of their design looks mainly from the UI perspective, 
and how virtualizing their interface is feasible. 

3.1.1 Wearable Computers 

Wearable computers are IAs that are worn on the body. They could continuously operate 
or assist (i.e., they can be continuously operational and accessible; see also the definition 
available on page 36) a user in activities (Billinghurst et al. 1998). The difference 
between this type of computer and a mobile or portable computer is that wearable 
computers are clothing on the user’s body. Many wearable computers laboratory 
implementations use a laptop or portable computer as the computational device. A good 
extension for wearable computers is the augmented view – combining the mobility of the 
platform with the mobility of accessing the information in a better visual way (Klinker et 
al. 2000). 

As wearable computers, by definition, operate in a ceaseless manner, they should also 
provide the user with more permanent access to their output. A solution is to use see-
through eyeglasses. This would allow the user to see the surrounding while still having 
some information available on the display. 

One of the first groups to present the benefits of using this computing platform in 
combination with AR glasses was the MIT Media Lab (sic) Vision and Modelling Group. 
In 1995, they presented a technical report (Starner et al. 1995) in which AR was used to 
enhance the use of their system (Fig. 10). This system did not interact with the user via an 
AR based UI (it was only for displaying purposes), but the team were the first to identify 
the benefits of using AR in combination with a mobile system, such as a wearable 
computer. Their applications were various, from supporting students (data storage) to 
augmenting memory (face recognition and tagging the person situated in the visual 
range). 
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Fig. 10. MIT-Media Lab Vision, Wearable Computer made from PC104 boards and the 
application of it in a Private eye™ display mounted on safety glasses (Starner et al. 1995). 

Unfortunately, their system did not interact with the user via an AR based UI, but instead 
used what they called “the Twiddler” (Fig. 11). This was a keyboard-like interface that 
was used to input text and interact with the device. 

 

Fig. 11. The MIT Twiddler. One hand keyboard for wearable computers to interact while the 
system was using AR to overlay information to the user. 

A new wave of commercially available technologies, identified by Behringer and co-
authors (Behringer et al. 2000), provided researchers with new tools and devices for 
wearable AR systems. These new technologies also encouraged researchers to look 
deeper into this field and to come up with new applications. For example, a novel idea 
was to operate a wearable computer by using AR views and tracking of the head 
(Billinghurst et al. 1998). In their project, Billinghurst and co-authors talked about a 
conferencing application in which a “wearable user” carried a HMD with a tracker. The 
participants were virtual and they appeared to the user as static pictures. The user could 
choose which participant to listen to by turning the face (some audio culling techniques 
were also involved). The display was monoscopic (which was popular at that time) and, 
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therefore, the system was not “fully augmented”. Even so, the application was one of the 
first in which a user interacted with the system using augmented objects. 

Another proposed approach to a fast and light wearable computer based AR was to 
split the system into the mobile and fixed parts. The fixed part processed the heavy 
computational work, while the mobile one handled only the interactions. The link 
between the two parts was done like in the mPARD system (Regenbrecht & Specht 
2000), via a radio frequency with 2.4 GHz analogue radio  or some other wireless 
technology. This distribution or balance of the computational load via wireless network 
reduced the power consumption (Pouwelse et al. 1999) and increased the processing 
power available (Pasman & Jansen 2001). The distribution of the resources varied. The 
remote provider could support the full computational process or it could support only part 
of it (like in Pasman and Jansen where only the rendering was supported). Such systems 
had a certain latency due to radio wave transmissions, so the choice when selecting the 
method was between having the processing power versus the latency of the answer 
provided by the remote provider (sometimes the same result could be provided in a 
shorter time by a slower processor, compared with the shorter processing time but with 
the added latency). 

A better and more recent example of a wearable computer with AR was the one 
provided by Reitmayr and Schmalstieg (Reitmayr & Schmalstieg 2001). In their approach 
(called Studierstube), the mobile person interacted with the system via a tablet and a pen. 
The wearable system was a combination of a laptop and an AR system (camera and see-
through glasses). The inputs from the various devices came from the camera, detecting 
the position of the tablet and pen. Even so, if the pen touched the table, the tracking 
shifted from video sensors to the tablet’s own touch sensors. In this way, a more accurate 
input was available for the system. An application for the system included playing chess, 
but other virtual or AR applications were possible. A picture of the system in which a 
video camera is present on the helmet and the processing unit is a commercial laptop is 
presented in Fig. 12. On the left, the components used by the system for the I/O 
operations are visible. 

 

Fig. 12. The Studierstube (Reitmayr & Schmalstieg 2001). System includes Wacom graphics 
tablet and pen. The devices are on the left and the user wearing them on the right. 

The implementation of an outdoor combat environment for the army also benefited from 
the combination of AR and VR running on a wearable computer (Piekarski et al. 1999). 
The system took use of both AR and VR in order to have a complete simulation 
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environment. The Tinmith-II, called such in the Piekarski and co-authors paper, was not 
the only military application which took advantage of combining AR with Wearable 
Computers. In their paper, Julier and co-authors also described such a system used for 
information filtering in a civil defence exercise (Julier et al. 2000). Their system was able 
to filter the information and show only relevant data to the user. The application was in 
the area of urban warfare, for a sniper prevention system. The filtering included several 
criteria like location, objective and user input. 

Azuma’s survey (Azuma et al. 2001) also gave an example of a wearable computer 
used by the Naval Research Laboratory, called the “Battlefield Augmented Reality 
System”. The system was able to provide field operation personnel with 3D information 
(such as goals or hazards) that were otherwise only available on 2D maps. 

While there are many benefits of using wearable computers, some people (Rhodes et 
al. 1999) have identified some problems when using the systems in certain applications. 
Even though an important requirement for a mobile system is privacy, accessing localized 
information (i.e., the information about a location), resource management (i.e., access by 
multiple users to the same resource) or even storing unprotected personalization 
information, could pose a threat to privacy. This is because by using localized 
information, the system would require tracking of the position of the user, information 
that is, by definition, private (unless otherwise indicated by the user). Moreover, storing 
the personalization information could pose the risk of leaking it, hence providing 
insightful data to intruders on the habits of a user. An often seen solution is to cloak the 
user’s identity and to encrypt the data. However, the risk of breaking the privacy of users 
is high leaving the problem unresolved. 

The social aspects are also a matter of concern when mass use of such platforms is 
considered (Feiner 1999). Imagine the damage that could result if the recording 
capabilities of such system were to track or monitor surrounding activities. When 
entering a secure military establishment or other places where secrecy of information is 
the enforced policy, such devices could supply a significant amount of secret data to third 
parties and, therefore, unknowingly break security restrictions. 

More important for consideration is the contribution of such a platform to enrich the 
social life of the future. Entertainment and interaction have been given a new dimension 
when used with this new design. Consider, as a simple idea, the use of wearable 
computers in a theatre (Cheok et al. 2002), and how traditional theatre could change its 
forms of expression in the future. 

Research on wearable computers has yielded good results on how to interact and 
benefit from a virtualized interface. The results have permitted scientists to look further 
into applications of AR when used with a smaller system like a mobile device. 

3.1.2 Mobile Devices 

Like wearable computers, mobile devices are also inclined to support applications of AR. 
To clarify the distinction between wearable computers and mobile devices, the latter do 
not require to be worn on the body. Unlike wearable computers, which are at present 
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mostly in the research laboratories, mobile devices have reached the level of becoming 
commodities. They have penetrated markets and are present in every day life. Handheld 
computers, laptops, PDAs and even mobile phones, are classes of mobile devices. 

The most popular class of mobile devices is the subclass “mobile phones”. This class 
had advanced rapidly towards being a mobile information communication device, since 
the latest models embed large processing capacity and include advanced applications. 
Moreover, commercial products are more available and able to support the combination 
of mobile device functionalities with several features of AR systems. One example is the 
portable 640x480 resolution display designed for a handheld Pocket PC (IIS 2003). Fig. 
13 shows the level of miniaturisation reached for these devices. 

 

Fig. 13. Interactive Imaging System’s Second Sight M1100 Display for handheld pocket PC 
(IIS 2003). 

The pace of development has encouraged researchers to look more into the future of the 
field. Latest research deals with the size, weight, power, processing capabilities and 
display quality. Besides the engineering and technological problems, social and human 
aspects are also important. 

This work mostly concerns the problems of interacting with this class of devices and 
subsequent sections give a more detailed description of this area. 

3.1.3 Ubiquitous computers 

Ubiquitous means being available everywhere simultaneously. The vision is that the 
development and maturity of the technology will allow deployment of information 
devices on such a scale that the devices would become invisible to users. Researchers 
define such devices as being everywhere and enhancing humans with a better 
understanding of their surroundings. The ubiquitous computer was defined for first time 
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by Mark Weiser (Weiser 1993) as a computer that is present everywhere. The driving 
force for the field, as stated by Mark Weiser, would be to provide hundreds of wireless 
computing devices per person per office, of all scales (from 1 inch displays to wall sized 
ones). 

Such infrastructure, when deployed, would require new interaction techniques 
suggested by the new level of access and availability of information provided by the 
pervasive nature of ubiquitous computers. As the infrastructure develops, these new 
interaction techniques should cope with the problems of ubiquitous computers (to 
mention two, privacy and personalization (Rhodes et al. 1999)). The ubiquitous 
computers infrastructure necessitates a different interaction paradigm that goes beyond 
the current one of desktop computers. The new interaction should be more natural, 
context-aware (Abowd & Mynatt 2000), and allow more physical-real exchange of 
information (Ishii & Ullmer 1997). 

An interesting approach would be to utilize AR to support better interaction between 
the human and the ubiquitous computers (Newman & Clark 1999). Even if the 
environment should be “invisible” to the user in respect to the definition, some 
interactions would be required. Augmented reality can contribute to this as it allows the 
exchange of information unobtrusively between the surrounding information 
infrastructure and the user by overlaying the view of the user with certain data provided 
by the ubiquitous environment. 

Pairing AR with ubiquitous computing integrates the information provided by 
ubiquitous computers into the world of the user. Even though some argue that these two 
approaches are sometimes complementary (Rekimoto 2001), AR could become an 
extension of the ubiquitous computer in the user’s world. To give an example, the user 
could enter a room in which the ubiquitous computer is operating. The user can then see 
what resources are available by using the AR glasses as the output device. The glasses 
would provide this information to the user only if required, for example, by using the 
magnifying glass metaphor (Rekimoto 2001), hence ensuring the non-intrusive nature of 
ubiquitous computers. 

Although introduced over a decade ago, the goal of ubiquitous computing to provide 
seamless interaction between human and the surrounding informational environment has 
not yet been achieved. However, the benefits of having such an infrastructure are 
important, especially when leading to seamless interaction, or everyday pervasive 
computer access. Even if ubiquitous computers do not imply mobility by default, the 
omnipresent nature of the deployment supports the idea of a user moving freely within 
the informational infrastructure, hence encouraging, indirectly, the mobile nature of the 
user. 

Unfortunately, some of the problems with ubiquitous computers are the cost of 
deployment and reliability (are they going to work together and how will it be known if 
they are functional or if they are not). Coupling ubiquitous computers with AR could 
solve some of these problems, harmonising the interaction between the human and 
computers available in the surroundings by sharing the information between the real and 
digital world. 
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3.2 Applications for mobile augmented reality systems 

The previous section described mostly devices or hardware platforms. In this section the 
focus is on the potential use of such devices, specifically the applications running on 
them. 

3.2.1 Support and Maintenance 

The first project in which the term AR was first coined was where the two Boeing 
researchers, Thomas Caudell and David Mizell (Caudell & Mizell 1992) were dealing 
with the problem of wire bundling for airplane assembly lines. The continuation project 
that dealt with the ideas promoted by Caudell and Mizell was later started in January 24, 
1999 (Mizell 2001) and the main topic was to handle “formboards” used by Boeing 
employees when grouping wires into bundles that could be used later in the wire framing 
in airplanes. The task was to automate the manual reading of the diagrams showing the 
routes, route and tie off the bundle. Their first prototype dealt with the technological and 
financial problems. The demonstrator was not a see-through HMD but, by the year 1999, 
the system emerged into a fully functional system capable of substituting the paperwork 
included in the bundle kits. 

From the tasks of supporting a user in the current job to maintenance use, it was a 
small step. The AR found many applications in maintenance activities like equipment  
(KARMA Project (Feiner et al. 1993), aircraft (Neumann & Majoros 1998)), building 
(Augmented Reality in Architectural Construction, Inspection, and Renovation (Webster 
et al. 1996)) and remote maintenance (for power plants, chemical refineries etc. (Navab 
et al. 1999, Stricker & Navab 1999, Klinker et al. 2001)). An example of the use of AR 
for assembly and construction support is available in Fig. 14. The real picture of the bars, 
the virtual bar and the augmented view can be seen from left to right in the figure. 

 

Fig. 14. Augmenting the job of construction worker (Available from Computer Graphics and 
UIs Laboratory at Columbia University, project Augmented Reality Spaceframe 
Construction (Feiner et al. 2004)). 
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3.2.2 Manufacturing 

Another area of applications in which AR can play an important role is in manufacturing 
systems. Many times in Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) there is a need for human 
intervention in the process (errors, material handling, supply, maintenance). In such 
cases, the AR system could supply the operator with information about parts, the tasks to 
be performed, with directions or navigation information (Barfield et al. 2001). A more 
detailed representation of the activities that could benefit from AR applications is 
available in Table 7. 

Table 7. Applications of AR to Manufacturing Activities (compiled from Table 23.1 
(Barfield et al. 2001)). 

Manufacturing activity Task Application 
Product Design Using CAD tools for prototyping 

parts and assemblies 
View CAD models in 3D 
overlapped on real workspace 
environment 

Fabrication Machining parts manually or 
supervising machining operations 

Provide instructions or diagrams 
in real time to workers for 
machining parts, or supervising 
the machining process 

Assembly Joining parts together in the 
correct order and orientation 

Provide instructions or diagrams 
in real time to correctly matching 
and assembling the different parts 
by overlaying them on the real 
objects 

Inspection and Testing Visually inspecting items for 
defects. Taking measurements to 
establish properties (dimensions, 
hardness, weight, roughness) 

Help inspectors locate where 
visual inspection performs and/or 
where measurements are taken. 
Provide evaluation and 
disposition instructions 

Material Handling Locating equipment in the facility 
to obtain suitable material flow 
pattern. Moving parts, tools, 
equipment from one location to 
another 

Allow designers to place virtual 
machinery on the shop floor and 
run simulations in real time, 
aiding in facility layout and 
redesign. 
Provide location and handling 
information to the workers 

A powerful example of how AR could improve the work in manufacturing is the layout 
of virtual information over the real environment of a factory floor. The integration 
between the real objects available on a factory floor and the planned image or possible 
arrangement of equipment available digitally, could provide useful information when 
planning future assembly lines. Fig. 15 shows how the virtual machinery integrates into 
the environment when using AR. Such an approach in planning shortens the time to 
complete the task, leading to cost-reduction and other improvements in the 
manufacturing-planning field (Doil et al. 2003). 
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Fig. 15. Augmented reality assisting manufacturing-planning activities (Doil et al. 2003). 

Using AR in various applications for manufacturing could also increase productivity and 
relieve mental workload. However, some researchers (Tang et al. 2003) found that while 
offering benefits, overlaying the information could also distract the attention of the 
worker from the task. Therefore, special emphasis should be on how and when the 
information is overlaid. This requires that the UI would be non-intrusive and context-
aware. Even so, AR offers high flexibility and adaptability features, and these have been 
well recognized and needed for the development of the modern manufacturing industry. 

3.2.3 Games and Entertainment 

The primary purpose for playing games is to train and stimulate activities. This can be 
observed not only in humans but also in the behaviour of the animals. The history of 
games can be traced back 5000 years when the Chinese invented the war game, the so-
called Wei-Hai ("encirclement") (Smith 1998) — now called Go, for entertainment 
purposes (Smith 1999). Since then, many changes and challenges have been cultivated in 
order to preserve and encourage fun, entertainment, educational, collaboration, as well as 
the exercise and training aspects of games. Recent data about games and entertainment 
(ESA 2004) showed that there is great potential for the growth of the games sector. As 
some have stated (Bendas & Myllyaho 2002), almost every information device is a viable 
environment for games, from desktop computers to mobile phones. Moreover, games 
could be stand-alone or collaborative. Mobile and portable devices would become more 
popular if they were to incorporate more games. Unfortunately, due to the physical 
restriction of these devices (like the size of the screen and the processing power) games 
are only slowly starting to migrate towards mobility. 

Games are not the only thing attractive to people. Other entertainment activities could 
be equally attractive, like watching a movie or a play. These activities are also hard to 
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access from current mobile platforms (due to viewing capabilities and the screen size). 
Augmented reality could provide more interaction and visual space allowing them to 
migrate to mobile platforms. An interesting combination is the use of AR to interact with 
actors. In their approach (Cheok et al. 2002), the user could communicate and interact 
with virtual actors (Fig. 41 on page 108). 

Commercialisation of some devices used in AR systems (like the Sony Glasstron) 
already arrive with applications supporting movies, entertaining or private TV – a more 
traditional application that takes advantage of the new technologies. However, the 
combination of AR with games and entertainment would be beneficial (Starner et al. 
2000b) and it should increase the acceptance and impact of both fields. 

3.2.4 Sport and recreation 

Sport and recreation, even if challenging, are sometimes not so entertaining. While they 
contribute to the health, many find it hard to exercise because of the monotony of the 
repetitive actions done in a non-interactive environment. Watching movies or listening to 
music helps. A better approach should include interaction. Systems like the Ping-pong 
plus (Ishii et al. 1999) demonstrated how the new technology could enrich entertainment 
of old games (i.e., the ping-pong). New research should uncover more applications and 
eventually invent new games combining the new technologies and the practicality of 
physical exercise. 

Sport and recreation activities can benefit even more from the use of MARS, 
particularly those that take place outdoors. Displaying health information and the 
functions of the body in real time could help better adjust the quality of the training. 
Moreover, coaches could get an overview of the condition of athletes and adjust training 
programs accordingly. The augmentation of the view of the sportive could provide 
unobtrusive access to such information without having to interrupt the activities (as 
opposed to placing the screen of the monitor in front of the eye). 

For indoor use, such systems could provide the user of a sports appliance with some 
interactive actions. For example, motivation is possible when there is a group of people, 
but collaboration and socializing is hard to achieve in an individual training programme. 
Physical activities that are performed over a distance could become more appealing 
(Mueller et al. 2003) since the missing aspect of inter-human communication could be 
provided. Augmented reality systems could make an important contribution to this area 
by overlaying and enriching the interaction as they are light, easy to set and more 
individualistic (Szalavári et al. 1998). 

3.2.5 Medicine 

The field of medicine could also benefit from the use of AR based UIs. An application 
with immediate possibility is in assisting surgeons during an operation (Fig. 16) by 
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overlaying live information about the state of the patient, or other views like information 
from an x-ray, ultrasound (Stetten et al. 2001) or a computer aided microscope 
(Birkfellner et al. 2000, Figl et al. 2001). Such an application would require very accurate 
registration so that the information overlaps correctly on the body of the patient. On the 
other hand, such a system may not be required to be mobile (State et al. 2001). 

 

Fig. 16. Surgeon assisted by AR system (State et al. 2001). The system requires accurate 
registration. 

Mobile applications of AR UIs in medicine are more likely to be used for activities like 
nursing, home visiting, telemedicine. For example, a nurse could receive information 
about a patient via a communication link and also obtain remotely provided instructions 
from a doctor on where and how to assist a patient (Umeda et al. 2000). The doctor could 
have access to what the user sees through a camera attached to the glasses of the user. 

In emergency cases or in military applications, future application of the MARS could 
enhance the abilities of the medical personnel by providing information about location 
and status of the wounded. 

3.2.6 Tourism 

Another leisure activity that could benefit from the use of MARS is tourism. Instead of 
using the interface just for navigation, the system could provide a user with other 
information, like the history of a place. An application illustrating this point is when a 
user, instead of looking on a schema describing some ancient ruins of a site, could instead 
be provided, by the system, with  a view of the site augmented with the virtual walls 
(Stricker & Kettenbach 2001) and other architectural information (like changes that 
occurred over time, etc.). Other applications could inform the traveller about the 
restaurants (Fig. 17) or nearby hotels, relieving the trouble of exploring an unknown 
crowded urban environment (Feiner et al. 1997). 
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Fig. 17. Navigation in town assisted by Cyphone mediaphone see-through glasses (Pyssysalo et 
al. 2000). This is a typical example of how AR can contribute to better inform the tourist or 
traveller in a foreign environment (courtesy Cyphone project). 

3.2.7 Architecture 

Architecture is another field that could benefit from AR (Webster et al. 1996, Tripathi 
2000). The benefits could be not only in displaying on-site information about a new 
design but also by displaying information about the building, its maintenance or repairing 
of sites. Using Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR), an architect can receive real time data 
about the progress of the construction of a building or other information required (Fig. 45 
on page 114). 

Helping the interior design architect is another possible application for the MARS. 
The system could help the designer to visualize the setting of furniture and share the view 
with colleagues at a remote office (Tripathi 2000). 

3.2.8 Collaboration 

People interact in many ways in working places. These Human-Human interactions – 
called collaboration – are moving towards computer supported mediation, that has been 
called Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW). Augmented reality methods are 
valuable for such tasks since they address two major issues in CSCW – enhance the 
reality and support the continuity (Billinghurst & Kato 1999). In a classical collaboration 
scenario, the participants would be able to seamlessly shift the view from the working 
table (or shared space) to personal communication (face-to-face conversation). Using AR 
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methods, the users may be able to experience the same workplace feeling and 
continuously shift between the shared space and the person-to-person conversation, in the 
same manner that they experience in classical collaboration, with the observation that in 
this case the other persons could be virtual and remote. 

Such tools for collaboration are already available today, but they are mostly tied to 
fixed computer infrastructures (desktops). In 1998, in their paper (Luff & Heath 1998), 
Luff and Heath noted that the features of mobile systems are neither present nor exploited 
by the new tools in computer support for collaborative work. In many working activities, 
the collaboration tools have to be flexible and portable. 

While AR enriches the interaction of a CSCW system, some people (Kato et al. 2000) 
have constrained the collaboration environment by tightening the interaction to some 
fixed object, in this case the table. Removing these constraints could provide the 
collaboration tools with greater flexibility and a wider application area (Reitmayr & 
Schmalstieg 2001). 

Examples of using MAR in collaboration include indoor and outdoor meetings, mobile 
shared-information spaces (Fig. 43 on page 110), telepresence work assistance and 
outdoor support for collaborative work (e.g., of two architects sharing their design on a 
site). 

3.2.9 Military 

The military has had AR as a research target for a long time, from HMDs for pilots 
(Kalawsky 1993c) to MARS for training and simulation support (Piekarski et al. 1999). 
Some of the applications used by the military and based on AR systems are concerned 
with real time information updates (Julier et al. 2000), navigation support, training, 
simulations, recognisance, building or terrain information support, and so on. 

Simulations and modelling are important for training and military applications. 
Augmented reality can enhance military simulations through the integration of virtual 
objects on the training ground in real time (Fig. 18). It is important to note that even 
though governments are spending a lot of money on researching applications of AR, the 
best results are expected to come in the future from the academic and commercial areas 
(Smith 1998, Smith 1999). 

MARS could provide more information and enhance the cognitive and coordination 
capacities of combatants, not only on the training ground but also in real situations. As 
the director of the Virtual Reality Laboratory at the Naval Research Laboratory1, 
Lawrence J. Rosenblum said: “The war fighter of the future will have to work in an 
environment where there may be no signage, and enemy forces are all around. Using AR 
to empower dismounted war fighters and to coordinate information between them and 
their command centers could be crucial for survival”. 

                                                           
1 Naval Research Lab (sic) is part of Information Technology Division and it can be found at the following web 
address: http://www.itd.nrl.navy.mil 
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Fig. 18. Real world and virtual world. On the left, the user can see through the AR glasses the 
virtual helicopter. On the right, the view rendered for the user and the virtual helicopter 
(pictures from (Piekarski et al. 1999)). 

3.2.10 Business and brokerage 

As the market of mobile phones initially targeted the selling of devices to the business 
community, doing the same for MAR devices could also make it acceptable quicker. 
Modern business people require more information access from various places and 
personal information management combined with a MARS could fulfil their needs of 
accessing information any time, anywhere (Antoniac & Pulli 2000, Antoniac 2002). 
There are already some companies that offer specialized solutions or kits for AR (like 
Shared Reality1 or TriSen2). The services and applications offered for a business person 
could vary from browsing the stock exchange to accessing a virtual office and sharing 
documents on the fly. Such an infrastructure could also provide for collaborative work 
(Reitmayr & Schmalstieg 2001) and the access to virtual spaces in which 
multidisciplinary teams would be able to work over VR models. Using an AR interface 
that extends the view, is mobile and can handle more interaction, would help the user to 
achieve faster results and at any time that the work requires. 

3.3 Challenges and Test-beds 

A popular question researchers are asked is whether AR offers practical benefits. One 
answer is to try it out, but current platforms and technologies are not able to fill all the 

                                                           
1 Shared Reality is available at: http://www.shared-reality.com 
2 TriSen is available at: http://www.trisen.com 
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criteria defining a complete AR system. The best is to provide the users with a testing 
platform for AR. 

Several researchers have addressed the issues of designing a test-bed for AR 
(Behringer et al. 2000, Sauer et al. 2000). The problems when building such a system 
arise from both the hardware and software available. In order to provide a test-bed, it is 
necessary to implement all the specifications that come with an AR system. The system 
should properly handle the calibration, tracking (registration), occlusion and the real time 
augmentation. 

When adding the requirements set by a wearable or MARS, the challenges for the test-
bed are even greater. Such a system should also handle user registration (for the 
navigation), it should be smaller, it should be wearable or handheld and it should operate 
continuously (as in seamless access to resources and fast power up time). 

The challenges are still ahead for AR before it can be made available for commercial 
implementations. Even with recent advances, some questions remain open, like the size 
of the system (smaller is required) and processing power. For a real AR system, tracking 
(registration) at high rates and with good accuracy are essential. 

An AR based UI test-bed faces even greater challenges. It should handle the 
interaction in a real-VE without confusing or disturbing the user movement. Such a 
system was under consideration when designing the prototypes (Section 8.1.6 on page 
124). The prototypes had to have good registration, be mobile and ergonomic. 

Even with limited implementation, the present chapter demonstrates the vast area of 
applications in which AR could impact. From civil to military and from engineering to 
leisure activities, the need for computer generated images to augment the view of the user 
are arising. Such environments, in order to become more useful, should include a UI that 
will emphasise its features. New designs should look away from the desktop paradigm 
and orientate towards a more flexible interaction available any time and anywhere. The 
mobility feature of the system should provide the user with more alternatives for where 
and how to use information technology. The next chapters will highlight some results of 
this research. 



 

4 Experiments and Design Problems 

Based on the discussion of the previous chapter, a basic requirement of a mobile system 
is that while being small in order to be more portable it needs to allow better interaction. 
This chapter will explore the experiments for implementing a better UI for mobile 
devices. The requirement for better interaction was focussed on finding the ways to 
extend the display. It began by exploring the method the information was arranged on the 
screen. Later, through experiments and after new iterations, from the simple idea of a 
mobile interface, a new and complex UI for mobile IAs was proposed. The described 
incremental steps also contributed to a better understanding of the usability and 
requirements for UIs of mobile systems. At the end of the chapter is a list of requirements 
and their implications are proposed, which will lead to the next chapter that will 
introduce the new concept of sign language (MARISIL) and its evaluation. 

4.1 Dense Displays 

In order to find a way to overcome the lack of screen space, one hypothesis was that by 
using a special layout for the information displayed, the interface “compresses”. The 
approach here was to “iconize” some common words and use a tabular layout. Others 
have placed more emphasis on sound-enhancement (Brewster 2002), semitransparent 
widgets like buttons (Kamba et al. 1996), transparent layered displays (Harrison et al. 
1995) or toolglass and magic lenses (Bier et al. 1993). The following sub-sections 
describe the experiments carried out to test the hypothesis and the results that were 
obtained. Even though the experiments are little related to the subject of this dissertation, 
their results formed part of the basis of the present work. 
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4.1.1 Tabular Interfaces for World Wide Web 

The first experiment dealt with the ability to layout information in a tabular manner that 
would allow faster and better access to data. The meaning of the word “tabular” concerns 
the way the information is laid on a display so that the user is able to read it. 

The experiment started in 1998, as a means to serve a large community of researchers 
in the field of Concurrent Engineering. The research task concerned the access and 
dissemination of a database of people. The best solution at that time was to develop a tool 
that could be accessed from the web and be available to everyone to browse the database. 
The problem was on how to design such a tool and how to give access to it independently 
of the platform. 

At that time, Sun Microsystem was making steps towards Java technologies leading 
to the decision to select the Java platform (at that time already version 1.2) as the solution 
for solving the portability problem. The main concern remained as to how to lay the 
information in a compressed format. The database contained many links and a 
categorisation of these was required. Fortunately, a special task in the project dealt with 
the categorisation and taxonomy, so the research focused on how to develop the tool 
(Kerttula et al. 1998) for accessing the information as fast and ergonomically as possible. 

The database contained several fields for browsing and searching. Many argued that 
the best way to access the data was to present it as a list of items. However, listing many 
records that contain separated information is hard to read and it is even harder to find data 
that a person is interested in without reading the whole list. A more optimal way of 
presenting the data would be to fit it into a table that could be then reordered based on the 
columns – each column containing a category. 

Tables are a method of presenting or arranging the information in a tabular form. This 
arrangement provides the information in a more condensed format, especially when using 
databases (Rao & Card 1994). While lists can only present successive items, tables have 
the property to split the information into rows and columns, hence improving the 
readability and compaction of the content. 

In a digital form, tables can be very useful since they can rearrange the information 
contained in them dynamically. For example, by clicking on a row heading, the user 
could rearrange/resort the information from that row in an ascendant/descendant manner. 

Moreover, by only showing the most relevant items (sorted by the rows) the user 
would only see a segment of the whole, something which is more relevant to the user’s 
interest. Doing this would speed up the search for information. The conclusion of the 
experiment was that, by using tables to contain representation of the information with 
dynamic resorting of rows and browsing only a small segment of the database, it 
increased the browsing speed of a user. This conclusion was deduced from user feedback 
over a couple of years (between 1998 and 2000) but no serious quantitative measurement 
was possible as the tool was only available at a remote and inaccessible site. However, 
the conclusion that the tabular interface could perform well on small mobile devices was 
also confirmed by other researchers (Terveen et al. 2002) and was used as the hypothesis 
for the next experiment that dealt with media-phones (following section). 

After some tests and several presentations, the tabular representation of the data with 
the rows filled with QFD symbols (Akao 1990, Day 1993) was able to comply with the 
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requirements for compact representation and usability (at that time generic browsers were 
running on 800x600 pixels screen resolution). Fig. 19 represents the layout and how the 
database displayed on a web page. 

 

Fig. 19. CE-NET Database Viewer 1. 

The research, done for the Concurrent Engineering – Network of Excellence (CE-NET) 
project, was very well received. A continuation of the work was done for a “Who is Who 
in CE” task in a new project and it is still being used successfully when a small database 
with categorised information is needed. 

What was highly valuable was the idea that when using a table the information layout 
is available in a more compact form. From this fact another project benefited later. This 
time, the focus of the project was on future media-phones, a subject that is closer to the 
present work. 

                                                           
1 Available on the web on a backup server at: http://www.tol.oulu.fi/~peter/work/ce-net/Information/taxonomy 
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4.1.2 Tabular Interfaces for Mobile Phones 

The second experiment dealt with the same problem of fitting more information in a 
small screen space. The difference was that, this time the platform had more restrictions 
in terms of size. The screen size of mobile phone is smaller compared with the one 
available on a desktop computer. 

The experiment was done for the Cyphone project (Personal Virtual Services Based on 
Picocellular Networks joint project funded by Technology Development Center of 
Finland - TEKES) at the University of Oulu. The project had the requirement to fit 
location information into a small screen area. The device used was a WAP1-compatible 
phone. The location information was personalised for the user and displayed, as in the 
previous project, in a table using QFD symbols (Akao 1990, Day 1993). In order to fit the 
information to a small screen, such as a mobile phone screen, the compromise was to 
pick the correct number of columns that the user could browse simultanously. The table 
could also allow easy reordering of information and scrolling. Another interesting result 
was the impact of QFD symbols versus other icons. The problem was to choose between 
three simple symbols and a more flexible representation of the quantity (like bars, disks, 
etc). Finally, the choice was to keep the first schema, since it was easy for the user to 
remember the symbols and the accuracy of the representation was not so important (the 
bars were able to show the quantity more linearly, i.e., from 0 to 100%, while with the 
QFD symbols the information was split into 4 classes 0-25, 26-50 represented by a 
triangle, 51-75 represented by a circle and 75-100 represented by a disk). Fig. 20 is a 
snapshot of the working prototype taken from Nokia’s WAP toolkit. 

 

Fig. 20. Table interface running on WAP phone in a location-based application (Cyphone 
project). 

While the results of the experiment were encouraging (Antoniac et al. 2000), the 
limitations of the screen size were still encountered when dealing with more complicated 

                                                           
1 WAP – Wireless Application Protocol is now an open international standard for applications running on 
wireless communication devices, e.g., Internet access from a mobile phone. 
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information. However, the benefit of using tabular displaying of information was 
acknowledged. Compacting the information and the increase in the speed of browsing 
through volumes of data that could be categorised, were observed. Moreover, the tabular 
display of items could easily become a switchboard. Using tabular interfaces was found 
to be important for speed and usability when it came to presenting categorised data. 

The research from the CE-NET (ESPRIT Project No 25946) and Cyphone Project 
cleared the path towards a smaller canvas for displaying information. Unfortunately, the 
physical dimension of the screen always restricted the size and resolution of the display. 
This constraint was “food for thought” and it led to the idea of using some kind of virtual 
panel that could be extended as much as possible. The idea materialized further and 
envisaged the experiments using a virtualized and extensible screen. 

4.2 Extended Displays 

While compacting the information provided more speed in browsing data, the size of 
display still reduced the amount of interaction available within mobile devices. The 
problem of extending the display while maintaining the requirement, in terms of size of 
the device, was slightly contradictory. It was logically impossible when thinking of 
physical restrictions, but it was realisable if implemented in a VE. The problem with the 
VE was that the user would be unable to see the surroundings. The compromise was, 
therefore, to allow the user to see the environment and only for the interface to be virtual. 
This was called as “virtualizing” the interface. 

Virtualizing the interface had an impact on other requirements. While physical 
interfaces could be seen by others when operated, for a virtualized interface, only the user 
could view and know what was being operated. Others could deduce the results of a 
user’s actions by tracking the user’s movements (like stealing the password by watching 
the keys pressed on the keyboard), but they could not see the interface. This implied a 
higher privacy of use, an important feature knowing that mobile IAs are used in the 
presence of other people. 

Another important implication is that using a “virtual” interface would mean that the 
mechanical problems of the physical interface disappeared. Mechanical faults occur more 
often than electronic ones, and even though the present implementations of the virtual 
interfaces are still error prone, they could be better by being non-mechanical. 

The following subsections describe the experiments to “virtualize” the interface and 
hence extend the display. 

4.2.1 Augmented View 

Virtualizing the interface was an important step in this research. However, to find the 
methods to achieve it were still unclear. Some ideas came from the Cyphone project. One 
of the tasks was to design a navigation system that would take advantage of a location 
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based service. The Cyphone device included a pair of video see-through binoculars 
through which the user viewed the world. From the data provided by a GPS device and/or 
bluetooth based trackers, the system was able to calculate and provide the user with some 
sense of navigation. When the view of the user was overlaid with synthetic arrows, the 
device augmented the reality surrounding the user. This technique very well satisfied the 
requirements to extend the screen size while keeping the physical size of the screen 
small. 

Using AR, the user was able to see as much information as the system was able to 
provide. While using the video see-through system (Fig. 21) the limitation was only in 
the FOV of the device, but the user was able to look around, move and turn. However, 
there was a limitation: the user had to keep the binoculars in front of the eyes. In order to 
provide the user with even more freedom, another idea suggested was to use optical see-
through glasses. 

 

Fig. 21. Augmented view of a virtual meeting. Notice the participants’ pictures from the 
binoculars' view. 

Another technology considered in the project was the GPS. The GPS was supposed to 
contribute to outdoor navigation and registration of the system in a travel example 
(scenario of a business person travelling to a remote and unknown location). A GPS 
device uses the position of the satellites (via radio link) and is based on a triangulation 
process to provide the position of the system. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the GPS 
devices was 30 meters compared to 10 meters that is available today. This was caused by 
the Selective Availability or SA1 feature that rendered the GPS data unusable. The 
outdoor registration was changed to a more robust implementation by using the 
Differential GPS (DGPS). The accuracy of the DGPS in the outdoor environment is 
                                                           
1 At that time the US military had a feature called Selective Availability (SA) that was causing a random timing 
error in the GPS signals. This intentional miscalculation prevented the commercial GPS devices from obtaining 
accuracy any better than 30-100 meters. After 2nd of May 2000 the feature was turned off and now average 
accuracy is 10 meters outdoors. 
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around 1-2 meters (Pyssysalo et al. 2000). Unfortunately, for indoor use, the DGPS loses 
accuracy dramatically. Hence, for indoor registration the device had to use a more robust 
implementation like BlueTooth, local sensors and video scene recognition. 

Sadly, the optical see-through devices available at that time (late 1999) were very 
expensive to build. Those that were available on the market were of poor quality. Later, 
with the introduction of the Sony Glasstron (more information on glasses are available in 
Table 10 on page 118), the research was re-started, now having the target to find new 
applications for optical see-through displays that would lead to the specifications of the 
MARISIL interaction and the building of the HandSmart prototype. However, an 
important achievement was the discovery of the method to include virtual objects in the 
real world (as the windows with the participants pictures in Fig. 21). 

4.2.2 MARISIL and HandSmart Introduction 

Mobile Augmented Reality Interface Sign Interpretation Language is the base of the 
specifications for a mobile UI based on AR interaction. The language specifications need 
a hardware platform to support them and hence the introduction of HandSmart interface. 
The connotation of the words in the name HandSmart emerged from the idea of using the 
hands in a more intuitive way when interacting with the computer. Every computer user 
utilises the hands to type or to move the mouse. The question was: what if the hands 
themselves could act as the interface? This kind of interface in which the hands are part 
of the interface was named as the HandSmart interface. The language description or how 
the hands are used in order to achieve from the HandSmart interface the desired results in 
the form of a computer interaction was called MARISIL. 

The idea to build such an interface came when the research was struggling to find a 
way to increase the size of the display when using a mobile device while keeping the 
device size as minimal as possible. At that time, VR was becoming popular since video 
cards and commercially available systems were available at lower prices. The obvious 
approach was to use more the outcome of VEs in the hope of unblocking the physical 
restrictions of real displays. As the previous experiment showed, AR had the potential to 
combine virtual objects in the real world, allowing the user to operate in a normal 
environment. From the use of AR and having the table interface in mind, the next step 
concerned the design of the UI. The interface idea, as it is today, came during the research 
done in the Paula Project1. At that time, the focus was on how to have tele-reality and 
virtual meetings. During some brainstorming meetings, the idea to use video recognition 
in combination with AR and to overlay the hands of the user with some kind of virtual 
interface developed. The main process dealt with recognizing the fingers of the user’s 
hands, overlaying them with a table (either a mobile phone keypad with numbers and 
letters or a table with information) and tracking the pointing finger of the other hand 
when laid over the panel hand. The panel hand is the hand being overridden, while the 
pointing hand is the other hand that acts as the input. In Chapter 5 which describes the 

                                                           
1 See the http://paula.oulu.fi for more information. 
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sign language, a full description of the method is given. The language was called 
MARISIL while the system using such sign language was called HandSmart as the 
interaction was done via the hands of the user, and Smart since the hands are used as a 
panel and not other physical objects, so they became “smarter” and part of the interface. 

The HandSmart interface consists of the recognition system (a video camera with high 
colour resolution) and see-through glasses (Fig. 22). The see-through glasses received the 
information from the processing unit (via cable Fig. 22, item 4) that was able to recognize 
and register based on the camera (Fig. 22, item 3) attached to the glasses (Fig. 22, item 
2). 

 

Fig. 22. HandSmart system containing the camera (3), the see-through glasses (2) and the link 
or cable to the processing unit (4) (picture from the US patent (Pulli & Antoniac 2004), see 
also Appendix). 

After generic specification of the device and a brief description of the interaction, the 
next challenge and experiment dealt with understanding the interface and improving the 
interaction. Moreover, while in the process of writing the patent specification, the need 
for a more intuitive presentation of the idea to the patent attorney led to the writing of a 
scenario and creation of a demo movie. 

4.2.3 MARISIL Scenario and Movie Creation 

While the idea of creating a movie can scare some engineers, acting is able to highlight 
many usability requirements (Nielsen 1995). Hence, the inclusion of the description of 
the movie creation in this document. 

The scenario of the movie dealt with placing a call, making a mistake in typing the 
number, talking and hanging up the phone. The purpose was to show how the MARISIL 
interaction with HandSmart is similar with the interaction of placing of a phone call from 
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a plain old telephone system (POTS). The movie pictured the user’s hand and how the 
number was dialed. In the post processing, the movie was supposed to include the 
augmented view of the user’s hand and the interface (Fig. 23). 

 

Fig. 23. Dialing the number. A shot from the movie. 

The recording of the movie started in October 1999 in a studio specially arranged at the 
University of Oulu. The camera used to capture the movie was a normal Sony Digital 8 
HandyCam (DCR TR-7000E PAL) that allowed uploading and digitising the raw movie 
faster. The raw movie consisted of 6 hours of video. From this, the final movie was edited 
to just 1 minute. The same camera was later used in building the first prototype. The 
work in the studio showed the importance of lighting for the recognition process. 

Several problems were identified from the process of creating the movie. Some 
problems that were addressed were the technical settings, while others mostly concerned 
the usability of the interface. The first problem identified was the discomfort of keeping 
the hand still in front of the camera for long periods. Another problem was of keeping it 
high up and looking down at it. Better implementations should consider using a fish-eye 
lens (lenses that operate similarly as omni-directional cameras) that enables an image-
grabbing camera with a greater FOV. This should also encourage the user to use the 
hands without looking at them (and hence without seeing the overlay) and to keep them 
in a lower but in a more comfortable position. 

While filming the hands, the settings of the studio allowed the use of multiple light 
sources that permitted the removal of shadows. Such settings are not available in natural 
light or in a normal environment. Proper implementation should consider the calibration 
of the system to handle the recognition of the hand in various lighting situations. 

Another observation came from the post-processing work. While the movie was made 
with the camera fixed on a tripod, hence, maintaining a still position for the camera, the 
hands from the movie were shaking. This created an annoying vibration or movement of 
the interface picture. This movement could be accentuated, particularly when the camera 
was mounted on a user’s head (versus the tripod when filming the movie). Using some 
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filters (a Kalman filter could be used to estimate, interpolate and smooth the motion) 
would be necessary in order to remove this shaking of the displayed interface. 

A good observation was that the hands were capable of more actions than just pointing 
or pressing some buttons or icons. The hands can change shape and hence change the 
input type of the interface or even input data. Even though the current technology and the 
prototype work were not capable of implementing or providing such features, they are 
worth mentioning as part of the observations on the movie. 

Another observation was that while using the interface, the user took advantage of the 
tactile feedback from the pressing and touching of the hands, therefore, increasing the 
repeatability of the actions (or what is called spatial memory). 

After the realization of the movie, the potential of implementing such interaction for 
mobile interfaces became clearer. The problem of extending the screen space of mobile 
devices became a more understandable solution. 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter presented observations on the experiments carried out. Some basic 
requirements can be extracted for an interface that could provide mobile IAs with 
improved interaction. The most significant requirements listed were: 

− Extended screen size: As the technologies progress, it will be possible to deliver more 
processing power to mobile devices, and there will also be an increase in the level of 
applications running on these devices. Applications would require more display size in 
order to provide a better interface for the users. The lack of physical size of the display 
could be corrected by various techniques (like icons, sound-enhancement (Brewster 
2002), semitransparent widgets like buttons (Kamba et al. 1996), transparent layered 
displays (Harrison et al. 1995) or toolglass and magic lenses (Bier et al. 1993)), but 
the ideal solution would, however, be to extend the screen size. 

− Tabular layout: Using this layout provided the information in a more condensed form, 
especially when using databases (Rao & Card 1994). While lists can only present 
successive items, tables have the property to splitting the information into rows and 
columns, hence improving the readability and compacting the content. Mobile devices 
already use such access to information (when opening the phone agenda, the calendar 
or the to-do list). 

− Use of icons: Icons are also a way of compacting the information. Icons have been 
used in the past in various interfaces (starting with the WIMP paradigm of desktop 
computers) and, therefore, its importance to be included in the list. 

− Virtualizing: By virtualizing the interface, the user gains access to a “virtually infinite” 
display. The use of VEs in which artificial objects are generated could provide the user 
with access to any size of display. The problem would be on how to access the virtual 
objects in the real world, a problem solved by the use of a MR technique like AR. 

− Optical see-through: The use of AR implies the use of certain devices to enhance the 
user’s environment. One technique was to use video see-through. This has the 
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disadvantage of blocking some of the user’s FOV. A better implementation would be 
to use optical see-through glasses. 

− Tactile feedback: Often, when using VEs, the user misses the tactile feedback that is 
available from interacting with real objects. As the tactile feedback could add a 
dimension to the person’s understanding of the surroundings and even more, it could 
enhance the memory of a person (what is called spatial memory). A good system 
should consider including tactile feedback as a requirement. 

The scenario of a user operating in such an environment identified the challenges of 
implementing such a system. The lighting problem, the movement of the user and the 
fatigue of using the hands upheld in front for long periods have been identified as 
possible problems. 

Despite the challenges described, the experiments also led to some important 
discoveries. It was found that while using the proposed interface and by using the hands 
to operate the interface, the user had a spatial memory that enhanced his capabilities to 
memorise and repeat an action. Moreover, the user could use the hands shape to change 
the state of the interface (as in a sign language). Virtualizing the interface provided the 
user with better privacy, a more flexible interface, a non-physical and hence non-
mechanical interface, and a more easy to learn interface which has the potential to be 
used almost everywhere. 

These aspects are discussed in the next chapter that specifies the basic constructs for 
the sign language that would allow a user to operate and interact with such interfaces. 



 

5 Interaction Specifications for MARISIL 

Humans interact in many ways in order to communicate and exchange ideas. A simple, 
but quite efficient, way to express ideas or feelings is by using the body or hands. The 
body or sign language expressed during dialogue could contribute the missing emphasis 
or add meaning to a conversation. How to use such communication, which is present in 
many cultures, with computers is the subject of this chapter. While the subject of many 
research projects (Wu & Huang 1999b), body and sign languages were not explored 
enough from the natural point of view. Some people have addressed the issue based on 
standard sign language used for disabled (Kuroda et al. 1998); others were looking more 
into gesture recognition (Kjeldsen & Kender 1996, Wu & Huang 1999b). 

The research on future interaction methods for the 3D computer environment 
identified hand-gestures as a possible solution to current problems (Nam & Wohn 1996). 
A hand-gesture is a motion or movement of the hands made to express or help express 
thought or to emphasize speech. There are a large range of hand gestures which include 
gesticulation, language-like gestures and sign languages. The majority of the research on 
hand gestures is on gesticulation and sign languages. In the approach here, the gesture 
was meaningful only if augmented with synthetic information provided by the AR UI. 
This was done by overlaying the symbols on the hand and pointing at the symbols, 
something similar to pressing the buttons on a keyboard. In the case of using a more 
advanced system (such as when using the fish-eye lenses cameras that provided a larger 
FOV), the user could still interact with the system by learning the layout of the symbols 
and pointing at them without looking at them (in this case, the laying of the symbols on 
the hand was not done, as the user was not able to see the hand). 

In the philology of gestures, Kendon (Kendon 1986) described them as: gesticulation, 
language-like gestures, pantomimes, emblems, and sign language. Sign languages include 
vocabulary and grammar and they might require special skills and learning. Some have 
also classified hand gestures (Wu & Huang 1999a), depending on their context of use, as: 
conversational, controlling, manipulative and communicative gestures. The 
conversational and communicative gestures are related mostly to the act of speech and 
speech emphasis, while the manipulative and controlling gestures support distant 
speechless communication. In the proposed classification, the complexity of the hand 
movements was used to categorise the gestures. Fig. 24 shows the proposed classification 
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of gestures used with vision based algorithms for hand movement recognition. From left 
to right on the Hand Movements scale, based on the complexity and learning process, the 
hand movements were less or more complex (an example of complex sign language is the 
American Sign Language for disabled, that takes time and certain training to learn). 

A command-like gesture video-based recognition system would be easier to 
implement than the sign language video-based recognition system, due to the structural 
complexity of the sign language. By using only image-processing hardware that could 
video recognize hand gestures, the system was able to interact with the user. An example 
of use would be to command house appliances, like the fireplace or doors, to open or 
close by doing special gestures (Starner et al. 2000a). 

The use of pointing gestures as an interaction technique is the focus of this work. 
Using pointing gestures, the user could control an information system (Fukushima et al. 
2002). In Fukushima et al, the system was immersed in a VE. A better approach would 
be to use AR and to overlay digital information in the real world so that the user could 
point and select the virtual objects (a technique called Tangible Interface is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7.7 on page 112). The pointing gesture tracking combined with the AR 
synthetic generated images, was a more sophisticated approach to pointing gestures as the 
system worked only when combining the gestures with the synthetic image generated by 
the AR system that enhanced user’s view. In the system used here, the table of Kato and 
co-authors (Kato et al. 2000) was substituted by the user’s hand. Without the combination 
of the image overlaid on the user’s hands and the gestures, the gesture alone had no 
meaning to the user and neither to the machine. While in other hand movement video-
based recognition systems, the user was required to have a certain qualification or to 
complete a learning process (i.e., when learning the sign language), the AR combined 
with the pointing gesture was more simple and intuitive as the AR assisted the user with 
synthetic objects, and hence, it was easy to adopt. This alone made this novel approach 
more appealing for mass acceptance and a better user-friendly interface than common 
gesturing or sign language video-based recognition methods. The AR-command gesture 
(the pointing gesture in combination with the AR technique was called AR-command 
gesture) was richer in commands than the command-like gesture. This was because by 
combining AR with the gesture, a small variety of simple gestures could be turned into a 
large number of commands that resulted from adding the images on the commands (as 
done in overlaying virtual images on the real objects when using AR). 

Gesticulation Pointing
Gesture

Command-like
Gesture

Sign
Language

Hand Movements

 

Fig. 24. Hand Movement representation, from primitive Gesticulation to complex Sign 
Language. 

While gesticulation is a personal way of expression when talking, it is the least capable of 
transmitting information than any other hand movements (as the information is more 
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vaguely interpreted by the other party with this form of communication, without even 
taking into account the personal and cultural variations that are involved). 

Using AR-command hand movements could improve the speed of learning the 
interaction gestures, while maintaining a low number of gestures needed to be learned or 
used by the users. The following sections propose a set of input gestures that could be 
used to introduce data by using a MARS. The gestures are defined so they keep highly 
intuitive gestures for interaction for the benefit of a faster input pace. 

5.1 Foreword to Input Gestures 

The input gestures were intended so that the interaction with the interface would provide 
enough input commands as required in a mobile phone device. This includes the ability to 
place a call, to write short messages and to browse the phone book. For this purpose, a 
Core set of gestures was identified: the way to introduce numbers, to browse the agenda 
and to place a phone call. Probably the most interesting observation at this stage was the 
one-to-one correspondence between the dial pad of a mobile phone and the number of 
natural partitions of the fingers (without the thumb, four fingers with three partitions per 
each finger). 

The evolution of mobile phones into media phones led the research into looking for 
other possible uses of the interface and the expansion of the initial Core set into a more 
complete set (which is called the Basic set) that would allow applications like viewing a 
table, undo, multiple selection and deselection, speed/fast key and volume/linear scale 
setting. 

The last extension of the proposed input gestures (the Advanced set) dealt with the 
language part that was based on gestures that were too complicated to be recognized by 
the video-based recognition system and that would also require more of a learning 
process by the user. Their purpose was to support the same level of interaction that was 
available with a desktop system. They included operations like mouse pointing (Quek 
1996) and character recognition or handwriting, which were harder to implement with 
current video-based recognition systems. 

The MARISIL proposed in the following section laid the framework for the 
interaction with a mobile device, allowing the user to have access to the same level of 
interaction with a video-based recognition system as with a current desktop computer. In 
this way, the input device became the user’s hands and was, therefore, ubiquitous and 
easier to access than other input devices available currently for mobile systems (Section 
1.3.1.1, page 27). Additionally, the user of a MARS could benefit from other 
enhancements, like memory and/or visual enhancements, allowing a growing number of 
applications to be deployed on the mobile system (Chapter 7, starting at page 101). 

When specifying the MARISIL, the process had to also look at the anatomical 
constraints of human hands. In some cases, even though some gestures might look 
appropriate and logical, they may be impossible to achieve by some persons. 

Much like the current mobile phones, in which the user can place a call and also write 
text, the proposed language enabled the switch between phone mode and IA mode. The 
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switch could be done either by the user (selecting from a list of menus what mode to 
operate, or by closing the current mode) or by the system, based on the context of use 
(when receiving a phone call, the mode would be switched automatically to the phone). 

5.2 Core Input Gestures 

The core gestures to interact with the interface were opening and closing the interface, 
selecting or pointing to a symbol, numbers, and characters overlaid on the hand and 
placing or closing the call. 

In order to operate the interface, the user had to set the interface to the “enable mode”. 
To do that, the user had to place the hand used for interaction (called the palm panel) in 
front of the face. The palm panel had to be at a comfortable distance at which the user 
could read the text overlaid on it. The interface was enabled when the user could see the 
hand overlaid approximately perpendicular to the axis of view (glance of the user) as 
described in Fig. 25. By turning the palm away, the user could disable the interface. The 
video recognition worked based on a classifier identifying the shape of the palm 
(discussed in more detail in Section 8.2.3 on page 130). If the palm was not situated 
correctly, i.e., more or less perpendicular to the view axis of the camera (or the user’s 
eyesight per se) and vertical, then the interface would be disabled. 

 

Fig. 25. User looking at his hand would enable the interface. User could also disable it with a 
gesture (left). The picture on the right shows the user, and the HandSmart appliance (1), the 
see-through glasses (2), the camera used by the recognition (3), some of the connection cable 
(4) and the interface seen by the user (5). 

The video recognition process could identify the segment/region of the hand containing 
the item and the location of the pointer (the pointer finger from the other hand). Later, 
based on the pointer location and the “item” displayed on the hand, the gesture became 
the input. The “item” existed only in the AR world and its location depended on the hand 
location. Usually, the locations and the boundaries of the “items” should be defined by 
the natural partition of the fingers on the hand so that the user could identify the locations 
faster (a better example can be seen in Fig. 28 on page 84). Since they are visible only 
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when using the AR system, only the user of the system who wears the see-through 
glasses would be able to see them. The pointer (usually the pointer finger of the opposite 
hand) in the current implementation had a special marker attached to it. This marker — 
called the fiducial marker — had a colour that the image recognition process could 
distinguish quickly in the normal life environment (a colour that is not present too often 
in the surroundings of the user). This approach was accepted because with the current 
implementation of the system, the video recognition process failed to extract the pointing 
fingertip based only on the natural colour of the fingernail. 

The user could select an “item” by placing the pointer over it for an extended time. To 
unselect the selected “item”, the user had to again place the pointer over it for an 
extended time. For example, if the user wanted to introduce text characters, by selecting 
the corresponding letter of the alphabet from the table (the interface had to be in the 
keyboard mode) the letter became available in the editor or word processor. The unselect 
function worked in certain modes, e.g., in the information mode. 

To view the information from multiple pages, (like in page up or page down) the user 
had to place the pointer over the thumb of the canvas hand that had to be tagged with the 
page up or page down symbols (Fig. 26). If the user placed the pointer finger over the 
upper segment of the thumb that was held perpendicular to the palm (Fig. 26, item 13), 
the movement triggered page up. The page down command was activated when the 
pointer finger was over the base of the thumb (item 14, Fig. 26). 

 

Fig. 26. Hand augmented with page up and down option. Figure shows normal items (6) or 
selected items (7), page up (13) and page down (14) icons. Placing the pointer on page up (13) 
the user browses up; if placed on page down (14) the user browses down. Figure also shows 
information panel (16) that is neither interactive nor tangible (is only virtual). 

For shifting or viewing left and right, the user held the thumb parallel to other fingers. 
The user could use this feature only when the thumb was in the left-right shifting mode 
(Fig. 27). The user identified the right mode by viewing the icons/symbols displayed over 
the “items” at the base and upper parts of the thumb (Fig. 27, item 10). 
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Fig. 27. Hand augmented with left and right option. The figure shows the left-right items (10), 
the normal items (11) and the selected column (12). Placing the pointer on left or right arrows 
(10) the user browses left or right. The figure also shows the icons (callout 12) that represent 
the table rows type. 

Another core command was to place or close a telephone call. The hand and the thumb 
had to be in the telephone mode (with the thumb augmented with specific icons for this 
mode). This mode was selected by the user by picking it from a menu (like in Fig. 26, by 
pointing at the menu item activating the telephone mode) or it could be automatically 
enabled by the system, e.g., when the user received a phone call. In this mode, the user 
could use the natural partition segments of the fingers as the dial pad (Fig. 28). Each 
finger had overlaid on it several numbers and, when placing the pointer over one of them, 
the user could dial that number. Placing the pointer over the thumb’s lower or upper part 
would cause the interface to close or open a call. 

In some circumstances, where the privacy of the entered characters was required, a 
more secure mode of entering the information could be activated. As the user of the 
system was the only person that could see the interface (through the see-through glasses), 
by scrambling (changing) the order of the numbers overlaid on the palm panel, the user 
could confuse an onlooker from tracing the movement and hence deducing the input from 
the user’s chain of selections. This gave a good sense of privacy when using the interface 
in public places. 
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Fig. 28. Hand augmented as telephone. The figure shows the dial pad (6) selected/dialled 
number (7) and the place call (8) hang-up call (9) items. Placing pointer on call item (8) will 
start a call. The user can hang-up by placing the pointer over the hang-up item (9). 

As observed during the production of the movie (Chapter 4.2.3), the hands could be used 
in a more advanced manner. Combining the shape of the hand with the augmented 
interface could provide faster access or shortcuts to menus or operations for the interface. 
The following section discusses the next level of gestures used for interaction by the 
HandSmart device. 

5.3 Basic Input Gestures 

The basic gestures to interact with the interface were a little less obvious than the core 
input gestures. They involved actions that were more complicated and required a more 
advanced recognition process. Their purpose was to improve the interaction and to speed 
up the input process. The main commands were: multiple selection/deselection, undo, 
raw removal, fast key, and level/volume. 

The multiple selection operation was defined by the gesture of closing together the 
forefinger and the thumb of the pointing hand (not the panel hand) and placing them over 
an item. The “item” would be selected and included into the list of selected items. 

The multiple deselection operation was the reverse of the multiple selection and 
consisted of placing the same fingers, the forefinger and the thumb, over the selected 
items and hence removing them from the selected items list. 

The undo command was executed when the user was doing a fast disable and enable 
gesture as defined in the core input gestures. This consisted of removal and replacing of 
the panel hand in the viewing area. The interval time was calculated based on camera 
speed and user preferences (slower than camera processing frame rate and faster than the 
user preference). 
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An alternative undo command was defined by the gesture of placing the thumb on the 
palm, enabling the selection of the undo command. This was a more complicated action 
and some users could have difficulties in using it. An image grabbed from the movie 
describes more accurately how to select the undo command (Fig. 29). 

 

Fig. 29. Alternative undo command operated only with the thumb of the panel hand. Image 
from the movie. 

Removing a row operation was defined by folding over the corresponding finger of the 
row that was required to be removed. The user had to help the folding over finger with 
the pointer finger from the other hand, as shown in Fig. 30 (since some users had 
difficulties in folding over the middle finger without changing the shape of the hand). 
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Fig. 30. Hand augmented as browser. The user is removing a row from the list. Notice the help 
of the pointing finger from the other hand to correctly fold over the finger. 

Fast key or speed dial was defined when the interface was in the phone mode and the 
user had defined an index of phone numbers that were assigned to correspond to a single 
digit number (as in current mobile phones). When placing the thumb of the palm panel 
over the natural segments of the fingers of the same hand, the interface would interpret it 
as selecting one of the numbers corresponding of the speed dial number. If the interface 
was in the browse mode, the operation could provide the user with access to the 
associated information corresponding to the item selected (one possible use could be to 
implement a help/info display of that item). 

The command to open an item (for further actions, or advanced operations) was 
defined by the gesture of opening and closing the palm panel at a predefined rate. The 
rate had to be shorter than the rate for closing (as described next). 

The command to close was defined by the gesture of opening and closing the palm 
panel at a longer predefined rate than the opening command. Both open and close 
commands were used for opening and closing, not only selected items but also interface 
modes, tables, menus, etc. One example is when the user was in telephone mode, placed 
the call, and wanted to switch to information mode. By doing a close operation, the user 
could switch to information mode (i.e., the user could close the phone mode causing the 
next mode to be available). If more than one mode was defined for the interface, the 
closing of one mode would automatically switch the interface to the next polling mode. 

Finally, the important basic command was the level setting operation. To set the level, 
the user of the interface had to make the palm panel fold over into a fist shape so that the 
outside part plane was perpendicular to user’s axis of view (Fig. 31). When doing so, the 
interface entered the level mode. The level mode was not in the polling list of interface 
modes like the telephone mode or information mode, and it could only be started by using 
this gesture. Once in level mode, the user could set the level for various variables, by 
pointing at one of the four reverse sides of the fingers plus the thumb from the palm 
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panel. One example was to set the volume of the ring tone or the volume of the speaker. 
Other uses were for setting the contrast of the screen or other values that required scaling. 

 

Fig. 31. Hand augmented in level mode. The user is setting level 3 when pointing the finger at 
the corresponding finger for the level setting desired. 

5.4 Advanced Input Gestures 

As the core and basic input gestures are important in order to operate the interface in the 
same manner as current desktop interfaces, the advanced input gestures should be for the 
user to define. 

An example of an advanced gesture is the link command. The user could close both 
palms as fists and link them together, generating a link command. Alternatively, if the 
user rotated the panel palm around the hand axis, this could be interpreted by the system 
as a next menu command. 

Another example of an advanced gesture would be the recognition of the characters 
based on the tracking of the moving of the pointing finger over the palm. The next figure 
shows how the user enters the letter “A” by drawing a “V” upside down on the hand (this 
process is described in the evaluation chapter, Chapter 6). 
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Fig. 32. Hand Augmented in writing mode. User can introduce letter by writing on his palm 
with the pointing finger. 

Another advanced operation could be the implementation of such interactions as 
described by the FingerMouse system (Quek 1996). In such a case, the user could operate 
the interface in the similar way as when operating a mouse device. 

This mode could include other ways of interaction based on gestures. It was not 
excluded that, in the future, by adding to the system a generic learning process for the 
video-based system, the user would be able to define a sign language. In this way, the 
user could access a custom set of commands. 

Advanced input gestures require more accurate and advanced image recognition. The 
implementation of some advanced input interactions, as the recognition of characters, is 
difficult to achieve without implementing an accurate stereoscopic video-based system, 
since the detection of the touch of the hand is important for determining the character 
being input. Such a system would require more resources from the system (at least two 
cameras) and a higher resolution. Moreover, the operation should be carried out in real 
time, making the task even more difficult as the amount of data would be double that with 
the current single-mode camera system. Additionally, the generic process would be hard 
to implement with the current algorithm, as the shape of the hand is used by the system in 
the extraction process of the hand from the surrounding environment. To conclude, 
because of the complexity of the video-based recognition task, with all the current 
knowledge in artificial intelligence, heuristics and neural networks, it would be still hard 
to deploy the advanced input gestures on a portable device. Their inclusion in this work is 
purely informative and speculative. 
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5.5 Summary 

This section specified the initial set of gestures that could be used to operate a MAR 
based system. The proposed interaction had the requirements of being intuitive and 
simple, hence being easy to learn and memorise by an inexperienced user. While some 
advanced gestures would be hard to implement with current technologies, the basic and 
core ones were experimented on a HandSmart system implemented with present 
commercial devices. The next chapter evaluates the proposed interaction and sees if it 
could provide a sufficient set of actions for the user of an advanced mobile phone. 



 

6 Evaluating the MARISIL 

This chapter presents the evaluation of the constructs specified in the previous chapter. 
The evaluation consisted of sample scenarios of using an advance media phone and 
comparison with the two types of interaction: the classical media phone versus the 
MARISIL operating on the proposed HandSmart device. As the proposed input method 
replaced the mechanical buttons of a classical mobile phone with virtual overlay images 
of buttons on the user’s hand, the pursuit was a comparative analysis between the two 
input methods. The analysis confronted the proposed new interaction technique against 
the one currently available in media phones. The aim of the tests was not the usage, but 
rather the comparison of features in the respective UIs. The usability tests were not 
possible at this stage of implementation of the HandSmart prototype. However, in future 
implementations such tests would be required in order to improve the usability of the 
interface. 

6.1 Features Analysis 

The test aimed at comparing the features available in present media phones to those 
available with the proposed MAR interface based on the common actions of users of 
media phones. Based on personal experience and some reports on the use of mobile 
phones (Klockar et al. 2003), common actions (or functions) required from a media 
phone were identified. From these actions the more generic operations were selected, 
like: making a phone call (by entering the number or searching the contacts), writing text 
(present with functions like sending short messages, emails or entering a name) and the 
use of media features (like taking pictures or video). These three activities included all 
the interactions needed to operate a mobile device, like: input text, browsing, using media 
capabilities and receiving and placing phone calls. The next question focused on the 
interactions available within the suggested interaction technique in supporting the 
functions of the current media phones. 

The reference for this analysis was a Nokia’s 6600 (Fig. 33), since it is a media phone 
with an extended screen and included extended multimedia capabilities. The physical 
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characteristics are mostly the ones to support the multi-media capabilities as presented in 
Table 8. 

Table 8. Comparison of physical characteristics between Nokia 6600 media phone and 
the latest prototype of HandSmart device (introduced later in Chapter 8 on page 116). 

Mobile Device Characteristics 
Nokia 6600 HandSmart 

Weight 125 g 90g camera+120g display+440g battery+900g Portable 
Computing Device≤1600g 

Display Size 176x208x64k Physical 832x624x3 (can be virtually ∞) 
Video Capture Capture, download, view, 

preview 
Capture, download, view, preview, edit, real time 

recognition 
Applications Some, ported, Java MIDP All possible as in PC today 
Input methods Phone Keypad Phone like keypad; in the future hand recognition methods 

could be available 

As can be seen from the table, the HandSmart prototype available is currently heavier 
than the media phone. This is obvious since the device includes see-through glasses with 
a powerful processing unit that requires more battery life. Moreover, the HandSmart 
physical characteristics belonged to the current mock-up or prototype that had not 
undergone a design rationalisation process involving optimisation for size or weight. 

Another difference was in the display size. While the media phone had a small display 
size, it provided a better colour range. The current see-through glasses used for the 
HandSmart, due to price was bound to have lower colour range. However, due to the 
software implementation of the virtual display, the screen resolution was as large as the 
user could see (considering the user’s FOV and the device capabilities). Moreover, if the 
HandSmart system had included a head tracker for the position of the head (compared 
with the body or maybe against the Earth magnetic field) the display would have virtually 
extended to cover all the surroundings of the user. 

 

Fig. 33. Nokia 6600 The mediaphone's keyboard and joystick. 

The next step was to analyse how the tasks carried out with the media phone (Fig. 33) 
were available on the proposed HandSmart device. Following is a comparative table 
(Table 9) between the phone’s buttons and the MARISIL corresponding gesture. 
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Table 9 Comparison between Nokia's 6600 and MARISIL gestures. 

Nokia 6600 button MARISIL mode MARISIL set MARISIL gesture 
-Enter Phone/Information Core Open 
-Back Phone/Information Core Close 
 - Select Phone/Information Core Select 

Numbers/Keys 0-9, a-z Phone Core Select symbol from table 
 - # sign Phone Core Select symbol from table 
 - * sign Phone Core Select symbol from table 
 - Left Information Core Left 
 - Right Information Core Right 
 - Centre Phone/Information Core Open 
 - Up Information Core Page up 
 - Down Information Core Page down 
 - Cancel Phone/Information Basic Undo, Alternative Undo 

Volume Level setting Basic Level/Volume setting 
Core Select symbol from table 

T9 mode Phone/Information 
Advanced Hand writing 

N/A Phone/Information Basic Multiple select/deselect 

As a better representation of the table and based on the actions selected as generic 
operations (making a phone call, writing text and the use of media features–video and 
pictures) a set of four scenarios (examples) is narrated: 

6.1.1 Example 1: Making a Phone Call 

Here is a list of interactions as they are presented in the user’s manual to use the Nokia 
6600 (Fig. 33) for making the call. The manual could be found from www.nokia.com 
website. Only the basic interactions are presented, conference calls and more complicated 
menu interactions being irrelevant since the menu construction was not the purpose of 
this comparative analysis but rather the input mode. The present evaluation compared the 
keys required when placing a phone call with the Nokia 6600 with the interaction (or the 
access to the virtual keys) of the proposed language MARISIL. Here are the two possible 
interactions when placing a call: 

1. NOKIA 6600 – Making a call when the number is known: 

a) While the phone is in standby mode, the user keys in the phone number, 
including the area code. The interaction is to press  or  in order to move the 
cursor. If the user requires modifications in the number, pressing  will remove 
a number. For international calls, pressing twice  will generate the + sign for 
the international prefix (the + character replaces the international access code) 
and then the country code can be keyed in, the area code without 0, and the 
phone number (ITU-T 1995). 

b) Pressing  will call the number. 
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c) Pressing  will end the call (or will cancel the call attempt). 

2. NOKIA 6600 – Making a call using the Contacts directory: 

a) The user has to open the Contacts directory by entering the Menu → Contacts. 
b) To find a contact, the user has to scroll to the desired name, or key in the first 

letters of the name. The Search field opens automatically and matching contacts 
are listed. 

c) Pressing  will start the call. If the contact has more than one phone number, 
scrolling to the number desired and pressing  will start the call. 

When using MARISIL with a device like HandSmart the interactions described in the 
previous list are as follows: 

3. MARISIL HandSmart – Making a call when the number is known: 

a) User will have to place the hand in front in order to operate. In phone mode (by 
default the hand is in phone mode), the user can key in the phone numbers by 
pressing the natural partition of the fingers (Fig. 28). Each finger has a number 
and when placing the pointer over the partitions (Fig. 34), the user can dial 
numbers. 

b) Placing the pointer over the thumb’s upper part (Fig. 34) will cause the interface 
to open the call. 

c) Placing the pointer over the thumb’s lower part (Fig. 34) will cause the interface 
to close the call. 

 

Fig. 34. Making the call by entering the numbers. 

4. MARISIL HandSmart – Making a call using the Contacts directory: 

a) To open the Contacts table the user will have to put the device in information 
mode. To do that, the user’s thumb finger should be parallel with the other 
fingers (or the panel palm, as in Fig. 27). A menu will appear showing various 
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options. One option is the Name section that contains the stored address book 
with names and other information. The user can select an option by placing and 
keeping for an extended time the pointing finger over the location of the hand 
that is overlaid with the desired option. 

b) To find a contact the user can scroll by changing the setting of the interface in 
“page up page down” mode or it can key in letters using either the phone keypad 
as in Fig. 35 or, if implemented, by using the handwrite recognition (as proposed 
in Fig. 32). 

c) Pressing the call menu will place the call 

 

Fig. 35. Contacts browsing and searching. 

6.1.2 Example 2: Taking pictures 

Described here are the interactions before taking a picture with a device. Beside the 
action of taking a picture, various interactions can be performed to ensure the desired 
quality of the picture. These interactions are irrelevant for the purpose of this analysis 
since they only describe a set of menus and configurations for the camera or the storage 
of the pictures. Nevertheless, since the MARISIL operating the HandSmart prototype is 
able to function only by means of a video-based system, it is an obvious application to 
take advantage of the hardware and use the camera as a photographic device. This 
example will show the variants in which the user interacts using the MARISIL to take 
pictures compared with the Nokia’s 6600 media phone. 

1. NOKIA 6600 – Taking a picture: 

a) The user will select the Menu → Camera. The Camera application opens and the 
user will see the view that can be captured. The user can also see the viewfinder 
and the cropping lines, which show the image area that will be captured. The 
user can also see the image counter, which shows how many images, depending 
on the selected picture quality, fit in the memory. 
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b) Pressing  will zoom in on the subject before taking the picture. Press  will 
zoom out again. The zoom indicator on the display shows the zoom level. 

c) To take a picture, the user will press . It is advised not to move the phone 
before the Camera application starts to save the image. The image is saved 
automatically in the Gallery. 

d) If the user does not want to save the image, selecting Options → Delete will 
remove the image. To return to the viewfinder to take a new picture, the user 
should press . 

2. MARISIL HandSmart – Taking a picture: 

One possible scenario walk-through for implementing the menu for such application is as 
follows: 

a) To open the Video menu the user would have to put the device in the 
information mode (by either closing the current mode, or by selecting the mode 
from the menu). After that, the user’s thumb finger should be parallel with the 
other fingers (or the panel palm, Fig. 27). A menu would display showing 
various options including the Video option. Once opened (by placing and 
keeping, for an extended time, the pointing finger over the location of the hand 
that is overlaid with the Video option menu) the user could point the see-through 
glasses camera towards the area that should be in the picture while keeping the 
hand panel in front. 

b) The user could zoom in and out using the interface’s page up – page down 
mode. Depending on the camera capabilities, a digital or optical zoom could be 
available. The display seen by the user with the panel hand in front of the target 
area looks like in Fig. 36. 

c) Placing the pointing finger over the Snapshot option will trigger the picture 
tacking method. When the user removed the hand from the front look, the device 
would then take the picture (this way, the hand of the user would not show in the 
picture). 

d) If the user desires not to keep the image, using the close mode (by opening and 
closing the palm panel in a longer predefined time than the opening command; 
see also pages 84-87) would discard it. Placing the hand in front of the eyes 
would start the Snapshot option for the next picture (saving the previous one 
with a predefined name). 
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Fig. 36. Taking picture using HandSmart device. 

6.1.3 Example 3: Recording a video 

Described here are the interactions of recording a video clip with the devices. Beside the 
action of recording, various interactions can be performed to set the desired quality, edit 
or remove the video from memory. These interactions are irrelevant for the purpose of 
this analysis since they only describe another set of menus without describing new forms 
of interactions. 

1. NOKIA 6600 – Recording a video: 

a) The user would select Menu → Video recorder. With the video recorder on, the 
user could record video clips to the memory. To start recording, after opening 
the Video recorder, the user should press . 

b) To pause recording at any time the user should press . Pressing  again 
would resume recording. 

c) Pressing  would zoom into (digital zoom) the subject area. Pressing  would 
zoom out. 

2. MARISIL HandSmart – Recording a video (camera on glasses): 

Presently, there are two options to video record using the HandSmart device with 
MARISIL. The first one is to use the camera mounted on the glasses while wearing the 
glasses as described here: 

a) To open the Video menu the user had to put the device in the information mode 
(by either closing the current mode, or by selecting the mode from the menu). 
After that, the user’s thumb should be parallel with the other fingers (or the 
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panel palm, as in Fig. 27). A menu would display various options including the 
Video option. Once selected the Video option the user could point the see-
through glasses camera towards the area that should be in the video while 
keeping the hand panel in front (as in Fig. 36). 

b) Pressing record would start the recording when the hand is removed from the 
view (as in taking the picture example). The glasses will display in 2D the video 
feed from the camera (the user can shut this feature off if necessary). Placing the 
hand back in front would stop the recording. 

c) Zooming is not available in this mode. 

3. MARISIL HandSmart – Recording a video (camera in hand): 

The second option for Video recording was to use the camera after removing it from the 
mounting point from the glasses (holding the camera in the hand) as follows: 

a) First, the user should open the Video menu as described in the previous method, 
MARISIL HandSmart – Recording a video (camera on glasses):. After that, 
pressing the settings and setting the camera to be un-mounted (removed) would 
set the un-mounted mode. 

b) The user could now remove the camera from the glasses after pressing record 
and hence the access to a very handy tool for making video records. The camera 
must have small buttons for stop, pause and record as well as zoom in and out 
(as the video based system of HandSmart device is not able to handle the 
MARISIL interaction without the camera mounted on the glasses). At the same 
time, the user could see the live feed from the camera via the see-through 
glasses. 

c) Zooming in and out is now possible using the built-in camera zoom-in/out 
buttons. Remounting the camera and pressing stop will resume the MARISIL 
operation of the UI. 

6.1.4 Example 4: Writing a text 

This example emphasises mostly the text writing capabilities of both interfaces. Here is a 
list of actions for writing a text message: 

1. NOKIA 6600 – Writing a text: 

A person could key in text in two different ways, using the method traditionally available 
in mobile phones or using another method called predictive text input (also known as T9 
(Grover et al. 1998)). To switch between the two methods, the user should press  twice 
quickly when writing text. Following is a description of how to key in the text without 
predictive text input: 

− The user should press a number key repeatedly until the desired character that is 
printed on the key appears. Note that there are more special characters available for a 
number key than there are printed on the key. 
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− To insert a number, the user should press and hold the number key until the number 
appears. To key in more than one number, the user could switch the mode to number 
mode by pressing and holding the  key. 

− If a user made a mistake, pressing  would remove the last character. Pressing and 
holding  would clear more than one character. 

− The most common punctuation marks are available under . Pressing repeatedly 
would change the punctuation mark to a desired one. Pressing the  button would 
open a list of special characters. Using the joystick the user could move through the 
list and select a character. To insert multiple special characters, pressing  to select 
it, and the user could scroll to the required character and press  again until the 
desired number of special characters are inserted. 

When using the predictive input (Grover et al. 1998) user interaction is as follow: 

a) The user could write the desired word by pressing the number keys only once 
for one letter. The word probably changes after every key press. For example, to 
write ‘Hand’ when the English dictionary was selected, the users should press 
the key: 4 (ghi) 2 (abc) 6 (mno) 3 (def). For the same stream of keys the word 
‘Game’ would be available. To change the word, the user could press  
repeatedly or by pressing  and selecting Dictionary → Matches would show a 
list of matching words. It is possible to find the desired word by scrolling and 
selecting it by pressing  of the joystick. 

2. MARISIL HandSmart – Writing a text: 

There are some options for the user of a MARISIL HandSmart system to write a text. 
One option is to use the MARISIL HandSmart system as a virtual projected keyboard 
(this idea is similar to the one implemented by Virtual Devices Inc.1). In this scenario, the 
user needs a table on which the HandSmart device using AR view will project a 
keyboard-like template. When typing over the table on the location of projected keys, the 
camera will recognize the location and interpret the input as the key over which the user’s 
finger was placed. 

Another way of writing the text that can be used with the MARISIL HandSmart is to 
recognize the user’s finger movements in the palm as the palmOne “Graffiti 2” or 
hand writing characters (Fig. 37). A more detailed description of this method was 
presented in Section 5.4 including Fig. 32 on page 88 with a schema of the interaction. 

                                                           
1 http://www.virtualdevices.net/ 
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Fig. 37. The Graffiti characters for hand recognition by Palm Co. devices. 

For the comparative study, a third possible use of the MARISIL HandSmart device is 
available when the user has his/her hand augmented as a phone keyboard. Following is a 
description of how to key in the text without predictive text input (predictive text has the 
same interactions as they were described in the previous chapter): 

a) To open the Text writing menu, the user had to put the device in the information 
mode (by either closing the current mode, or by selecting the mode from the 
menu). After that, the user’s thumb should be parallel with the other fingers (or 
the panel palm, see also Fig. 27 on page 83). A menu would display various 
options including the Text writing option. The user should select the Text writing 
option by placing the pointing finger over the selection. 

b) To key in text, the user would press the natural finger partition that is augmented 
(overlaid) with a number and the letters as in Fig. 38. 

 

Fig. 38. Writing text with HandSmart using the phone keypad mode. 
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6.2 Summary 

The examples above showed that most of the functionalities of an advanced media phone 
are possible to be also accessed by using the proposed HandSmart device operated using 
the specified sign language (i.e., MARISIL). The weaknesses were more in the technical 
domain and implementations. The recognition process took more time to recognize the 
user actions than a normal keyboard. This could be improved if, in future 
implementations, HandWrite as Graffiti is used for text input. Simple interactions, like 
buttons or placing a phone call, were faster and easier to handle. 

The strengths of the design are in the application domain for HandSmart. The 
proposed device could act, not only as an interface for a media phone but also for a PDA, 
Tablet PCs, Laptop, and in industrial environments. 

This chapter presented the evaluation of the constructs of the proposed MARISIL that 
could provide the means for interacting with an information device in the same way as 
when a user interacts using a physical keyboard of the mobile phone. The main benefit of 
this approach was to extend the screen size and to remove the physical restrictions of the 
present UI designs for mobile devices. The evaluation of the new interaction revealed 
that, between the mobile phone input and the MARISIL interaction, there exists at least a 
one-to-one mapping of the interaction. Compared with the media phone, the new 
interaction technique has a wider scale of applicability (that will be demonstrated in the 
next chapter) and it is easily customisable. The next chapter will provide an extensive 
look on the applications available for this new type of device, most of the applications 
being inoperable with the current media phones because of their limited screen size. 

Having an alternative for the current UIs for media phones is another benefit. 
Moreover, this kind of interface is capable of handling the interaction in a 3D 
environment. The user can see artificially generated 3D objects in the space surrounding 
him while using the interface, extending the personal area of the user with another degree 
of freedom. 

By removing the mechanical aspect of the interface, as well as combining it with the 
new interaction technique, another area of applications (like VR and MR applications) 
became possible. This interface also fits very well when used in special environments like 
clean rooms or sterile medical environments. Another possible application is, and it has 
been at a particular moment of the development been proposed, for astronauts working in 
space to use it. Using the MARISIL HandSmart makes the keyboard virtual and hence 
there are less physical objects floating around when operating, for example, in gravitation 
free spaces. 

The tangible feature of the interface is another benefit of the new interaction 
technique. The user is co-ordinating both hands and using the eyes in order to input the 
data. This adds a tactile memory beside the visual one. It is believed (it has not been yet 
demonstrated) that by doing so the user would be capable of more easily remembering 
and repeating the gestures than when using a keyboard, as the menu from a media-phone 
or computer system. 



 

7 Evaluating the New Applications 

In the evolution of computers, since the invention of the microprocessor, human-
computer UIs have changed considerably. In fact, the history of computer technology 
goes hand in hand with the history of its UIs. First, the technology pushed for better 
design of UIs. Then, it was the later ones that made the technology progress. The future 
of mobile IAs also means the future of its UIs and how they will evolve. It is just a matter 
of time until the adoption of new ways of interaction will change the human-computer 
interfaces of these types of devices. 

Section 3.2 introduced AR and its applications in various fields. It was concluded that 
AR systems were applicable in a very broad area from support and maintenance to 
entertainment and medicine. The early systems presented in Chapter 3 could all be part of 
the applications of the proposed interface based on AR. Moreover, in Chapter 5 the 
specifications for the new interaction techniques called MARISIL were listed. The 
proposed sign language promised that by combining video-based recognition of hand 
gestures with the use of AR, mobile devices would be accessible in a more pervasive and 
nonchalant way. This chapter discusses how the proposed interface device called 
HandSmart (first introduced in Section 4.2.2) and MARISIL (presented in Chapter 5 and 
evaluated in Chapter 6) could contribute to the implementation of future applications for 
the new generation of mobile devices. It consists of present applications, or “application 
papers” describing future utilizations for AR systems and how to apply the novel design 
to them. 

The area of possible applications stretches from low-resource ones, like simple set-ups 
as in a telephone interface, until it increases in complexity to supporting heavy 3D 
simulation and virtual enterprise infrastructure. 

7.1 Mobile Devices 

The main application for the MARISIL based devices is to operate future mobile devices. 
This particular case is of an appliance that has the characteristic of operating while in 
motion. One example of such a mobile device is the mobile phone. Other examples of 
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mobile devices are PDAs and wearable computers. The research community has 
embraced the latest ones (i.e., the wearable computers) and hence the multitude of 
innovative ideas including the area of UIs for them. This was possible because, in this 
case, the research was responsible for the technology push and not the other way. The 
reverese scenario was the case in mobile phones. The technology was available to build 
them, but the UIs were not ready. The present UIs paradigms are concerned more with 
the porting of the common desktop interfaces to work for the mobile devices. 

With regard to the number of innovative ideas involved in their UIs implementation, 
the PDA’s are in the middle, between mobile phones and wearable computers. They have 
a better implementation of the UIs and include interaction that is more intuitive (Bergman 
2000a). On the other hand, these devices lack both the processing power and the display 
space. 

As discussed in previous chapters and by others (Brewster 2002), these devices require 
a larger screen size. The only ones who have addressed the problem so far are the 
scientists and research projects in the area of wearable computers (starting with (Starner 
et al. 1995)). Even so, they have not provided the users with a good mechanism for 
interaction. This is where this research contributed: extending the display size and the 
interaction (use of intuitive sign language). 

The display size, when using AR systems, had to deal with a different task compared 
to traditional two dimension (2D) interfaces. Instead of one area of focus (e.g., the LCD 
display), the application had to handle a potentially unlimited display space surrounding 
the user, of which only a very small portion was visible at a time. Even if it sounds 
intrusive (as the display can pop in front of the user), if the application handles the head 
movements well, the transition from a small 2D area to an unlimited display use could be 
done seamlessly. In the approach highlighted here, the head movement would be trivial 
since the information display point of reference is the user’s hands and not where the 
head is oriented. 

In the subsequent sections, evaluations of both mobile phones and PDA’s with the new 
interaction technique are presented. What are the benefits and drawbacks of using AR for 
these systems? 

7.1.1 Mobile Phones 

Mobile phones were the first to be considered as the target application for the MARISIL 
implementation. Functions like browsing, searching, opening, closing and dialling were 
the first to be described for the sign language. The language definitions are available in 
Chapter 5. Based on them, the movie about how to make a phone call was made publicly 
available. Screenshots from the movie highlighted the dialling and placing the call 
process (Fig. 39). 

Beside the use of the phone to place a call, a person could use the interface to operate 
various services that otherwise were hard to visualize using on the move. A good 
example of an application would be navigation. Consider a person who is on holiday or a 
business trip visiting an unknown location. The user might want to have access to various 
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services, such as restaurants and hotels or to some town tours or museums. While using 
the interface for placing a phone call, when the interface is in stand-by mode, the user 
could receive information about the surroundings and navigation information. This is 
because the user wears see-through glasses all the time when using the interface (in order 
to see the augmented information). It would be very convenient to use the same way of 
displaying the interface on the hand, to place this information on other objects. 

 

Fig. 39. HandSmart-Dialling a number. Screenshot from the movie describing the language 
and how to use the interface as telephone. 

Using such a system also provides a better sense of privacy. Only the user can see the 
interface. Hence, it would be impossible for others to guess what the user inputs 
especially if the interface shuffles the buttons. 

One drawback is the inconvenience of wearing glasses. Even if the technology 
evolved and micro-optical powered glasses that are less intrusive were available, some 
people might find it uncomfortable to wear any glasses at all. Another issue is the speed 
of the input due to the detection of the touch of the hand – the current implementation 
considers a button pressed if the pointing finger is in one region for a certain period of 
time (2 seconds). 

7.1.2 Personal Data Assistants 

Personal Data Assistants are a growing segment of mobile devices. Starting from their 
introduction by Apple (Newton) and followed by more mature devices from Compaq 
(Palm), the growing number of applications and services have proven that innovative UIs 
combined with latest technological advances are key factors in consumer adoption. 

The high number of applications available for PDA’s encouraged the extension of the 
MARISIL specifications to include a hand recognition concept. The user could use the 
panel palm as a tablet and write letters. In this way, the correspondence between the PDA 
user and this interface approach was reciprocal. This should imply a more complicated 
video-based recognition algorithm than the one used in the recognition software from 
PDA devices, as it has now to deal with the recognition of the gestures and translate them 
into writing. In a video-based writing recognition system, as described in Fig. 32 on page 
88, the detection mechanism started when the user’s hand touched the palm. To detect 
this, the algorithm should have access to depth information. The depth information could 
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be included in the system by using a stereo video stream (and a technique called 
triangularization). Another approach would be to start the recognition based on a period 
that the finger is held still over a spot and to stop it when the finger again enters a same 
spot, or by changing the position of the panel hand’s thumb (from perpendicular to 
parallel to the other fingers) to signal the start of a new character. This would mean that 
the process could suffer from the time taken for these movements, since the user has to 
keep the finger still for a period at the beginning and at the end of the movement. 

Sometimes, the PDA comes with hardware extension, like a keyboard. For the 
HandSmart device user, the keyboard input provided by the interface is the nine keys of 
the pad overridden with the 26 letters of the alphabet (as in mobile phones). Another way 
would be by defining on a flat surface, like a wall or table, the virtual keyboard space. 
The application should identify the margins and “project” on the surface but keep the 
virtual keys within the margins. Doing so, while providing the user with a full virtual 
keyboard, would restrict the user’s ability to operate the system while in motion. The 
same effect is observed when using an extensible keyboard with a PDA. 

Even if the extension of the screen provided more space for advanced applications, the 
interaction speed, as a result of the image recognition process that encounters difficulties 
in detecting the touch, is slow. A compromise would be to use the interface in 
combination with a classical PDA tablet that would allow both interactions while having 
the extended screen benefits. 

7.2 User Interface Appliance 

In Chapter 4, a discussion on the new interaction techniques introduced the sign language 
that could help interact with an AR based UI. If the device was a portable mobile 
communication device, the sign language and interaction technique used was MARISIL. 
With the specified sign language and with a powerful image processing unit, the interface 
could morph into anything. It could be a phone, a browser or a video player – basically 
any IA. When using such interfaces, once the user assimilated them, it could operate any 
other devices, not only phones or computers (see the principles behind Universal 
Information Appliance (Eustice et al. 1999)). 

The UI of an IA comprises of hardware and software components that facilitate the 
communication between the human and the computer (also known as human-computer 
interaction). In the case of the UI of a desktop computer, the system requires some 
hardware input devices such as keyboard, mouse, touch screen, microphone, etc. 
Moreover, the system requires output devices such as a display, printer, speaker, etc. 
When using a MARISIL HandSmart device, due to the nature of implementation of the 
devices, there was a less obvious separation between what was hardware and what was 
the software component of the interface. Now, because of the video-based recognition 
system, the component that was previously called keyboard – and therefore, part of the 
hardware component – had become “virtualized” keyboard and, hence, it also had a 
software component to handle image processing. Because of this new software 
component introduced in the system, some of the information processing done by the 
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microprocessor went to theses new tasks, rather than just the interaction with the UI (i.e., 
image processing, tracking and calibration). These limitations have suggested the 
separation of the MARISIL HandSmart device interface part from the device that it 
served (the IA). This concept is called as the “user interface appliance” since the interface 
per se became an independent device. A HandSmart appliance is a device that 
understands the sign language defined in the previous chapter (Chapter 5) and with which 
the user could interact with the computer system using the MARISIL. 

When using such a device, the user utilised the hands to perform tasks like input text 
or numbers. This kind of device had a high level of customisation – i.e., by using the 
overlaying technique, the user could change the way of interaction with the device. The 
user could use the interface with various other IAs. Because of that, the interface itself 
became an appliance, like a button or pen, only that it would incorporate the functions of 
all interfaces, i.e., it could be a keyboard (Taylor 1999), mouse (Brown & Thomas 1999), 
tabletop object manipulation (Kato et al. 2000) and almost any other physical device that 
could be used as an input or immersed virtually. However, most importantly, it would 
extend the display space available for use (Fig. 40). 

Fig. 40 demonstrates how the user’s right hand is resizing the navigator window in use 
to fit the preferences. The dimensions of the window are limited only by the user’s own 
FOV as the window resides in a virtual space and, if the system is capable of head 
tracking/orientation, it can be seen as fixed in the “user’s space” – more like a monitor 
sitting on a table. This is an important requirement when thinking of the future of media 
phones as the user could be surrounded with such windows, extending the amount of 
information that was viewable at a time. 
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Fig. 40. Hand-browser display resizing from upper right corner. User can resize view to fit 
preferences with the help of the right hand, extending display to an almost unlimited size 
while browsing. 

By separating the interface from the device, the level of adaptability of the user with the 
interface was higher. For example, when using a pen, a normal person needs 2 to 4 years 
to learn how to write (assuming that it is learnt in elementary school at the early age of 6 
or 7). Once having achieved this level, the same person could change many pens but 
would not need to spend any more years to learn again how to write. The same rules 
apply when operating the MARISIL based interface and hence, it demonstrated the 
benefits of the separation. 

On the software side, current operating systems (OSs) come with a default interface. 
The interface layer is available either built into the hardware (embedded, as in PDA’s) or 
as a software application (X-window system, etc.). An example of separation between the 
application software and the interface software is currently provided within Java. Some 
people also consider web browsers as an example of interface separation. However,  a 
higher and better separation is possible when using a hardware device like HandSmart. 
Already the new version of the Linux kernel (as of 2.6.0) is modular so that the 
developers can decide which class of I/O the system requires. 
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Once the software of the interface is separated from the applications, the link between 
the user and the machine will always go through the interface. By doing so, the interface 
would be able to better track the user actions and could adapt, hence becoming more 
customisable. Even if the user were to change the operating device, the interfaces would 
always be the same (a good analogy is when keeping the keyboard when switching 
computers). Because of this migration of the interface, the level of personalisation 
improves more than with current designs of UIs that change along with the appliances or 
OS, making it harder to consolidate the user actions in one central repository. 

Another consideration is that when the coupling between the UI and the application 
logic is high (as in most of the current applications available) it could cause serious 
problems to the development team. This is because having a high coupling means 
knowing both the application and the UI, while usually the developer of the application is 
different from the one who develops the UI. A popular example of an implementation of 
this separation is the XUL Project1 or the Mozilla Browser. XUL stands for XML-based 
User Interface Language and it proves that this kind of separation enables the 
development of easily customised applications for various markets with different 
languages and looks. 

An interesting result from the use of a separated interface is the ability to filter the 
information based on the user’s profiles and intelligent agents (Bannon 1997). Counting 
on predefined or custom-made filters and on an intelligent interface agent, the device 
could provide the user with a more intuitive access to information, hence decreasing the 
weight or information load on the user. 

The use of such interfaces with wearable computers would mean better usability and 
could extend the class of applications. This kind of interface appliance could connect not 
only with wearable computers, but also with any IA that has a socket for it. 

As a conclusion, AR combined with sign language and separated from the device that 
operates on both the hardware and software level into an interface for IAs, could provide 
the extended screen for mobility of these devices. Not only that, but it would be a device 
where it is possible to learn once and use everywhere, which would be another benefit. 
Moreover, the interface would be more personal, private and being non-mechanical, it 
could also be more adaptable and not need hardware replacements. Another benefit is 
that, even if it is virtual, it could have tangible feedback that aids the memory of the user 
(as in spatial memory). The drawbacks are in the awkwardness when using the glasses 
and the pace of the input (as discussed in the previous examples). 

7.3 Mixed Reality 

If mobile devices provide the hardware platform for flexible and movable computers, the 
MR would mean flexibility between the “fixed” real world and “dynamic” virtual one. 
Combining the power of such concepts could provide future devices with plentiful 
applications covering all the current areas of desktop computers applications and beyond. 

                                                           
1 XUL Project could be found at: http://www.mozilla.org/projects/xul 
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Theoretically (Fig. 3 on page 22), MR covers everything from the real world to the 
virtual one. A system that is capable of handling AR should be capable of handling 
virtual reality. To do that, the system should just turn the real world surrounding the user 
blank and display only the virtual one. In the case of see-through glasses, the user would 
be able to switch the background to blank (usually it would have a transparency/black 
level). Because of these capabilities, a person with an AR system could operate in the VR 
environment and hence would be able to use VR applications. 

It is hard to separate the example of applications provided earlier as those that emanate 
from the VR environment. To give additional examples, other applications could be: 
virtual conferencing, virtual meeting and collaborative work (Kiyokawa et al. 2001). A 
more artistic touch in applications is the “Interactive Theatre” (Cheok et al. 2002). The 
authors chose MR as a new media to express art. In Fig. 41, a spectator is viewing and 
interacting with the virtual actors as they are seen in the 3D view. 

 

Fig. 41. Interactive Theatre (Cheok et al. 2002), live virtual actors waving at spectator, 
Hiroshi Sasaki. 

Mixed reality also has good applications in the automotive and aerospace industry. The 
user could interact, browse, examine and generally achieve an alternative view in 3D in 
such an environment. A combination of physical mock-ups with virtual objects added to 
them could enhance the view of the designer or architect of the final product. Some 
people have addressed the subject (Fiorentino et al. 2002) but their approach had 
problems with the UI design and gesture recognition. A combination of such a system 
(Fig. 42) and the MARISIL specified gestures could bring more freedom to the future 
designer, in terms of both design and mobility. Using the HandSmart device for input, the 
user would not need any other object to interact with, but could use only the hands to 
change and operate the system. Tracking the finger instead of the pen (unlike in Fig. 42) 
is also possible if high-resolution stereoscopic video cameras are used. 
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Fig. 42. Automotive industry taking advantage of MR in design process. From Spacedesign 
application (Fiorentino et al. 2002). 

The benefits of using AR as an extension of VR are obvious: the system could extend the 
interaction modes and it could flexibly adapt to the needs of the application. The user 
could use the same system for 3D work as well as for writing text. It would be up to 
designers of future implementations to demonstrate the power of this concept. 

7.4 Virtual conference 

One of the uses of telephony is to provide teleconference services. The latest 
developments in the area of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) have ported 
teleconferences to Internet applications (like Virtual Meetings). Such services provide not 
only voice but also images, shared space, text chat, video telephony and much more. 

A system using an omni-directional camera could provide a user with the surround 
view desired. The camera had a special convex mirror that provided 360° video-image 
grabbing. Applying a specially calibrated matrix to re-map the distorted mirror image 
into a normal view, the system could provide the full surrounding view, and by giving an 
angle or direction of view, the user would be able to see a specific sector around the 
camera. By combining these methods with the HandSmart device, that included an 
orientation tracker attached to the see-through glasses, the sensors could provide the 
direction information for the omni-directional camera view. The user would be able to 
participate in the meeting and it would be possible to view the surroundings from the 
remote meeting place by simply moving the head. 

An extension to the virtual meeting teleconferencing application is telepresence 
(Hickey et al. 2000). In such applications, if the participants in the meeting were also 
wearing see-through AR glasses, they could view the remote participant as a virtual 
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person. The remote participant would be able to see the people at the meeting by using an 
omni-directional camera (Fig. 43) data provided via a wireless network. 

 

Fig. 43. Telepresence system. Virtual participants can see meeting people through omni-
directional camera situated in the centre. Meeting participants are able to see virtual one 
through AR system. (courtesy Metsävainio OY). 

A more advanced system could provide information about the participant in 3D. In order 
to provide such view in real time, a solution (provided in (Uchiyama et al. 2002)) would 
be to separate the image of the participant and the background and apply, what the 
authors called, the “dirty” method for occlusion and 3D spatial integration. Another new 
and sophisticated hardware and software could even provide a smoother immersive 
projection environment and better 3D video acquisition, enhancing telepresence systems 
(Gross et al. 2003) and collaboration environments. Future advances in image 
compression should also provide the systems with smoother video feeds. 

As seen in the example, the mobile aspect of the interface could provide access, not 
only to basic applications already available in mobile phones (like phone calls and 
conference) but also to an extensive set of advanced applications. Virtual conferencing is 
one example where the user could use the interface to have access to resources that are 
impossible to reach on a small screen. The virtual participants could be integrated into the 
real world, providing the user with the ability to see the surroundings while using the 
virtual conference services. The interaction would also be friendlier and natural, and by 
detecting the user’s head orientation, the tool could provide the participants with a sense 
of direction, knowing which person is being addressed. These features, even if hard to 
implement on a small scale, could become reality in the future, aiding the interaction 
between people when communicating. 
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7.5 Virtual Prototyping 

In the past, when a product was designed (usually in the automotive or aeronautics 
industry), in order to tests its capabilities, a prototype was created. Mathematics and 
computer systems have evolved so far that now it is possible to simulate and model, with 
a certain degree of accuracy, the dynamics of the final product. This method, called 
virtual prototyping, could provide the designer with the visual enhancements as well as 
the simulation data as much as a real prototype would do. Major advantages of the 
method are the reduced time to develop and costs (Pallot & Sandoval 1998). 

Since the HandSmart AR system provides the user with the capability to have a VE, 
virtual prototyping is, obviously, a good application for the system. The only problem 
was that a mobile system, as the one provided by HandSmart devices, lacked the 
processing power for such calculations as required for virtual prototyping and modelling. 
A possible solution would be to use remote resources or distributed processing and then 
use the mobile system only for the visualisation of the results. The applications of such 
systems can vary from modelling (Yin et al. 1999), design (Fiorentino et al. 2002) to 
virtual enterprise collaboration (Doil et al. 2003). 

The drawback of using distributed processing is in the latency of the response. 
Sometimes, the simulation could take place on a platform, but the results would need to 
be uploaded so that the visualisation would be easier and more natural. Current graphics 
cards provide enough power and are small, so are probably satisfactory to fulfil the 
requirements for decent mobile 3D visualization. 

The benefit of using AR and the MARISIL also comes when the prototype work is 
being done virtually (like in the virtual enterprise paradigm, and collaborative work). In 
such a case, virtual prototyping would be combined with other applications, like virtual 
meetings, providing an integrated tool for the user. These benefits have a larger impact 
when they are deployed on a mobile platform, allowing the user to work and operate in 
various locations. 

7.6 Trusted Interface 

One important aspect when using tools, like collaborative work or virtual meetings, is 
about how to build trust between participants. Traditionally, humans build trust based on 
past information and feelings. A future partner would go through a scrutiny analysis of, 
for example, the way of handshaking, the way of dressing or the look in the eyes. 
Presently, this process has reached the stage of being a social science. Books are available 
on the subject (Fukuyama 1996) and universities have presented different solutions on 
how to build trust between contacts. Unfortunately, when it comes to VEs, the inability to 
use natural senses has obstructed the construction of trust. This could be one of the 
explanations for the slow adoption of virtual meetings systems. 

One solution could be the mapping of all the senses to the VE. Unfortunately, this is 
impossible with current technologies, and especially for a mobile system, since the body 
is very sensitive to humidity, smell and noises, which are impossible to reproduce 
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currently in a VE. Not to mention that the system would need to provide access to this 
type of information in real time, hence requiring undefined bandwidth and no delay in the 
transmission. 

Another solution would be to select what kind of information determined an increase 
in trust and what did not. Unluckily, this comes with a high variety of preferences for 
each individual. Moreover, there is the problem with cultural differences. For example, in 
some Asian countries, it is considered that the user is nervous if he or she is smiling, 
while in Europe it means that the person is comfortable. Future systems could provide the 
data about the user, but this data could result in a breach of the privacy of a person. 
Intelligent agents and brokerage of data through a smart “judge” could bridge this 
information for the users in the future. An example of an application would be the use of 
monitoring data of the user (heart beat, body temperature, context-awareness, historical 
data), compiling the data and then using the previously accumulated knowledge of 
preferences and then providing the trust level rating for the person. The systems would 
negotiate what level of trust to exchange, and an intelligent system could decide what 
kind of information to display for each participant. Although this may sound futuristic, 
the video-telephone of the future could include such an application. 

By using a HandSmart system on a daily basis, as the system provides a vast coverage 
for information access, the user would become more comfortable and hence possibly trust 
the interface and virtual partners. Including applications like “the trust factor” would 
support a friendlier and less sterile environment for communication. Even if many 
perceive the VR as a cold place, such a combination of AR and intermediate feedback on 
trust could add a more agreeable and warmer ambiance for work. Intelligent agents and 
brokerage networks could solve the privacy issue by handling the security and privacy by 
making only the necessary data available to others (as in real situations). The future could 
provide more answers to this topic, as technology and society evolve to more integration 
of humans into the Cybernetic space. 

7.7 Tangible User Interfaces 

Using AR as a method for users to interact with a computer could enable a novel and 
natural input style for information systems. By overlaying real objects with suggestive 
virtual images, the system could turn such real objects into a source of input for the 
interface of the system. A system that enables the interaction based on real objects that 
interact with the user on a tangible scale has been called: “Tangible augmented reality” 
(Kato et al. 2000). 

Tangible UIs have the quality of being real (or having physical presence) while being 
augmented with virtual information. The user would be able to use the touch sense when 
interacting. An example of an application is the tabletop keyboard (Fig. 44). The user 
uses the paper on the table in order to make the selection (the square in the picture). 
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Fig. 44. Tangible interface, table and paper are overlaid with virtual information so that user 
could input data. 

The HandSmart interface can find its use in the tangible interface example presented 
above. In this particular case, the hands of the user are the real objects augmented with 
the interface. However, in some applications there is a need for a larger surface to support 
an ergonomic input. For example, if the user decides to sketch a plan or to select a colour, 
the interface could use another surface tracked by the video camera and then be used as a 
table/panel interaction surface – usually a wall, floor or a large table. 

Other examples of applications taking advantage of tangible proprieties of various 
objects are in architecture and interior design, entertainment and aerospace. The tangible 
aspect of the HandSmart interface also has an impact on the usability of the interface. A 
user that has tactile and spatial feedback (as when using the hands to input as specified in 
MARISIL) could remember the interface’s menus faster and better than when having 
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only visual feedback (as with current GUI and their WIMP approach). This alone is an 
important aide for learning and memorising how to operate an interface. 

7.8 Mobile Engineering 

The term mobile engineering applies to people that have to perform an engineering task 
while being unrestrictedly mobile. The mobile engineering workers mainly perform 
engineering tasks in an outdoor environment (power cable installers, GIS planners and 
construction workers). Two characteristics define the mobile engineering field worker: 
the capacity to perform an engineering task, and the capability of being autonomously 
mobile. For an engineer that has to work with computers (mobile computer engineer), in 
order to achieve both characteristics, some special designed devices would have to 
replace the normal desktop computer. 

The MAR interface could enhance the user’s view with information about location, 
maintenance problems, cabling, wire frames (Fig. 45) and other data about the 
environment (Zhang et al. 2001). 

 

Fig. 45. Displaying wire frame from application of AR system in architecture design with 
icons for different elements (Tripathi 2000). 

An example of use of the HandSmart device in interior design could have the designer or 
the architect visiting the designated location. The person could enter the room, set the 
interface for information mode so that the device could collect pictures and data about the 
visited location. The interface would use the video camera attached to the glasses and 
record the surroundings (rotate the view, look around and tacke snapshots). After the 
visit, based on the video and/or the snapshots, the user could model the room and set the 
“tracking markers”. Usually, architects need to access the plan for the site, so a 3D model 
of the room could be easily provided. The next visit to the location would have the 
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system set to overlay some information or to even have the office plan for the virtual 
furniture in place. The calibration and registration could be made using either hybrid 
tracking (meaning another sensor) or a method for tracking with registered images as 
described by (Stricker & Kettenbach 2001) for outdoor navigation. 

HandSmart could provide various interactions to mobile workers. From navigation and 
information to recording and playback. The augmentation of the view of the user 
combined with the portability and flexibility of the input covers a wide area of 
applications for this domain. Future applications are likely to also address the field of 
maintenance, administration, inspection and even emergency work. 

7.9 Summary 

The possible applications of the proposed interaction techniques in mobile information 
systems were discussed in this chapter. An evaluation of the applications from the points 
of view of mobility and usability demonstrated the impact and benefits that the 
techniques add to the interaction when mobile. It is possible to conclude that the 
argumentation resulting from the use of AR as a platform for implementing new and 
extended interactions for mobile devices is beneficial for the future of mobile IAs. A 
review of past applications, the new interaction techniques and the novel ideas of 
applications for this kind of UIs were evaluated. The conclusion is that by using AR, the 
developers of new mobile devices would be able to provide access to a wider area of 
applications (up to advanced areas like 3D simulations, games or Virtual Design). As 
pointed by Leppälä et al (Leppälä et al. 2003), this new class of new products (called 
“Smart Products”) would provide valuable services and utility functions for the future 
and they are, therefore, important for the development of society. 

To summarise the work so far, it can be said that by using AR with various 
applications, the display and the interaction space extends. The application coverage 
increases from current desktop applications that are made mobile up to high-level 
simulations. The interface could be used in medical/sterile environments; it could also 
enhance the work of mobile workers as AR could be used in power plants, remote 
teleworking, and for other outdoor activities. Additionally, the interface could be easily 
integrated into a multimodal environment. Moreover, everything would be available any 
time and anywhere, since the system used is mobile, making it more appealing to a larger 
mass of people (including not only the desk-bound people). 

Despite the present drawbacks in technology and implementation, the proposed 
technique could provide future mobile platforms with better interfaces allowing them to 
embrace newer and sophisticated applications required by the mobile people of the 
future. The next chapter addresses these drawbacks and presents possible solutions, 
evaluating the opportunity to deploy such systems in the future. 



 

8 Building of the HandSmart Prototypes 

In order to explore the feasibility of the proposed system, a prototype MAR UI was built. 
Based on commercial components, the hardware was particularly selected to give the best 
performance, optimum size, power consumption, as well as wearability and flexibility. 
Even so, latest technological advances should already be able to provide a version that 
would be smaller and with more capabilities than the one constructed and described in 
this manuscript. 

The implementation of an AR based UI for mobile applications and services requires a 
meticulous study of the hardware available to build a mobile platform capable of video 
recognition and high rendering as well as good software to be able to easily deploy the 
various applications and services. 

The prototyping was done in three phases. The first phase was concerned with getting 
the system and the software running and of testing the combination of hardware and 
software. The second phase was for testing the portability, while the last was in trying to 
achieve the best compromise between flexibility and portability. 

8.1 Hardware Architecture 

The requirements of a MAR device that support the MARISIL are hard to specify, since 
the technology in the field is developing rapidly and many applications are becoming 
available. Nevertheless, some high-level requirements are already known, such as being 
aware that the system should be mobile and that it should have real-time registration for 
the UI while being flexible enough to support at least some of the applications mentioned 
in Chapter 7 (Evaluating the New Applications). 

The performance of the system in terms of applications available is limited since, at 
the beginning, the target applications were simple, like placing a call or browsing a table. 
Moreover, in the future, the performance will improve as the processing power of the 
processors increases while their size and power consumption decrease, making them 
more suitable for mobile platforms. 
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The accuracy requirement of the system is not as high as for a common AR system. In 
a normal AR system, the user should experience a high level of realism when overlaying 
real objects with virtual ones. These kinds of requirements do not necessary apply when 
dealing with the proposed variant of the UI. In the current implementation, more 
important were the speed and the accuracy of the tracking. 

Another factor that is very important in AR is the resolution and the size of the pixels 
of the NTE display (or the see-through glasses). For the UI, this requirement is average 
and falls under the limits of the current consumer products available (this system had 
sufficient resolution at the 800x600 provided by the Sony Glasstron). 

The important factor for this system was the video camera and the grabbing speed, as 
well as the processing speed of the video feed. The system needs high speed input data of 
high resolution images and enough processing power so that the user could easily interact 
with the interface in real-time. This was a big challenge for this research since in a 
mobile system, the processing power is also an important requirement. 

In the early studies, another approach was used to interact with the system via VR 
gloves. These devices could track the hand and fingers position and, hence, they had the 
role of video recognition. Later, after some studies, this alternative re-evaluated version 
became obsolete because the gloves reduced the portability of the system, and implied 
using another piece of hardware for the user to wear. 

Additional factors of consideration were the brightness, contrast, as well as the degree 
of see-through. The degree of see-through is important since the user has to be able to 
handle the interface while moving, and therefore, it is important to be able to still see at 
low luminosity levels like indoors, dusk or in cloudy weather. These challenges were left 
for further research since new hardware appears to be able to deliver better see-through 
glasses than the ones currently available. 

The following subsections survey the hardware to support a MARS. 

8.1.1 Displays 

The display is the most important part of the system since the user should wear it during 
the work. The choice was hard to make since the see-through HMDs were available with 
various capabilities and different shapes and sizes. 

One problem in choosing the display is that the producer or manufacturer fails to 
provide easily accessible data on the capabilities of the display. For example the 
resolution could mean the true resolution (for example 640x480x24). But sometimes, 
data on the colour pixels was missing (so it is hard to find the real resolution). 

The displays considered are listed in Table 10. The prices varied from € 500 up to € 
50,000. It is obvious that at the higher price, the better was the resolution, colour and the 
FOV. The technologies used were also important. The LCD had less see-through 
transparency, while with the cathode-ray tube (CRT), that usually uses a semitransparent 
mirror, it was able to permit a higher level of light to pass through (depending also on the 
quality of the semitransparent mirror used). Moreover, the LCD type of display had less 
FOV than the CRT. Another technology used for the NTE display was the micro-optical 
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one. They were lighter, quite fast but had less colour (usually they are black and white) 
and had less FOV. 

Table 10. NTE and HMD devices available for AR use. 

 Brand Model Year Panel Display 
type 

Resolution FOV 

Canon 
(Japan) 

GT270 1999 2 LCD 270k  

DAEYAN
G E&C/ 
Personal 
Display 

Cy-Visor 
DH-
4400VP/D
H-4400VP-
3D aka 3D-
i-visor 

2001 2 LCOS 1440k 31.2° 

Hitachi 
Wearable 
Internet 
Appliance 

2001 1?    

Kaiser 
Electro-
Optics Inc. 

ProViewX
L 40/50 
STm 

 2 
LCD 
monochr
ome 

1024x768 50° 

Kaiser 
Electro-
Optics Inc. 

SimEye 
XL100A 

2001 2 CRT 1024x768 100° 
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 Brand Model Year Panel Display 
type 

Resolution FOV 

Micro 
Optical 

Clip-on, 
Model CO-
1 QVGA 

 1  320x240  

Micro 
Optical 

Clip-on, 
Model CO-
3 VGA 

 1 LCD 640x480 10° 

Micro 
Optical 

Invisible 
Monitor, 
Model EG-
7 QVGA 

 1  320x240  

Personal 
Monitor 

Personal 
Monitor 
wired/ 
wireless 

1998 1 LCD 263x230 19° 

Sony 
Glasstron 
PLM-S 700 
(E) 

1999 2 LCD 1.55Mpix 28° 

Virtual 
Vision 

V-Cap 
1000 

 1 LCD 640x480  

Xybernaut MA IV  1 B/W   
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Some laboratory prototypes also address the occlusion of the objects. In most AR 
systems, occlusion is partial. The real objects are still available, even if overshadowed by 
the virtual ones. This is not an impediment, but it could become one if the system is 
required to be used for certain applications (like virtual prototyping). However, a solution 
to total occlusion is available. The remedy is to use another layer of display that would 
block the area needed for overlay (Kiyokawa et al. 2000). 

The first prototype handled AR on a normal monitor (similar to what a video see-
through system provides). Access was available through special see-through glasses but 
the implementation of the mobile processing unit was not available. Moreover, the video 
camera used was a Sony Digital 8 HandyCam (DCR TR-7000E PAL) with DV output. 
Later, for the second and third prototype, the see-through glasses were the Sony Glasstron 
PLM-S700 (E). This device had good resolution at a decent price and it was light enough 
to be worn for longer periods without causing problems related to pressure on the nose or 
head. In the future, as micro-optics based devices become more reliable, the market 
should provide cheaper and lighter glasses than any currently available. 

Future technology should enlarge the options to pick the best display for an AR 
system. The research in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) forecasts production of 
very thin layer displays that would replace the current semi-transparent mirror or LED 
based displays. Additionally, the development in reflective technologies, like 
micromirrors, have been able to demonstrate some good results on some prototypes and 
even commercial devices (that are presently available only in mono-colour format). One 
commercial device available is the Nomad from MicroVision. The display is monocular 
with 800x600 pixels (meaning one colour - red) and it weights 500g. Unfortunately, like 
other LED-based or LCD displays, it cannot operate at low temperatures (below 4° C). 
This could be problematic in countries like Finland, if used outdoors. 

8.1.2 Video Cameras 

The camera was the second important device to be considered. The user should wear it in 
order to operate the system (either on the glasses or on the shoulders, as a tracking 
device). Because of this, the requirements for selecting the cameras were concerned with 
the size, resolution and colour range. 

Another aspect involved in the decision was the performance of the frame grabber. 
When using a frame grabber, it is necessary to know the lag that the device might have 
between the camera and the processing unit. Usually, these devices come with their own 
device controller and this restricts the direct access of their resources. The software 
should use the image data as fast as possible and, if realistic, without using the processor 
at all. One technique is to take advantage of the Direct Memory Access (DMA). Because 
of this, the choice of the camera changed in the latest stages of the development. The first 
prototype used a Matrox video grabber, but later, in the last prototype, a FireWire or 
IEEE 1394 camera was available. The IEEE 1394 cables and hardware made possible the 
full 640x480x8 to be transmitted directly to the memory (at 400MBs rate) and hence, 
operation on the data was faster. The IEEE 1394 (also known as FireWire or iLink) as a 
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protocol provides low-cost devices that operate high-speed data transmission. It is 
scalable and it supports both asynchronous and isochronous data transmissions. These 
make it a very suitable protocol for data transfer in time critical applications like video 
broadcasting. 

In Table 11 the features of the two models used are detailed. The WAT-230 camera 
had an inconvenience that it came with a frame grabber. Even though size was a better fit 
to the requirements, the resolution was insufficient to allow a more accurate and robust 
implementation. 

Table 11. Video cameras selected for MARS. 

 Brand Model Resolution Power supply Angle of View 

 

Watec WAT-230 320x240 5.4-7.5V 80° 

 

Orange Micro iBot Pro 640x480 N/A 62° 

A serious drawback of the WAT-230 was the power supply. The WAT-230 required a 
small power supply, while iBot used the voltage from the cable provided by the system. 
This was another important reason to adopt the iLink/Fireware/IEEE 1394 based camera 
instead of the WAT-230. The only problem with iBot was the need to re-engineer it to fit 
on top of the glasses. 

The need to use the camera in dark places was another requirement. This situation 
could become problematic if the requirement of availability of the operation of the 
system extended to dark places. A possible solution would be to use of an infrared 
camera in parallel with the normal camera and a beam splitter to get the beams to match. 
Sasaki and co-authors described a system in their paper (Sasaki et al. 2001) but the 
implementation was too large to be mounted on the see-through glasses. Possible 
implementations and future research could provide a solution with the system that would 
allow the operation even in dark spaces. 

8.1.3 Video Cards 

In order to output the data, the system requires a video card (or graphics card). The 
choice of the video card should be based on properties as low power consumption, small 
size and with not too high a resolution or 3D acceleration. Of course, the more the 
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features available, the better, but they are not as important as keeping the power 
consumption low and occupying a small footprint in the mobile computer. 

The resolution of the video card was implicitly low since the see-through glasses used 
(Sony Glasstron PLM-S700) had a resolution display of 800x640. Another important 
annotation was that the lower the resolution, the lower the power consumption. At high 
resolutions, the video card spends more energy to process the extra data, buffer and store 
the images, increasing the battery usage. It is more important to have a small video card 
with less video power consumption than a fast one with more power demands. 

For the prototype system (Fig. 46), the graphic card engine was a CT69030 card. 
Today, the designer can pick from a larger number of low power and small footprint 
video cards. A popular one was the ATI Radeon Mobility that included 3D acceleration. 
Another more powerful were the ATI Radeon or nVidia – based on the chipset NV30 – 
which were powerful mobile video cards. 

 

Fig. 46. Mobile system’s video card. Side with the connectors. 

8.1.4 Network 

In order to operate mobile applications and services, the system necessitates access to 
various communication infrastructures. The prototypes were able to use both WaveLAN 
(IEEE 802.3x) PCMCIA based cards as well as GSM cards (either via RS232 serial port 
or via the PCMCIA). Other possible solutions could include satellite link, Bluetooth, or 
any other form of networking supported by the PCMCIA slot. It is up to the designer of 
the system or the user to pick the best device that would satisfy the networking needs. 
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8.1.5 Calibration Sensors 

The calibration sensors for the system dealt mostly with the user’s eye-glasses position. 
The devices used were a type of eye tracking ones. These can be found, for example, in 
small video cameras to assist focus setting. Their role was mainly to find the pupils of the 
user and calibrate the distance between the glasses’ display and the eyes of the user so 
that proper image overlay could be achieved. 

The technology to build these devices has applications in other domains, like in the 
aerospace industry, for the simulations (what is called gazed control by the pilot). 
Another application is for car manufacturers, to detect driver fatigue based on the eye 
movements. The devices are available from various companies (like iViewX HED – 
which is a head eye-tracking device) but of different sizes, and the one used would 
depend on the cost and accuracy. 

 

Fig. 47. Head-mounted Eyetracking Device (HED) records eye movement. Courtesy 
SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH1. 

Another use of the eye-tracking device could be in detecting and setting the preferences 
of the user based on gaze control (or on which part of the interface the user is looking at 
mostly). This could add another input to, lets say, a personalisation module that takes care 
of user preferences. 

                                                           
1 http://www.smi.de 
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The current implementation was not able to include the calibration sensor due to its 
size and weight. The calibration could be set manually and this should be sufficient for 
the system to be able to operate only with this calibration. 

8.1.6 HandSmart Prototypes 

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, there were three prototypes. The first 
prototype was a normal PC, Pentium 166, with 128 Mb RAM. The system used a Matrox 
frame grabber. The software ran under MS Windows and it was problematic to have 
access to high video rates. The best solution was to work with Linux for better access to 
resources and debugging (the Windows based OS crashed more often and did not provide 
good handling of the errors in terms of messages). 

The second prototype was a Pentium 266MHz with 256 Mb RAM (built by Mr. 
Hiroshi Sasaki). The system used an Orange Micro OrangeLink FireWire PCI. The card 
was able to operate at 400 Mb/s speed and there were drivers available for Linux. Hence, 
the obvious solution was to provide the hardware with the Linux OS. Moreover, the 
FireWire port provided the 12 V power required so that the camera did not require 
another source (more flexible and less weight). The next requirement was to find a 
DV/IEEE 1394 camera. At that time (1999-2000), there were no digital cameras based on 
IEEE 1394 specifications. Therefore, the natural choice for that moment was to use a 
Sony HandyCam until a better camera appeared on the market. Another new part of the 
system was the display. The second prototype used the Sony Glastron PLM-S 700 as the 
see-through glasses. 

The last prototype (Fig. 48) looked more at portability. It used a Mobile Pentium 3, 
500MHz. The RAM was decreased to 128 Mb. It operated an OrangeMicro iBot digital 
camera over a FireWire/iLink/IEEE1394 with an OrangeMicro PCMCIA FireLink card 
capable of 400Mb/s. The only problem was that the PCMCIA card required supplemental 
power (the 12 V was not available via the PCMCIA bus). Even so, the system was more 
portable than earlier implementations and able to run the application. 

 

Fig. 48. Prototype parts, unconnected (left) and prototype at work (right). 
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With the last prototype, most of the applications described in Chapter 1 were realizable. 
The hardware, even though it was not the fastest possible, provided enough processing 
power to carry out the recognition task and some small applications. Future 
implementations should access faster processors with better power consumption and be 
off smaller size. However, the prototypes provided enough information to defend the idea 
and demonstrate the possibilities of implementing the interfaces for future mobile 
information systems. Even though the requirements for mobility were only partially met, 
future research and technological progress should provide, hereafter, the components to 
build such a system. 

8.2 Software Available 

One of the key requirements for the software platform was to be flexible. At the 
beginning of the implementation, the hypothesis was that in the future the hardware and 
the software would change, so the start-up plan was to have a modular approach in 
development. Another issue for debate was the choice of the OS to run the applications 
and the augmented UI engine. After careful analysis, the final decision led to Linux as a 
development platform and Java as the programming environment. The quality of being 
open source gave the development a more robust and insightful approach. Moreover, by 
using Java technology, the software was portable to other platforms. 

The main concern after choosing Linux and Java was speed versus portability. It was 
known that Java was slower in some tasks demanding fast processing (I/O, memory etc.) 
but the promise from Sun Microsystem to improve Virtual Machine (VM) encouraged 
continuation with this approach. 

Fig. 49 shows how the Java platform integrated the OS with the Java VM. In the 
approach, a novel library to deal with the IEEE 1394 Digital Cameras was developed. 
The library was called jLibDC1394 and the source code was made available online on the 
popular and large Open Source software development website (sourceforge.net). 
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Fig. 49. Sun's Java libraries including custom made and open sources ones developed for 
prototypes. 

The next section details each module from the software package and what were their 
special functions involved in the process. 

8.2.1 jLibDC1394 Library 

The jLibDC1394, from the administrative point of view, included one project 
adminstartor (the author) and four developers (including the author). The author also did 
the core code and the maintenance, but others contributed their ideas and helped in 
debugging or porting the code to other platforms (mostly Linux, but there is now a 
merging with another project to add support for Windows). 

From the beginning of the project until the writing of this text, the project received 
more than 5000 hits (page views) and the library source code has been downloaded more 
than 400 times (meaning, at least 200 people have been using it). Feedback was received 
from various users and several versions and upgrades were released (they are not all 
anymore online). 

In order to operate a digital camera within the Java VM, an interface between the VM 
and the IEEE-1394 digital camera was required. Unfortunately, there was no publicly 
available library for Java to use the IEEE 1394 devices. There were a couple of libraries 
for Linux and several native applications (in C or Python). This was the base for starting 
an open project and designing the Java library. 
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The IEEE 1394 system for Java decomposes itself into several sub-modules (Fig. 50). 
The first is at the kernel level, the second at library level (user level) and the third is on 
the VM and the Java Native Interface (JNI). 
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Fig. 50. Linux kernel libraries modules IEEE 1394 subsystem and Java platform for IEEE 
1394 Digital Camera. (Linux platform schema based on drawing from (Vandewoude et al. 
2002)). 

The IEEE1394 module handled the “device driver” part. This module could practically 
handle the device interrupts and bus activities. 

On the Kernel level, there were several modules. The first module was the device 
driver (OHCI-1394 support). This module could take care of the hardware specifications 
for the bus settings, buffers and the DMA. On top of this module were the protocol 
modules. There were various protocol modules. The most popular one was the Raw1394. 
The raw mode allowed direct communication of user programs with the IEEE 1394 bus 
and thus with the attached peripherals. This mode was useful to set the speed of the bus 
or to instantiate a node (to get the bus “handle” or address). 

Another protocol module was the OHCI-1394 Video. This module allowed the video 
device usage for OHCI-1394 cards. It was useful only when the IEEE1394 bus was used 
for communicating with digital cameras compatible with the protocol IEEE 1394 DC. 
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Before the use of this module, another video related module used was the OHCI-1394 
DV. This specific one allowed the handling of the transmission and receiving of video 
streams on a frame-oriented interface (useful for Digital 8 Video Cameras). 

The module OHCI-1394 Video was important since it allowed the grabbing of images 
directly from the memory (it used a DMA mechanism that delivered the isochronous data 
from the bus directly to the application memory address). 

After discussing the kernel level modules, the next level was the user level or the 
library. In order to facilitate the programming and operating of IEEE 1394 devices, a 
library was used. The library (known by the name libraw1394) provided the direct access 
to the IEEE 1394 bus through the raw1394 kernel’s module discussed above. However, 
even libraw1394 was awkward to use when handling the video stream as fast as possible. 
Using another library to handle the libraw1394 (and hence the raw1394 module of the 
kernel) and the OHCI-1394 Video module of the kernel was more reasonable. The library 
provided a high enough programming level to allow the access to the video stream 
coming from the bus while taking full advantage of the DMA access of the kernel 
module. Additionally, the library came with specialized functions to control the camera 
parameters (1394TA-IIDC_Spec_v1_301 from IEEE or http://www.1394ta.org). 

The last level was to access the video frames within the Java environment. An 
important aspect considered was the way Java operated at the VM level. The Java VM, as 
the name suggests, is an abstract processing machine (Lindholm & Yellin 1999). Like a 
normal processor, it has VM code instructions and it manipulates the virtual memory. 
Only the VM’s run time unit is aware of the correspondence between the real or physical 
memory of the system and the one of the VM. 

The Java applications were available to the VM after compilation. They came in a 
particular binary format (pseudo-code) called the class file format (the class files). Such 
files contain the instructions to operate the VM (or bytecodes) and some symbol table, 
and other ancillary information (Lindholm & Yellin 1999). 

For the sake of security, the Java VM contained many restrictions of how to run and 
how to access the class code data. A special mechanism was required so that a Java 
application could access resources outside of the VM. The mechanism operated through 
the JNI. The JNI allowed the programmer to run code written in another language and 
still operate under the Java platform. The interface operated both ways: it allowed Java 
applications to call native code and vice versa (Liang 1999). 

8.2.2 jLibDC1394 Architecture 

When working with a video stream, the application required a mechanism to enable a 
large amount of data transfer. Under Java VM, this mechanism was even more 
complicated due to the nature of the architecture. For example, consider an array of data 
available on the native memory. If the address of the variable is known, each value of the 

                                                           
1 The document used to be online here:  
http://www.1394ta.org/Technology/Specifications/Descriptions/IIDC_Spec_v1_30.htm 
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array can be accessed by adding to the address (pointer) the type increment of bytes. This 
rule does not apply to a Java application. 

Under Java, the programmer has no access to the address of the variables (pointer) or 
objects. Because of that, a complete one-to-one mapping between the physical memory of 
a variable and the virtual memory used by the Java VM is impossible. A special 
mechanism of importing or transferring the data between the virtual and the real memory 
was provided. For example, in order to access the array, the programmer had to use the 
JNI calls: Get<Type>ArrayRegion and Set<Type>ArrayRegion where <Type> is the 
array primitive type (like int). 

Because of this mechanism, the architecture of the jLibDC1394 had to isolate the data 
from the methods. To achieve that, the library was split into several layers. One layer or 
java class took care of the exceptions (errors), another did the implementation and 
corresponding native calls, and the last one did the mapping for the Java application (Fig. 
51). 

 

Fig. 51. Class diagram for jLibDC1394. 

Following the development of the Java and its VM, the latest version has a more 
advanced mechanism of working with variables from within the JNI framework. The new 
mechanism allowed more easily methods like direct referencing (to quote from the Java2 
overview web page: “Improvements to the Java Native Interface allow Java and C code 
to share certain kinds of data structures, which allows for much faster data access 
between Java and native code.”). The current implementation available online contains 
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only the implementationClass, and future developments would have to deal with a more 
standard access to the functions. 

8.2.3 Finger Tracking and Hand Recognition Process 

One of the heaviest in terms of processing and data load process is the tracking and hand 
recognition process. Due to these factors, the module was designed to reside at the native 
level, but in the future, when technology will allow more processing power at smaller 
sizes of the processor, this could become a fully compatible Java implementation. 
Another alternative could be, of course, the introduction of powerful Java 
microprocessors. 

The tracking and recognition process had to deal with two tasks. The first was to find 
the hand and to extract its shape in order to overlay the interface. The second was to find 
the finger and follow the interaction of it. Fig. 52 shows the steps in the tracking process. 
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Fig. 52. Tracking and recognition process for AR based UI. 

The trip of the image data from jLibDC1394 through the tracking and recognition model 
starts with grabbing the image frame. Usually this comes in an array but other types of 
objects or formats are available. The input is Red-Green-Blue (RGB) 640x480 pixels 
meaning 640x480x24=7372800 bytes (around 7 MB of memory). 

Once the image frame was accessible for processing, the software module would 
change the RGB colour base into the Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) colour base. The 
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HSI system encodes colour information by separating the information about intensity (I) 
from the information encoding chromaticity – hue and saturation (HS). 

Consider the normalized RGB colour cube from Fig. 53 (A). The diagonal axis of the 
cube (between Black and White corners) can be the grey axis. The grey values vary from 
0 to 1 (since it is normalized. Usually, in practice the value varies from 0 to 255 in binary 
representation). When it is {0,0,0} as RGB, the colour is Black. When it is {1,1,1}, the 
colour is White. 
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Fig. 53. (A) RGB colour cube with normalized coordinates. (B) RGB plan projection or 
colour hexagon for HSI representation. 

If the colours are projected in a plan formed by the points {1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0} and {0, 0, 
1} (basically the RGB colours) and the other colours are projected from the cube, what is 
called the HSI hexagon representation is formed (Fig. 53 (B) after horizontal flipping). 

In the HSI representation (sometimes known as Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV)) the Hue 
is defined by an angle between 0 and 2π relative to the red axis. The Saturation is the 
value between 0 and 1 (sometimes expressed in percents) and the Intensity is the vertical 
axis perpendicular in the centre on the hexagon plane. 

The choice to use of HSI space instead of RGB was done because it provided better 
support for image processing algorithms. When using this colour code the focus was only 
on the chromaticity. The source of lighting became obsolete, since in normal life it can 
vary much (between places, or in time, etc.). 

In order to change the RGB colour scheme to this, the module used the RGB2HSI 
conversion algorithm (Fig. 54). 
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“the RGB values are normalized, meaning that for 0-255 
values we have 0-1. To do that, you have to put the value 
and multiply it with 100/255);” 
RGB_to_HSI (in R,G,B; out H, S, I) { 
 I:= max (R,G,B); 
 Min:= min (R,G,B); 
 Diff:=I-Min; 
 if (I≥0) then S:=Diff/I else S:=0; 
 if (S≤0) then {H:=-1; return;} 
 “Compute the H (angle) based on the relative RGB” 
 if (R=I) then H:=(π/3)*(G-B)/Diff; 
 else if (G=I) then H:=(2π/3)+(π/3)*(B-R)/Diff; 
 else if(B=I) then H:=(4π/3)+(π/3)*(R-G)/Diff; 
 if (H≤0) H:=H+2π; 
} 

Fig. 54. RGB to HIS conversion algorithm written in pseudo-code. 

Using the colour information (predefined) and the new encoding (HSI), the Tracking AR 
module separated the hand area from the background area. The new information was 
stored into a binary image in which the white area was the hand area (1) while the black 
area was the background (0). The new array occupied only 640x480=307200 pixels. 

After separating the hand colour from the background image, the module applied a 
series of filters (median filters). This evened and filled the holes caused by normal noise 
produced by pixels latency or cables. 

After the smoothing filters were applied, a template matching method did the 
recognition of the open hand. There were two given template images (Fig. 55, the top 
boxes) which were required to be located or found in the binary image. To do this, the 
method had to find the match of the template image to all (or as many) of the possible 
places it could be located in the binary image. Some distance function (in this case a 
simple Euclidean distance) was used to measure the similarity of the template and the 
specific binary image. The method extracted the co-ordinates with the smallest distance 
as the co-ordinates of the template image from the binary image. 

In the next figure and in the open hand recognition method, there are two template 
images used. One for the thumb, that once detected is looking for the next template, i.e., 
the lower part of the palm. Based on the location of the two templates, the algorithm was 
able to recreate the hand volume and direction, and send the coordinates for building the 
hand panel (diagram from Fig. 52 on page 130). 
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Fig. 55. Template matching technique used for recognition of open hand. Courtesy Dr. 
Hiroshi Sasaki. 

Tracking of the selecting-finger (normally, the index finger from the other hand as 
described in Chapter 5.1 on page 80), this system used a marker (Fig. 56) and checked 
the image area to find it. The hand panel area, described in Fig. 55 as the green part from 
the far right box, split into several logical regions/segments (depending on the image 
area). Usually these segments were the building boxes for the virtual keys. If the tracked 
finger remained for a certain amount of time over a region, the system recognized that as 
the input from that region and sent the coordinate to the upper module (i.e., the MARISIL 
module, next section). 

 

Fig. 56. Finger tracking based on marker (right) and coordinates displayed for debugging 
(left). 

This module was partially written in C and C++ and used separately for speed reasons. A 
possible integration in the proposed Java framework was started and in future, if agreed 
by the developers, a possible open source project could be started. The main difficulties 
were to remap all the image operating functions and to optimise them for Java use. 
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8.2.4 MARISIL Module 

Previous chapters presented how the image went from the camera until it became a set of 
coordinates for the UI. The MARISIL module handled the overlaying of the UI on the 
user’s augmented view. Another task for this module was to decide about the input 
(meaning what type of action it was and how would it be possible to launch the 
corresponding task). 

In order to build the interface, the module needed the coordinates of the hand and 
where to overlay the hand on the interface. This module also decided about the command 
associated with the user input based on the information overlaid on the user’s hands. The 
Tracking AR module only provided the coordinates, while the MARISIL module 
associated the segment with the action and launched the application/method respectively. 
A short schema is presented in the next picture (Fig. 57). 
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Fig. 57. MARISIL Module, processing the input from the Tracking and launching the 
command. 

The current implementation of the module excluded the processing and calibration 
between the users’s eyes, the display, the camera and the hands. This is the current status 
of the implementation and the decision not to implement these processes was because of 
the current state of technologies and processing power available. 

In order to have a true overlay of the interface and a semi-automatic calibration 
process between the eyes and the see-through glasses, the system should also include an 
eye-tracking device. Once the position of the eyes is known, based on the position of the 
camera (in this hardware implementation the camera was attached on top of the glasses) 
the display could calculate the exact place where to overlay the interface. Moreover, in 
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order to have a stereoscopic overlay (both displays to show correctly the hand overlaid by 
the interface), another camera would be required that would provide distance 
measurements. 

With the current hardware implementation, adding the second camera would increase 
the IEEE 1394 communication bandwidth by 50% causing a drop in quality of the video 
transmitted (from 400Mb/s to 200Mb/s). This, as a result, would affect the registration 
and tracking process. 

Another aspect is that in order to have the stereoscopic view and distance detected 
correctly, at least one more cameras would be necessary to provide accurate data. Such a 
system (Shapiro & Stockman 2001) requires another processing unit that could be a 
powerful DSP device and hence the cost of implementation would rise without improving 
the quality sufficiently. A more optimal approach would be to consider the input from 
only one camera, the second one to be used with a lower resolution just for the small 
calibration of the second eye (since accurate information to calculate the distances is not 
required, like with the stereo-camera system described above. 

In the current implementation this module was written in C and C++ and it did not 
deal with the calibration. The module could be easily implemented in Java and the future 
implementation should contain this module as a Java class. 

8.3 Summary 

This chapter described the constructs for the HandSmart system. The hardware and 
software involved in the construction of the prototypes were described. Future plans and 
improvements are still necessary. The work done so far provided the basis of how to build 
a working system. Also presented was the current state of the art of a MAR based UI 
built to operate an interface like the one proposed (based on the MARISIL). It also 
described the implementation problems faced by developing such a system as well as 
future improvements that could contribute to a better adoption by industry and the mass 
market. Future technologies and better integration of components already promise to 
deliver a better implementation. The next chapter evaluates the implications of the 
artefacts. 



 

9 Evaluation of the HandSmart Implementation and some 
Implications 

This chapter discusses the status of the prototype and evaluates the implementation of the 
prototypes discussed in the previous chapter. The focus of the evaluation was on the 
technical aspects of the implementation. A usability evaluation of the system was 
impossible due to it being at the early stage of the prototypes development and due to the 
lack of resources. The author believes that in order to better evaluate the usability of such 
a system, a more advanced prototype should be produced and in sufficient numbers so 
that users could experience the full interaction as with a fully functional system. 

From the technical point of view, the evaluation discusses the achievements made both 
for the hardware and software implementation of the prototypes. The hardware evaluation 
criteria were the size, portability and availability of the components for the system. The 
software evaluation concerned the capacity to implement the basic functions specified by 
the proposed MARISIL interaction (described in Chapter 5) on the current hardware and 
the flexibility for future implementations and additional requirements. 

Moreover, this chapter discusses the implications of the current capabilities of the 
implemented system. The chapter ends with a section defining the perspectives of the 
work. 

9.1 Hardware 

The current system was available in a small enough size to fit in a large pocket or a small 
backpack. The glasses and the camera were also available with a see-through option and 
they were small enough to wear them on the head without too much inconvenience. 

Moreover, new surveys of the technology showed a faster move towards the mobility 
aspect of the hardware. There are now commercial products that target specifically the 
mobile aspect of the computers (Fig. 58). 
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Fig. 58. LittlePC’s LPC-301 Small FootPrint comes with a Pentium 3, LAN, USB, Firewire 
1394, Audio, Serial, Video at the price of a new computer and includes even a built-in CD-
ROM. 

The commercial products focused mainly on providing the same applications as a normal 
PC at the expense of being mobile. When designing a MAR, the designer should focus 
more on the AR aspects rather than on the desktop computer features (like the CD-
ROM). 

Another hardware component that was a part of the system was the see-through 
glasses. The prototype used the Sony Glasstron. Current advances in micro-optics have 
encouraged companies like MicroVision to market products like Nomad that are based on 
such technologies. These devices are lighter, have better contrast and a higher level of 
see-through (the amount of ambient light visible through the glasses is hence higher). 

As for the calibration issue, the eye tracking devices have also progressed. Eye 
tracking devices are presently already used in small video cameras to assist focus setting. 
The technology has found other applications in the aerospace industry for simulations 
(what is called gaze control by the pilot). Another application developed has been by car 
manufacturers, to detect driver’s fatigue based on eye movements. The devices are 
available from various companies (like iViewX HED – a head eye-tracking device) and 
in different sizes, at a relatively average cost and accuracy. Another use of the eye-
tracking device could be for calibrating the preferences of the user based on the gaze 
control (or on which part of the interface the user is mostly looking at). This could add 
another input to the, let us say, a personalisation module that takes care of user 
preferences. 

The power for the system could be supplied from a Lithium ion (LiIon) battery. An 
estimation of power consumption from the current devices is available in the next table 
(Table 12). Naturally that some values vary with the usage (between idle and maximum 
usage). Some estimations are available, based on present technologies, but these were not 
considered and integrated in the prototypes presented. There will be a large difference 
between the current prototype and a future one, including what some of the present 
technologies could provide in terms of power consumption. 
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Table 12. The Power consumption of the current and future MARSs. 

Component Voltage Current power (mW) Future power (mW) 
Sony Glastron 12V 1100  
MicroOptics ≈5V  ≤50 
WL 100 net 12V 130  
4MB CF net   ≤20 
Current PC 24V 100000  
Mobile PC 12V  ≤20000 
iBot video 12V 1400  
Fire-I 12V  ≤900 
TOTAL  ≥102630 ≤20970 

Integrating the newest technologies, the hardware specifications for the system could be 
met. There are already some MARSs available for commercial use. When more 
applications are available, future devices would probably emerge to integrate the new 
technologies. This would also depend on the social acceptance of wearing such devices as 
well as how the technologies will be able to provide them. While the prototypes did not 
meet the criteria of portability due to the off-the-shelf integration, there are commercial 
products that can now follow closer the specifications allowing the building of a smaller 
and portable mobile IAs that will support the proposed AR interface. 

9.2 Software 

At the beginning of the research, the main concern was whether a mobile information 
system could handle a large amount of image processing. The greatest problems were 
how to track in real-time the hands of the user with a high enough level of accuracy that 
would deliver a seamless virtual-real interface. One solution considered was to use a 
mobile passive system, in which the video stream would be transmitted to a powerful 
computer for processing and the results fed back (like in the Regenbrecht and Specht 
mPARD approach (Regenbrecht & Specht 2000)). Hence, the question was whether it 
could be available on a small, mobile platform and not on a high performance fixed 
server. The requirements to run in real-time were impossible to meet by this approach, 
due to network latency and the amount of data needed in the transmissions. 

Another implicit requirement was to have the software modular so that it could handle 
the future changes in the hardware or in the software platforms. In order to have the 
portability as high as possible, the programming was done, as much as possible, in Java. 

To be able to operate the high amount of processing, some of the code had to run on 
the native level. This meant that the portability of some sections were lost for the sake of 
speed. Another problem was to find the proper API to handle the IEEE 1394 protocol. 
Since the protocol is still young, the Java platform did not provide the APIs for handling 
the standard. Because of this, another part of the code had to also run at the native level 
and had to be included into the Java VM’s libraries. 
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These drawbacks are minor compared with the achievements. In the future 
implementation of the Java platform, it is most likely that Sun Microsystem will include 
such libraries as provided by our jLibDC1394. Moreover, future technologies will 
provide better integration of Java code that would lead to faster execution of Java 
binaries. This could allow the future implementation to process the images under the Java 
VM and not outside it. 

The system was able to track the user’s hand and the pointing finger in real-time, 
allowing interaction with the system. A demo video made by Dr. Hiroshi Sasaki 
demonstrated the placing of the call using the system. In the future, more applications are 
likely to be implemented and demonstrated on the platform. 

The author believes that the UI application could be fully portable to Java in a couple 
of years. This would mean that the whole code would be available in Java and it would be 
fully portable to any machine running a Java VM. 

9.3 Implications 

The major implications of the implementation and their impact are discussed in the 
following sections. The implications discussed here are concerned only with the issues 
that have not been discussed in previous chapters. These implications became evident 
during the development of the prototypes and later, during the use of the system. 

9.3.1 Security and privacy 

An important requirement of a mobile device’s UI is the privacy and the security of the 
user. When using the current interfaces, like mobile phones, PDAs, or even speech based 
command interfaces, they all lack privacy when operated in a public space. 

Considering that only the user of the AR based UI is able to see the interface, the level 
of privacy is even higher than the one provided by desktop computers (that are not 
generally used in public spaces). Moreover, one idea was to have a special secured 
version of interaction when using this interface. In this version, the interface’s labels and 
numbers would no longer be laid out as usual, but they could be randomly distributed on 
the palm panel. Because of this, nobody except the user would be able to identify the real 
value introduced when placing the pointer finger on the palm panel. 

In the light of this characteristic, a higher level of privacy and security could be 
achieved. Another example could be to use the technology on ATM machines on the 
street. An onlooker, even when watching very closely, would not be able to know what is 
the PIN code introduced by the customer using the proposed secure version of the 
system. 
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9.3.2 Ergonomics 

The ergonomics of a UI involved many studies and experiments. Based on the current 
laboratory experiments, there were new specifications concerning the use and ergonomics 
of the interface. 

During some tests, it appeared that while using the interface, the user should keep the 
panel hand up all the time, even if no input was being performed, but mainly to read 
some information. This action is futile, since the hands should serve only for interaction 
and not to just display some static data. Because of this, the new implementation 
considered that when the hand withdraws from view, the information should remain on 
the display, unless the user closes the interface with a gesture before removing the hand. 
This problem was first discovered during the production of the movie (Section 4.2.3 on 
page 74). 

Another problem was the raw removal. The anatomy of users hands can differ from 
person to another. Some people can, while others are not able to, close just one finger of 
the hand (Fig. 30 on page 86). The new implementation considered that with the help of 
the pointing finger this should be an easy task for everyone. 

Other ergonomic aspects that were also looked into were the feeling of wearing the 
glasses all the time. While the current system was quite awkward in terms of size and 
fashion, future system could have a lighter and nicer design for the see-through glasses as 
well as an alternative classical display that is physical and not virtual, allowing the device 
to operate also in a classical manner. 

Psychologists have demonstrated that a person is able to remember easier the things 
done if the action to do them involves more than one of the senses (or a combination of 
senses). When using a tangible interface, the user is able to see and to touch in order to 
input the data. By using the hands, not only is the user able to see but also the touch helps 
in repeating the gesture more easily. This speeds up the learning process and the way the 
user remembers the actions produced while working with the interface. 

The virtual desktop is another potential application for AR. Such an approach would 
use the advantages of accessing an unlimited size display surrounding the user when 
using the AR system. Handling a 360° area of desktop where applications can be 
available and a lot of objects are present could be confusing. This approach removed the 
confusion by setting the hand as the origin of the display. Because of this, the confusion 
of not knowing where the information was situated and the need to search for it by 
turning around disappeared. 

While the system was not mature enough to undertake full scale ergonomic testing, the 
development and laboratory tests showed that the quality was good enough to allow the 
system to be used for several hours without causing fatigue. Of course, some people may 
experience specific negative reactions due to the see-through glasses, but the operation of 
the system proved to be ergonomic enough. Moreover, the development of future displays 
will probably improve the standard of the glasses (Sugihara et al. 1999) and any 
distracting symptoms should disappear. 
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9.3.3 Social Aspects 

Even if for the researchers the appearance and comfort of wearing a MARS might have 
seemed unimportant, these attributes are of importance for normal users. In spite of latest 
developments and enhancements in terms of size, the FOV, brightness, colours and the 
resolution, there are still many requirements to be satisfied in order to improve the 
comfort and the appearance of the system. The current trend is to have the see-through 
display attached to normal glasses while the video stream is available through a wireless 
Bluetooth link (MicroOptical DV-1 Wireless Digital Viewer). 

Other aspects that could contribute to the adoption of the system is by combining the 
novelty of the system with new services and applications that are not available on present 
platforms (like navigation assistance and digital agents). Such applications could create 
the need for the hardware and possible adoption of such devices to be worn even during 
the entire duration of a day. In the future, such a mobile lifestyle could spread to all social 
classes, from workers in the factory, to researchers in the aerospace industry. 

When using an AR based UI, the system grabs the interaction via a video camera. This 
peculiarity could cause problems when using the interface in a museum or around 
military bases (as the access to a camera will become so ubiquitous). In the future, such 
restrictions may no longer exist or maybe there will be other technologies that would 
better detect the breaking of the security restrictions (since the access to a camera would 
become so ubiquitous). 

Another problem arises when the devices are used in extreme climatic conditions. For 
example, LCD displays will not work at temperatures below zero. A video camera is also 
incapable of capturing gestures in dim light. Future systems should provide solutions to 
these problems in order to broaden the area of operation of the devices. 

9.3.4 Mobile Services and Applications 

The previous section mentioned that mass acceptance would change if more applications 
and services were to be available. Due to the nature of the system, the potential area of 
the applications is broader than any present system available on the market. The fact that 
the system can and is operating in a VE brings a new dimension to the development of 
applications and services for such devices (Section 3.2 and Chapter 1 for examples of 
applications). 

The initial scope of the work was to provide the future mobile phones with an 
extended display that would allow better interaction for operating higher-level 
applications. Through research, quite a large number of applications are now available for 
the system, and they cover various research fields like medicine (surgery, x-rays, tele-
medicine), engineering (maintenance, inspection, design, prototyping), architecture (site 
inspection, mobile computer aided support), tourism (guided tour, navigation assistant), 
business (teleconference, browsing, brokerage) and education (outdoor play, games, 
entertainment). 
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9.4 Perspectives and Conclusion 

This chapter examined some of the implementation problems and provided some possible 
solutions for future problems using the proposed AR interaction. It presented the current 
state of the art of MAR based UIs operated by the specifications presented as the 
MARISIL. It also described the implementation problems faced during developing such a 
system as well as future improvements that could contribute to better adoption by 
industry and the mass market. Looking at the future, there appear to be many 
opportunities for the work on AR to be applied in order to improve the interaction or to 
widen the fields of applications of mobile devices. 

While exhaustive research on social acceptance of such devices was unrealisable due 
to physical constraints, based on conference reviews and reaction noted in public 
appearances of the author, a reasonable conclusion can be made that the system will be 
accepted. Each conference and presentation of the idea caused much discussion and many 
questions were raised from the audience on how the system would work or how long it 
would be before a product would be available in the shops. An impressive achievement 
was during a presentation of a high ranked official of the European Commission on future 
research, where this interaction technique was regarded as very important for future 
development in Europe. 



 

10 Conclusion 

The overall contribution to the research field was the finding of a new interaction mode 
and the realization of a device to support it so that it could extend the display of future 
mobile IAs. The approach of this work was to virtualize the display so that physical 
restrictions, size and weight, of the mobile device would not affect the size of the display. 
Augmented reality was able to provide the best environment to realize the compact UI 
that was both virtual and yet allowed the user to see the real surroundings. 

The new interaction mode proposed was based on a combination of gestures and 
augmented information. Based on the findings, this novel interaction mode (called the 
MARISIL) is an alternative for current interaction modes available for mobile phones. 
With the new method, the interface is overlaid on the user’s hand by interpolating 
between the hand of the user and the eyes equipped with a special see-through glasses 
capable of displaying computer generated images. This interpolation required that the 
hand and the hand’s natural partitions are recognized and correctly overlaid with artificial 
data representing buttons and icons needed to interact with the system. The AR method, 
combined with the advantages of the hardware, see-through glasses and video recognition 
are the root of the implementation. The user then, interacts with the device by selecting a 
desired partition of the hand that had been overlaid with the UI. The device would 
perform a specific action accordingly to the hand segment pointed to by the user (as in 
pressing a key on the keyboard). 

The set of gestures specified for the interaction was based on common life actions that 
are used during various activities of operating IAs. However, one requirement was to 
keep the interface flexible to allow the assimilation of new gestures. If, for example, in 
the future the pattern of how users behave is changed, the interface should be able to 
assimilate (learn) the new language specifications easily. Defining the core set of gestures 
equipped the interface with a standard framework for interaction. During the research, 
this framework was evaluated to see if it was capable of operating a certain number of 
tasks (in the evaluation, the tasks selected were those commonly used by a user operating 
a media phone). Even so, the necessary core specifications should not stand in the way of 
developing new interactions. During the evaluation, the comparative studies showed that 
the new interaction technique had enough capabilities to cover all the interactions 
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required to operate a media phone device. Future extensions could enable newer and 
more advanced applications capable of operating devices that are more sophisticated. 

Another contribution was the implementation of a platform, called HandSmart, to 
handle the interaction described by the MARISIL. The platform had three 
implementation phases (called prototypes) and they were all elaborated in collaboration 
with Dr. Hiroshi Sasaki from NAIST, Japan. 

Once the platform was available and it demonstrated that an extended display for 
mobile devices was possible through virtualization of the interface, the interest shifted to 
how the new interaction technique would be capable of implementing and operating 
current applications and services. As a result, further effort was allocated to evaluate how 
the proposed interaction mode would work as a mobile phone interface. During the 
evaluation, the study looked deeper into how future and more advanced applications 
could be integrated on a mobile device using the proposed interaction mode. As a result 
of the exploration, various applications coming from both desktop computers and AR 
using MARISIL as the interaction mode were now capable of being deployed on mobile 
devices. This result confirmed that using this approach of the UI, the mobile devices 
could benefit from an increased number of applications and services that were otherwise 
hard to access with the current interfaces. 

Through the implementation, the study investigated whether the technology could 
provide a system capable of handling the proposed MARISIL interaction technique. The 
evaluation showed that, with the current technologies, it was possible to construct such 
devices. Some mobility restrictions like the size, weight and power of the device could be 
met using current technologies. 

The study was also interested to equip mobile devices with an interaction mode that 
would be easy and based only on a set of intuitive and simple gestures. Previous research 
in this area only emphasized the non-mobile aspects of the systems while the interaction 
required physical objects (i.e., markers, pointing devices, trackers and other input 
devices). When using this approach, the interface was capable of morphing into any 
interface for an IA, like a phone, a browser or even a video player. Another benefit of 
using this approach was the capability of redesigning and separating the interface. In the 
future, such an interface, if regarded as an “interface appliance”, could become a 
universal appliance interface for the TV, washing machine or other IAs. 

In an effort to prove the novelty of the idea, the survey located several patents – of 
which Kazama and co-authors and Fukushima and co-authors. (Kazama et al. 2000, 
Fukushima et al. 2002) were the closest – related to the proposed interface. Even so, both 
of them failed to achieve the same functionality or operation as in this approach. 
Fukushima did not refer to how to display the real environment and was more concerned 
with static information retrieval. In Kazama, the user operated in the virtual world and, 
therefore, was not able to see or react in the real environment. This work led to the 
application for a US patent in 1999 that was later accepted in 2004 (Pulli & Antoniac 
2004). 

From the evaluation of the abstract language and prototypes, the work also identified 
several new benefits of using AR that were not initially recognized. One benefit was the 
level of privacy when operating the HandSmart device. The privacy increased when 
using the new device since the AR interaction required the user to use the NTE display, 
for which, by construction, the output was restricted only to the person wearing it. In 
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addition to this hardware restriction, the privacy could be further enhanced by the 
software by shuffling the locations of the buttons in the interface. This random 
rearrangement of the interface layout (seen only by the user) would obfuscate, for an 
onlooker, the meaning of the gestures executed by the person operating the interface. 
Another benefit was the flexibility and customisability of the interface. If the interface is 
virtual it allows easy adaptation and modification of its operations, unlike hardware keys 
that are hard to modify. Virtual also means a longer life, since the components of the 
interface are non-mechanical and, therefore, not subject to mechanical failures. The 
system should be able to “grow” with the user. This means that once the user is 
accustomed to the basic operations, he/she could teach the system to carry out advanced 
tasks by including new interactions (more like learn once, use all life). 

Another benefit of using this interaction mode is that operating the interface is 
possible without needing to pull something out from the pocket, but only enabling the 
system. This is useful in circumstances where the user needs access to the interface 
without having to search for the device to operate it (i.e., a mobile phone has to be pulled 
out for use). 

As the system, in order to operate, requires a certain separation between the device 
and the UI (at hardware and software level), tracking the user’s actions is possible at any 
time when the owner is operating the interface. This permits the system to access broader 
interaction situations, as people are expected to use the interface in various conditions. 
Moreover, including artificial intelligence and more sensors or context-awareness in the 
system would enable the device to accommodate better experiences, particularly in the 
area of personalization and filtering, hence providing a more individualized interface. 

The final contribution was to provide the large open source software community with 
a glimpse of the work. Parts of the work were made available on-line and they could be 
downloaded and tested. Future packages will be similarly deployed, including an AR 
based UI framework. 

The beneficiaries from this research would be not only the users, but also the 
technology providers of PDAs, Mobile Phones, Tablet PCs, and other equipment. During 
the exploration and dissemination of the applications of the new system, for some 
specific areas, the interaction mode and system design proved to be particularly 
beneficial. For example, for the workers in sterile environments and clean rooms, the 
system could provide an interaction mode that did not involve physical contact of the 
hands with another object (usually a keyboard). Additionally, for people performing in 
conditions that force them to wear certain equipment (like scuba divers or astronauts), 
that limits their abilities to use a keyboard, this system could be easily adapted to operate 
under these conditions. A fascinating possibility that came up from the reviews of the 
system by some medical professionals would be the deployment of the HandSmart to aid 
medical workers (i.e., telepresence systems, medical examinations), surgical operations 
on some patients (i.e., memory support activities). 

The novel design and the use of top technologies when building the artefact attracted 
much curiosity. This suggests that normal users are interested and they would be willing 
to try such an interface. Some critics commented on the cumbersome aspect of wearing 
the see-through glasses and the inability of users to have eye contact. The introduction of 
micro-display glasses removes these inconveniences as long as the wearing of some 
eyeglasses is not inconvenient for the user. 
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Playing with the hands to place a call was an easy task to achieve with the proposed 
system. Also browsing and viewing pages provided an enjoyable set of gestures. 
However, writing text remained a difficult task (similar in difficulty to writing text on a 
mobile phone), even when using shortcuts or an adaptive dictionary character completion 
(or T9 (Grover et al. 1998)). Several possible solutions could improve the interaction, but 
only a more advanced implementation of the recognition process would be able to really 
solve this problem. 

The aim of this work was to assimilate, evaluate and promote AR for mobile devices. 
The motivation relied on the assumption that AR based interaction would enable mobile 
users to operate in a more natural way without having to worry about the size of their 
device keyboard. The interest of the work resides mainly in the field of mobility. As the 
method used is AR, the research area has a multidisciplinary as well as vast coverage of 
issues and applications. This, added to the number of mobile applications and services 
currently available, shows the potential. Moreover, this also means that further integration 
work and knowledge from various research areas will be necessary to improve the results 
presented. 

The research implications mostly come from the multidisciplinary aspect of the work. 
The information processing science field and human-computer interactions when 
combined with technology surveys and integration, produces a novel user centric design 
on which it is possible to conduct further research and lead to novel contributions to the 
science. The significance of the work can be summarized as a complete survey, with 
implications, on how AR can provide a new interaction mode that is capable of 
enhancing future mobile IAs with a virtualized UI. 

The MARISIL specifications and HandSmart artefact provide the designers and 
developers of mobile devices with extended knowledge on what issues are to be tackled 
and what could be already done with current technologies. Moreover, the sign language 
specification underlines the need for a more natural or human oriented approach in the 
interaction between the user and IA. The work, therefore, unveils a novel, simple and 
intuitive approach to help a user interact better with mobile IAs. 



 

11 Future Work 

The subject of UIs for mobile computing is at the beginning of a new era. Technologies to 
support such interfaces are still in the embryonic stage or they are being imported from 
different fields. Future research should focus on integrating media technologies with 
portable and communication devices. This should take advantage of the new technologies 
and simultaneously increase the value of the present one. 

The work presented in this thesis demonstrated that such a system is realistic. 
Implementing a fully operational prototype is a matter of time. Future research should 
include usability tests and ergonomic studies in relation to specific applications. 

Moreover, some more publications and a full operational implementation of a 
prototype media phone using the MARISIL should be used to promote the concept to 
industry. To progress, mobile phone technology needs a revolutionary interface in order 
to attract new users. This interface could overcome the present limitations of the media 
phone technology, and enable the expansion into new areas yet unaddressed. 

Mobile AR is still uncharted, particularly the UIs of such systems. Powerful concepts 
have arisen and good applications and implementations are already available. Applying 
innovative UI techniques to this area would open new opportunities to integrate services 
and applications and, therefore, create a new momentum for developments and 
improvements in the field. Augmented reality supplemented by mobility could cover a 
wide range of services and applications that could intensify the personal experience and 
communication capabilities within the professional and other communities. Better 
mobility would also promote the communication skills of people. This would also have 
an impact on new fields like virtual product development and designing, increasing the 
quality and decreasing the time a product takes to reach commercialisation. 

Sometimes, the level of abstraction used in UIs causes confusion in people using them. 
The idea behind the implementation of this interface and the way to use it looked at the 
intuitive process of moving the hands. Such processes vary between individuals and 
hence, they are hard to model or to define as a standard. The design of the interface 
should be more open to changes so that a person operating it could redefine it based on 
the individual background coupled with physical and mental capabilities. The way to set 
or to automatically adapt the interface for individual preferences would have to be the 
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subject of deeper and further research. Computer vision is another field that would need 
to advance in order to sustain such requirements. 

The ideal AR based UI for mobile applications and services should be non-intrusive, 
self-adapting to the user’s preferences and very ergonomic. These competences are 
already studied by both industry and academia. It is only a matter of time before this or 
similar devices will become a reality, enhancing the life style of future generations. 

During coming years, the study will continue the exploration of MARS. Starting from 
2005, the academic curriculum will include two courses related to the subject of this 
study. In these courses, the students will learn about the current advances and relations 
between mobile information systems and AR. Moreover, the research work will also 
continue in the laboratory. Several project funding applications to advance the present 
work were submitted last year. New proposals are planned for submission this year. In the 
future, the research focus will be on improving the prototype implementation and finding 
new application areas for the HandSmart devices. 
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